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This version of our report is a free translation of the original, which was prepared in
Spanish. All possible care has been taken to ensure that the translation is an accurate
representation of the original. However, in all matters of interpretation of
information, views or opinions, the original language version of our report takes
precedence over this translation

Independent auditor´s report on the annual accounts
To the sole Shareholder of CIE Galfor, S.A. (Sole-Shareholder company):

Opinion
We have audited the annual accounts of CIE Galfor, S.A. (sole shareholder company), which comprise
the balance sheet as at December 31, 2018, and the income statement, statement of changes in equity,
cash flow statement and related notes for the year then ended.
In our opinion, the accompanying annual accounts present fairly, in all material respects, the equity
and financial position of the Company as at December 31, 2018, as well as its financial performance
and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with the applicable financial reporting
framework (as identified in Note 2.a) of the notes to the annual accounts), and in particular, with the
accounting principles and criteria included therein.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor's responsibilities for the
audit of the annual accounts section of our report.
We are independent of the Company in accordance with the ethical requirements, including those
relating to independence, that are relevant to our audit of the annual accounts in Spain, in accordance
with legislation governing the audit practice. In this regard, we have not rendered services other than
those relating to the audit of the accounts, and situations or circumstances have not arisen that, in
accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned legislation, have affected our necessary
independence such that it has been compromised.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Most relevant aspects of the audit
The most relevant aspects of the audit are those that, in our professional judgment, were considered to
be the most significant risks of material misstatement in our audit of the annual accounts of the
current period. These risks were addressed in the context of our audit of the annual accounts as a
whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these risks.
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Recovery of long-term investments in Group
companies and associates
Long-term investments in group companies and
associates, equity instruments, amounting to
€198.786 thousand at the year end, account for
a significant percentage of the Company’s net
assets (Note 8 to the accompanying annual
accounts). As indicated in note 2.b) to the
annual accounts, Management assesses
annually whether there are indications of
impairment and determines the recoverable
amount of the investments carried on the
balance sheet.
The calculation of recoverable amount is mainly
based on estimates of the value of the future
cash flows on each investment. These future
flow estimations are based on the Company's
estimated share of the cash flows expected to be
generated by the investee on its activities and, if
appropriate, those generated on their disposal
and therefore require judgement on the part of
Management. These judgements include, among
other things, expectations in term of sales and
margins, estimation of the discount rates used
to calculate the present value of the cash flows
(WACC), etc. The most important assumptions
used by the Company in its analysis are
summarised in Note 2.b) to the accompanying
annual accounts.
Deviations in these rates and estimates trigger
significant variations in the calculations
performed and therefore in the analysis of the
recoverability of investments in group
companies and associates.

Firstly, we obtained an understanding of the
internal process to assess the measurement of
investments, their recoverability and impairment
tests by Management, verifying that the criteria
used in the performance of these tests are
consistent with those established in the current
accounting methodology for the performance of
these analyses.
For cash flows, we checked not only the
calculations made but also the projected annual
cash flows, based on the plans and budgets
approved by Group management, against those
actually obtained in 2018, and we analysed the key
assumptions used to determine the growth rates
and forecast future margins, verifying them using
available comparables (historical results and sector
margins). The discount rates applied (WACC) were
assessed with the collaboration of our firm’s
specialist team. Lastly, in order to estimate the level
of coverage represented by the results of the
analyses prepared by management with respect to
the value of assets to be recovered, we carried out
sensitivity tests on these projections.
As a result of our analysis and tests performed, we
consider that Management’s conclusion concerning
the absence of impairment of investments, the
estimates made and the information disclosed in
the accompanying annual accounts are adequately
supported and are consistent with the information
currently available.

Other information: Management report
Other information comprises only the management report for the 2018 financial year, the formulation
of which is the responsibility of the Company´s directors and does not form an integral part of the
annual accounts.
Our audit opinion on the annual accounts does not cover the management report. Our responsibility
regarding the information contained in the management report is defined in the legislation governing
the audit practice, which establishes two distinct levels in this regard:
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a)

A specific level applicable to the statement of non-financial information, that consists of
verifying solely that the aforementioned information has been provided in the management
report or, if appropriate, that the management report includes the pertinent reference in the
manner provided by the legislation and if not, we are required to report that fact.

b)

A general level applicable to the rest of the information included in the management report that
consists of evaluating and reporting on the consistency between that information and the annual
accounts as a result of our knowledge of the Company obtained during the audit of the
aforementioned financial statements and does not include information different to that obtained
as evidence during our audit, as well as evaluating and reporting on whether the content and
presentation of that part of the management report is in accordance with applicable regulations.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that material misstatements exist, we are
required to report that fact.

On the basis of the work performed, as described above, we have verified that the non-financial
information mentioned in paragraph a) above has been provided in the consolidated management
report of the CIE Automotive Group, of which the Company forms part, and that the rest of the
information contained in the management report is consistent with that contained in the annual
accounts for the 2018 financial year, and its content and presentation are in accordance with the
applicable regulations.

Responsibility of the directors for the annual accounts
The Company´s directors are responsible for the preparation of the accompanying annual accounts,
such that they fairly present the equity, financial position and financial performance of CIE Galfor,
S.A. (Sole-Shareholder company), in accordance with the financial reporting framework applicable to
the entity in Spain, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of annual accounts that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
In preparing the annual accounts, the Company´s directors are responsible for assessing the
Company´s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate
the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the annual accounts
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual accounts as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor´s report that
includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material
if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these annual accounts.
As part of an audit in accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain, we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
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x

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the annual accounts, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

x

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company´s internal control.

x

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Company´s directors.

x

Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors´ use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company´s ability to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor´s report to the related disclosures in the annual accounts or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor´s report. However, future events or conditions
may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

x

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual accounts, including the
disclosures, and whether the annual accounts represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Company´s directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
From the significant risks communicated with the Company´s directors, we determine those matters
that were of most significance in the audit of the annual accounts of the current period and are,
therefore, considered to be the most significant risks.
We describe these risks in our auditor´s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure
about the matter.
PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditores, S.L. (S0242)

Jorge Seco Paz (21929)
March 28, 2019
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BALANCE SHEET AT 31 December 2018 (thousand euro)
ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Long-term investments in group companies and associates
Equity instruments
Loans to companies
Non-current financial assets
Other financial assets
Deferred tax assets

Note

2018

2017

5
6
7, 8

69
24,335
198,786
198,786
481
481
487
224,158

79
26,546
104,518
90,648
13,870
619
619
560
132,322

16,316
2,571
(1,489)
606
2
3,452
3,384
136
641
23,048
247,206

15,549
4,696
(61)
34
5
4,718
347
139
708
21,439
153,761

7, 8
15

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables for sales and services
Trade receivable - Group companies and associates
Sundry accounts receivable
Other receivables with Public Administrations.
Short-term investments in Group companies and associates
Short-term accruals
Cash and cash equivalents

10
7, 9

7, 8
7, 11

7
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Translation of a report originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 December 2018 (thousand euro)
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Shareholder's equity
Share capital
Reserves
Profit (loss) for the period
Grants, donations and bequests received

Note

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Non-current payables
Bank borrowings
Other non-current liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current payables
Bank borrowings
Other financial liabilities
Trade and other payables
Trade payables
Payable, Group companies and associates
Sundry accounts payable
Accrued wages and salaries
Other payables to public authorities

2017

12
12
12
13

89,977
2,502
63,596
23,879
1,453
91,430

66,098
2.502
44.202
19.394
1,732
67,830

7, 14
7, 14
15

64,776
62,079
2,697
770
65,546

2,968
2,968
972
3,940

18,997
17,143
1,854
71,233
65,874
38
76
2,175
3,070
90,230
247,206

3,047
302
2.745
78,944
73,738
84
89
2,395
2,638
81,991
153,761

7, 14

7, 14
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Translation of a report originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
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INCOME STATEMENTS FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 (In thousand euro)
Note
CONTINUING OPERATIONS
Revenue
Sales
Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress
Supplies
Cost of raw materials and other consumables used
Work performed by other companies
Write-down of goods held for resale, raw materials and other supplies
Other operating income
Operating grants taken to income for the year
Other income
Employee benefit expense
Wages, salaries and similar remuneration
Employee benefit costs
Other operating expenses
External services
Taxes
Depreciation and amortization
Recognition in profit or loss of non-financial asset grants and other
Income/(loss) from asset disposals
OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
Finance income
Finance costs
Net foreign exchange gains (losses)
FINANCIAL PROFIT (LOSS)
PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAX
Income tax
PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR FROM CONTINUING OPERATIONS
PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR

16
10
16

16
16

5, 6
13

18
17

12

9

2018

2017

154,369
154,369
(266)
(96,079)
(93,052)
(3,027)
6,448
83
6,365
(18,473)
(13,637)
(4,836)
(14,308)
(14,216)
(92)
(4,930)
301
27,062
3,708
(743)
2,965
30,027
(6,148)
23,879

141,337
141,337
2,719
(84,373)
(81,633)
(2,740)
6,372
542
5,830
(19,558)
(14,347)
(5,211)
(15,841)
(15,731)
(110)
(5,289)
300
19
25,686
382
(755)
(9)
(382)
25,304
(5,910)
19,394

23,879

19,394
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
A)

STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE (thousand euro)

Profit for the year
Transfers to the profit and loss account
Grants, donations and bequests received
Tax effect
TOTAL RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE

10

Note
12

2018
23,879

2017
19,394

15
13

(301)
22
279
23.600

(300)
90
(210)
19,274

4.

11

2018 Closing balance

2017 Closing balance
Total recognised income and
expense
Other changes in equity

17,732

-

63,596

19,394

2,502

-

-

44,202

-

-

2,502

26,470

Reserves

2,502

Authorised
Capital

TOTAL STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY (thousand euro)

2017 Opening balance
Total recognised income and
expense
Other changes in equity

B)

23,879

(19,394)

23,879

19,394

(17,732)

19,394

17,732

Profit/(loss) for the
year

1,453

(279)

1,732

82

(210)

1,860

Grants, donations
and bequests
received

STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 (Continued)

Translation of a report originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version prevails.

CIE GALFOR, S.A.U.

91,430

23,600

67,830

82

19,274

48,564

Total
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CIE GALFOR, S.A.U.
Translation of a report originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.
CASH FLOW STATEMENTS FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018 (thousand euro)
Notes
19

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Profit/ (Loss) for the period before tax
Adjustments to profit or loss
Changes in working capital
Other cash flows from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Payments on investments
Proceeds from divestments

20

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Proceeds and payments relating to financial liability
instruments:

21

2018

2017

30,027
1,664
(6,350)
(6,537)
18,804

25,304
4,751
15,234
(6,335)
38,954

(96,767)
138
(96,629)

(29,755)
8,449
(21,306)

77,758

EFFECT OF EXCHANGE RATE FLUCTUATIONS

77,758
-

(17,047)
(17,047)
(9)

NET INCREASE/DECREASE CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

(67)
708
641

592
116
708

12
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CIE GALFOR, S.A.U.
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
(thousand euro)

1.

General information

a)

Nature of the Company

The Company was incorporated for an indefinite period of time under the name GALFOR, S.A. on 21 February 1992. Its
registered offices are in San Ciprián de Viñas (Ourense). Pursuant to the Company's bylaws, its corporate purpose is the
production of parts, components and/or forgings for the automotive industry, rail and defence material; and the sale and
marketing of these items on Spanish and international markets.
As a result of the process described in the next section, the shareholders decided to change the company name to GSB
GALFOR, S.A. in the general meeting held on 28 October 1998.
At the General Meeting held on 8 July 2008, the Shareholders resolved to change the Company name to CIE GALFOR, S.A.
On 21 October 2011, the directors of CIE GALFOR, S.A.U. and GSB-TBK Automotive Components, S.L.U. approved and
subscribed the merger plan, under which CIE GALFOR, S.A.U. would absorb GSB – TBK Automotive Components, S.L.U.
This resolution was filed with company registrars in Ourense and Barcelona on 28 October 2011 and 27 October 2011,
respectively (on 8 November 2011 the resolution and registration were published in the Official Company Registrar Journal
in Spain (BORME).
On 4 November 2011, the Company's Sole Shareholder decided to implement a merger between CIE Galfor, S.A.U. (as
acquiring company) and GSB-TBK Automotive Components, S.L.U. (Absorbed company). On 9 December 2011, this
resolution was filed with the Company Register of Bilbao. The merger resulted in:
-

Dissolution but not liquidation of GSB-TBK Automotive Components, S.L.U.
Equity transfer to CIE GALFOR, S.A.U,
Acquisition by CIE GALFOR, S.A.U. of the total rights and obligations of the absorbed company via universal
succession.

The above information is based on each company’s merger balance sheet at 30 September 2011 (authorized for issue on 21
October 2011). The law states that all of an absorbed company’s transactions must be recognized by absorbing companies on
the date the merger is approved, i.e. 1 January 2011.
Information on assets acquired from absorbed companies, their most recent balance sheets, acquired assets recognized at
different amounts than the carrying amounts at absorbed companies and a list of tax benefits used by absorbed companies
were disclosed in the notes to the financial statements for 2011 authorized for issue by the directors on 16 March 2012 and
approved by the Sole Shareholder on 18 June 2012.
b)

Incorporation of the Company and its business operations

Up to the end of 1998, Galfor, S.A. subcontracted most of its production to Forjas de Galicia, S.A. On 13 July 1998, Forjas de
Galicia, S.A. declared itself bankrupt, having previously gone into receivership. On 24 September 1998, following
insolvency proceedings for Forjas de Galicia, S.A., a consolidation plan was actively agreed upon by the workforce, the
Galician regional government, the Basque regional government, the Ministry of Industry in Spain and other local authorities,
making GSB Grupo Siderúrgico Vasco, S.A. (now CIE Automotive) responsible for the Company and assuming the
commitments and obligations arising from the authorized insolvency proceedings and consolidation plan. Under the plan, on
1 November 1998, the staff of Forjas de Galicia, S.A. joined the Company’s workforce.
On 22 October 1998 and 28 October 1998, the Company received a capital increase. The first was a non-monetary
contribution of EUR 12,044 thousand (of which EUR 11,684 thousand corresponded to the share premium), subscribed in
full by Forjas Orense, S.A., which was entirely composed of employees from Forjas de Galicia, S.A. Forjas Orense, S.A. had
acquired virtually all of the production assets of Forja de Galicia, S.A. via public auction. The second was a fully subscribed
contribution of EUR 2,458 thousand by GSB Grupo Siderúrgico Vasco, S.A. making it the Company’s controlling
shareholder.
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On 28 October 1998, GSB Grupo Siderúrgico Vasco, S.A. (now CIE Automotive) acquired shares in GSB GALFOR, S.A. for a
par value of EUR 361 thousand. Under the consolidation plan these shares, which had been held by Industrial Forjas Orense,
S.A., were sold to a subsidiary of the Galician regional government, Sodiga Galicia, SCR, S.A. for the above amount on 12
April 1999. As a result, it now has a share of 10.7% in the Company. GSB Grupo Siderúrgico Vasco, S.A. (now CIE
Automotive) had an obligation to acquire the new shares from Sodiga within seven years. However, the acquisition date was
subsequently changed to 2011.
On 30 June 2011, SODIGA, S.C.R., S.A. sold 1,920 shares held by it in CIE Galfor, S.A. CIE Galfor, S.A. bought them as
treasury shares for ¼1,120 thousand (Note 12).
As a result of the above sale, CIE AZKOITIA, S.L. became the Company's sole shareholder and, accordingly, the latter
acquired sole-shareholder status pursuant to Law 2/1995. In accordance with Article 128 of Law 2/1995, Note 23 to the
financial statements includes a detail of the transactions between the Company and its sole shareholder.
c)

Grupo CIE Automotive, S.A.

On 10 June 2013, under the strategic transaction framework entered into with the Mahindra Group, CIE GALFOR, S.A.
acquired the Spanish company CIE Legazpi, S.A., and at that date wholly-owned investee via the shareholdings of Spanish
subsidiary CIE Berriz, S.L. and Lithuanian company UAB CIE LT Forge and on that date became a wholly-owned investee of
CIE Automotive Nuevos Mercados, S.L., giving CIE Automotive Group a share of 75%. These transactions were performed at
fair value based on independent valuations.
On 12 June 2013, under the strategic transaction framework entered into with the Mahindra Group, the wholly-owned
investee CIE Berriz, S.L. of Grupo CIE entered into an agreement to buy the shareholding held by CIE GALFOR, S.A. in
Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Tres, S.L. from CIE LEGAZPI S.A. and UAB CIE LT Forge. On the basis of the
effective control of Grupo CIE Automotive, S.A. over the subsidiaries of Autometal, the Brazilian listed group owned by the
Galfor subgroup (74.76%), it became a shareholder of CIE Automotive Group (81.82%). These transactions were performed
at fair value based on independent valuations.
In September 2014, after having successfully completed the formalities relating to the public takeover bid of shares with the
aim of excluding from negotiation in the Novo Mercado of BM&FBovespa S.A. - Stock Exchange, Goods and Futures, all of
the outstanding shares of the company Autometal, S.A. and the subsequent agreements, CIE Automotive Group through its
subsidiary CIE Autometal, S.A. became the owner of 100% of the company Autometal, S.A. After the completion of the IPO,
a restructuring process of the CIE Automotive Group began in Brazil, through (a) the sale to CIE Berriz, S.L. of their entire
business holdings abroad completed in 2014, and (b) The merger between Autometal, S.A. (acquiring company) and its
parent CIE Autometal, S.A. (absorbed company), which has been carried out in the first quarter of 2015
In addition, at the end of the financial year 2014, and in a second stage of the strategic operation signed with the Mahindra
Group, Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. (company at that time controlled by the company Participaciones Internacionales
Autometal S.L, single shareholder company and lastly by the CIE Automotive Group) initiated a merger process by
absorption, culminated in December 2014, of Mahindra Composites, Ltd. (company quoted on the Bombay Stock Exchange),
Mahindra Ugine Steel Company, Ltd. (company quoted on the Bombay Stock Exchange), Mahindra Hinoday Industries Ltd.,
Mahindra Investments India Private Limited, Mahindra Gears International Limited, as well as the holding company of the
European business for the manufacturing of components in forging of CIE Automotive, S.A., Participaciones Internacionales
Autometal Tres, S.L, integrating all these businesses.
Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Tres, S.L., was in turn a sole shareholder of CIE GALFOR, S.A,U. until that date
and, as a result of the merger completed in 2014, the Company is now part of the MAHINDRA CIE Group whose parent is a
company of Indian nationality Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. (formerly called Mahindra Forgings, Ltd.) quoted on the
Bombay Stock Exchange, in which the CIE Automotive Group, through its subsidiary CIE Berriz, S.L. and various subsidiaries,
is the holder of a controlling interest (56% of the share capital) and in which Mahindra & Mahindra participates with around
11% of its share capital.
In 2017, the reverse merger of Metalcastello, S.P.A. (absorbing company) took place, whose parent company was Mahindra
Gears Global, belonging to the MAHINDRA CIE group at the end of 2016 and Mahindra Gears Global, Ltd. (absorbed
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company), companies located in Italy and Mauritius, respectively. After a corporate restructuring, a capital increase was
carried out for 28,000 thousand euros to which only CIEGalfor S.A. resulting in 99.96% ownership of Metalcastello, S.P.A.
In November 2018, CIE Galfor acquired to the company Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. its subsidiary Mahindra Forgings
Europe, A.g. which is the head of a forging line subgroup.

2.
a)

Basis of presentation
Fair view

The financial statements have been prepared on the basis of the accounting records of the Company and are presented in
accordance with prevailing commercial and corporate legislation and the provisions of the Spanish Chart of Accounts
approved by Royal Decree 1514/2007 as amended by Royal Decree 1159/2010 and Royal Decree 602/2016 so as to present
fairly the equity, financial position and results of the Company and accurately reflect the cash flows included in the cash flow
statement.
b)

Critical issues relating to the measurement and estimation of uncertainty:

The preparation of the financial statements requires the Company to use certain estimates and judgements in relation to the
future that are assessed constantly and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future
events considered reasonable under the current circumstances.
The resulting accounting estimates will, by definition, seldom equal those relating to actual results. The Company's
management does not consider that there is significant risk of a material adjustment having to be made to the carrying
amount of the assets and liabilities in the next financial year.
Impairment of investments in Group companies
The company reviews annually whether investments in the equity of Group companies and associates have suffered any loss
due to impairment of value, in accordance with the accounting policy of Note 3.5.c). The recoverable amounts of the cash
generating units are determined based on calculations of the value of use. These calculations require the use of estimates.
These estimates are made at the level of the units generated cash (CGU).
If the estimated type of revised pre-tax discount applied to the discounted cash flows would have been 10% higher than the
Management's estimates, the company would still not need to reduce the carrying amount of its interests in group
companies.
Regarding the assumptions used to determine EBITDA (operating profit plus depreciation and amortization and starting point
for calculating free cash flows) of CGUs and their future growth, the most probable reasonable scenario based on current
estimates so that negative distortions of this gross margin are not likely. However, simulations with other growth rates or
modifications of 10% of EBITDA do not show impairment risk in 2018 or 2017.
As in previous years, the discount rate before taxes has been defined based on the weighted average cost of capital (CMPC)
plus a premium for the tax effect. This rate has been determined based on the "Capital Asset Pricing Model" (CAPM) model,
generally accepted to determine said discount rate.
The discount rate applied to cash flow projections ranges between 5.25% and 7.08%. The ranges of the discount rate applied
are due to the fact that cash flows are generated in different countries with different country risk characteristics. This discount
rate is after taxes and reflects the specific risk related to the relevant segments.
EBITDA (operating profit plus amortization and possible impairment) budgeted is that determined by the Company's
Management in its strategic plans considering an activity with a similar structure than the current one and based on the
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experience of the previous years. To these EBITDAs are added the other expected net movements of treasury and the taxrelated flows until reaching the free after-tax treasury generated in each year.
The result of using cash flows before taxes and a discount rate before taxes does not differ significantly from the result of
using cash flows after taxes and a discount rate after taxes.
Cash flows beyond the five-year period, period covered by the Group's forecasts, are extrapolated assuming a prudent
hypothesis regarding the expected future growth rate (growth rate between 1% and 1.5%) based on the estimates of GDP
growth and the inflation rate of the different markets and valuing the necessary level of investment for these growths.
Tax assets
At 31 December 2018, the Company's recognised tax assets totalled ¼487 thousand (2017: ¼560 thousand) corresponding
mainly to the Company's tax loss carryforwards and temporary differences. Based on the business plan, the directors consider
that it is probable that sufficient profits will be generated in the future against which the tax loss carryforwards can be used.
Income Taxes
The Company’s applicable tax legislation requires estimates to be made for tax amounts that cannot be reasonably quantified.
Accordingly, tax is calculated on the basis of management’s best estimate including any changes that they expect to arise (see
note 17).
Whenever the final taxable profit (tax loss) is different from the initial estimate, the differences will affect the income tax for
the period in which the calculation was made.
The income tax calculation does not require significant estimates to be made except for the tax assets for the period. Should
the parameters used have varied by 10%, the effect on profit (loss) for the year would not be significant.
Useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets
Estimates relate to the useful lives of property, plant and equipment (see Note 3.2).
c)

Grouping of items

The balance sheet, income statement, statement of changes in equity and cash flow statement have been presented altogether
for ease of comparison. The relevant analyses are included in the notes accompanying the financial statements.
d)

Consolidated Financial Statements

As described in Note 8, the Company holds shareholdings in dependent companies. As a result, the Company is the parent
company for a group of companies in accordance with legislation in force.
However, in accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 43 Code of Commerce, the Company does not present consolidated
financial statements because the subgroup is integrated in the group, whose parent company is CIE Automotive, whose
consolidated annual accounts have been deposited in the Registry of Vizcaya.
e)

Going concern principle of accounting

The Company has a working capital deficiency for the amount of ¼67,181 thousand at 31 December 2018 (2017: ¼60,552
thousand). However, the Directors consider that there will not be any short-term liquidity problems due to liquidity
management which is a part of the Group's global management framework (see Note 4.1.c), the financial support provided
by the CIE Group to the Company (if it were necessary), estimated cash inflows from operations for the coming years based
on the business plan and the availability of credit facilities at banks, among others (see Note 14). Consequently, the
Company's directors have prepared the following financial statements for 2018 using the going concern principle of
accounting.
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3.

Accounting policies

3.1. Intangible assets
a)

Research and development expenses

Research expenditure incurred on a project is recognized as an intangible asset if it is feasible to do so from a technical and
commercial perspective, sufficient technical and financial resources are available to complete it, the cost incurred can be
calculated accurately and it is probable that sufficient profits will be generated in the future.
Other development costs are expensed currently. Development costs previously recognized as an expense are not
recognized as an asset in a subsequent year. Capitalized development costs with a finite useful life are amortized using the
straight-line method over the estimated useful life of a project which cannot exceed five years.
When the carrying amount of an asset is higher than the estimated recoverable amount, it is reduced immediately to its
recoverable amount (see Note 3.4).
If there is a change in the circumstances of the project which enabled the development costs to be capitalized, the amount
for amortization is taken to profit or loss in the period in which these circumstances alter.
b)

Computer software

Computer software licenses acquired from third parties are capitalized on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and
develop specific software. These costs are amortized over their estimated useful lives (3 years).
Computer software maintenance costs are expensed currently. Costs directly related to the production of single and
identifiable computer software controlled by the Company, for which it is probable that there will be more economic benefit
than cost over twelve months or more, are recognized as an increase in the value of intangible assets. Direct costs include
salaries and wages paid to employees for developing computer software and the relevant percentage of overheads.
Computer software development costs recognized as an asset are amortized over the relevant estimated useful life (maximum
3 years).
3.2. Property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are recognized at cost of acquisition or production, net of any accumulated depreciation and
accumulated impairment.
The amount of the work performed by the company on its property, plant and equipment is calculated by adding the direct
and indirect costs recognized on each asset to the acquisition cost of the consumables.
The costs of increasing, modernizing and improving the items of property, plant and equipment are recognized as an
increase in the value of the asset, only when it represents an increase in its capacity or productivity or an extension in its
useful life provided that the carrying amount of the replaced asset can be defined or estimated.
Any significant repair costs which are recognized as an addition to the asset are amortized over the estimated useful life of
the related asset. Recurrent maintenance costs are charged to profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.
Company management systematically determines the estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment, taking into
account the relevant depreciation charges, except for land which is not depreciated. Estimated useful lives are based on
actual production levels since they reflect the effective decline in value through the operation, wear and tear and use of the
Company's property, plant and equipment. The estimated useful lives are as follows:
Years of estimated useful life (*)
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Buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools
Furniture
Other items of property, plant and
equipment

10 – 68
2 – 24
4
5 – 10
2 – 10

(*) Ordinary production is considered to be the equivalent of 80,000 tonnes/product/year. When production is above or
below ordinary levels, the Company adjusts the depreciation charge at the rate of actual production in the year/
"ordinary" production.
When the carrying amount of an asset is higher than the estimated recoverable amount, it is reduced immediately to its
recoverable amount (see Note 3.4).
Gains and losses on sales of property, plant and equipment are calculated by comparing the proceeds of the sale with the
carrying amount recognized in profit or loss.
3.3. Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition or construction of property, plant and equipment requiring a period of
more than twelve months to be ready for use are recognised as an increase in the cost thereof until it is ready for use.
3.4. Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets subject to amortization or depreciation are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that their carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the
asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset's fair value less
costs of disposal and value in use. Tests for impairment are performed by grouping assets at the lowest levels for which there
are independent cash inflows (cash-generating units). Prior impairments of non-financial assets (other than goodwill) are
reviewed for possible reversal at each reporting date.
3.5. Financial assets
a)

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or variable payments not listed on an active market.
Financial assets in this category are classified as current assets except for assets maturing within more than twelve months of
the balance sheet date, which are classified as non-current. Loans and receivables are included under "Loans to Companies"
and "Trade and Other Receivables" on the balance sheet.
Financial assets are initially recognized at fair value plus all directly attributable transaction costs. They are subsequently
carried at amortized cost. The carrying amount of any interest income on the asset is recognized by discounting the total
estimated cash flows to maturity using the effective interest method. However, receivables for commercial transactions
maturing within twelve months are initially recognized and subsequently measured at their nominal amount, provided that
the impact of not discounting the cash flows is not significant.
At least once a year, the Company recognizes the necessary impairment losses if there is objective evidence that the amount
receivable is not going to be collected in full.
Impairment losses are recognized as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and the present value of the
estimated future cash flows, discounted using the effective interest method at the date of initial recognition. Impairment
losses are recognized through profit or loss and are reversed through the income statement.

b)

Held-to-maturity investments
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Held-to-maturity investments are debt securities with fixed or variable payments traded on an active market which the
Company has the effective intention and ability to hold to maturity. If the Company were to sell the held-to-maturity financial
assets for an insignificant amount, the whole category would be reclassified as available for sale. Financial assets in this
category are classified as non-current assets except for assets maturing within 12 months of the balance sheet date which are
classified as current assets.
The accounting policies for held-to-maturity investments are the same as those used to measure loans and receivables.
c)

Investments in the equity of group, multi-group and associated companies

Equity investments in Group companies, jointly controlled entities and associates are carried at cost, less any accumulated
impairment. However, whenever an investment is made before a group company, jointly controlled entity or associate is
classified as such, the cost of the investment is considered to be its carrying amount before classification. Valuation
adjustments recognized previously in equity remain in equity until they are derecognized.
If there is objective evidence that the carrying amount cannot be recovered, the asset's carrying amount is written down
between its carrying amount and the recoverable amount, which is the higher amount of fair value less the sale costs and the
present value of future cash flows from the investment. Unless there is better evidence of the irrecoverable amount, in
estimating the impairment of these investments the equity of the investee is taken into account, adjusting it for unrealised
gains that existed at the date of valuation. The value adjustment and, if applicable, its reversal is recorded in the profit and
loss account for the financial year in which it occurs.
3.6.

Inventories

Inventories are carried at the lower of cost and net realisable value. When the net realisable value of inventories is lower than
cost, the write-down is recognised as an expense on the income statement. If a valuation adjustment ceases to exist, the
amount of the adjustment is reversed and recognised as income in profit or loss.
The cost is calculated using the following policies:
x

Raw materials and other supplies: composed basically of steel, the price of which is based on the last entry, which
is not significantly different from the average acquisition cost.

x

Finished products, semi-finished goods, work in progress and disposable dies (with a useful life of less than twelve
months): estimated average cost of production which includes the cost of the materials included, labour and direct
and indirect production costs.

Net realisable value is the selling price estimated during the ordinary course of business, less the estimated costs required to
perform it and, in the case of raw materials and work in progress, the estimated costs required to complete production.
For inventories that need more than twelve months to be ready for sale, borrowing costs are included as part of the carrying
amount under the same terms envisaged for non-current assets (see note 3.3).
3.7. Equity
Share capital is represented by ordinary shares.
Costs of issuing new shares and options are deducted directly from reserves in equity.
The consideration paid to purchase treasury shares, including any directly attributable incremental costs, is deducted from
equity until the shares are cancelled, reissued or disposed of. When the shares are sold or subsequently reissued, any
amounts received are included under equity, net of any directly attributable incremental costs of the transaction.
3.8. Financial liabilities
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Accounts payable
Accounts payable include payables for commercial and non-commercial transactions. They are classified as current liabilities
unless the Company has the unconditional right to defer payment for at least 12 months after the balance sheet date.
Accounts payable are initially recognized at fair value less any costs incurred directly on the transaction, and subsequently
measured at the amortized cost using the effective interest method. The carrying amount of the instrument is calculated by
discounting the estimated future cash flows to maturity using the effective interest method.
However, payables for commercial transactions maturing within twelve months, which do not have a contractual rate of
interest, are initially recognized at their nominal amount, and subsequently carried at their nominal amount provided that the
impact of not discounting the cash flows is not significant.
If the existing debts are re-negotiated, no substantial changes in the financial liability are considered to exist if the lender of
the new loan is the same entity that granted the initial loan, and the present value of the cash flows, including net costs, does
not differ by more than 10% from the present value of the cash flows payable for the original liability calculated using this
method.
The Company calculates the fair value of the liability component of convertible bonds by applying the interest rate for similar
non-convertible bonds. The amount is then recognized as a liability in proportion to the amortized cost until its settlement at
the conversion date or maturity date. Other obtained income is assigned a conversion option, which is recognized in equity.
3.9. Grants received
Refundable grants are recognized as liabilities until they meet the conditions to be considered non-refundable. Nonrefundable grants are recognized as income directly in equity and are taken to profit or loss using a systematic and rational
method that correlates with the expenses arising on the grant. Non-refundable grants received from shareholders are
recognized directly in equity.
For this purpose, a grant is considered non-refundable when there is a separate agreement to provide a grant, all the
conditions established for its provision are met and there are is no reasonable doubt that it will be received.
Monetary grants are initially measured at the fair value of the amount granted and non-monetary grants are initially
recognized at the fair value of the asset received.
Non-refundable grants relating to the acquisition of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment and investment
property are recognized in profit or loss for the period, in proportion to the depreciation or amortization of the corresponding
assets or whenever there is an asset disposal or a write-off or recognized impairment losses. Non-refundable grants related to
specific expenses are recognized in profit or loss in the same period in which the corresponding expenses are incurred and
grants awarded to offset the working capital deficiency are recognized in the period in which they are granted, except when
they are used to offset the working capital deficiency in future years, in which case they are recognized in the relevant years.
3.10.

Current and deferred income tax

The tax expense (revenue) on profits is the amount that, for this item, is accrued in the year and that includes both the
expense (earned) for current tax and deferred tax.
It comprises the current tax expense (revenue) and the deferred tax expense (revenue). However, the tax effect related to
items that are recorded directly in equity are recognized in the equity.
The current income tax expense (revenue) is recognized on the basis of the estimated tax payable or refundable under the
prevailing or approved tax laws awaiting publication at the balance sheet date.
Deferred income tax is recognized on temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their
carrying amounts using the balance sheet liability method. However, deferred tax liabilities are not recognized if they arise
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from goodwill or initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at the time
of the transaction affects neither the accounting profit or accounting loss or taxable pro¿t or a tax loss. Deferred income tax is
determined using tax rates and laws that have been approved or are due to be approved for the balance sheet date. They are
expected to apply when the deferred tax asset is realized or the deferred tax liability is settled.
Deferred tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that there will be sufficient pro¿t in the future to offset
the temporary differences.

3.11.
a)

Employee benefits

Other obligations to employees

Employees born between 1953 and 1957 whose personal circumstances allow them to, may take semi-retirement at 61 and
shall have, if they so state in writing, the relief contract (Art. 12 sec. 6 of the Workers Statute) applied to them. Staff with a
casual contract will reduce their working day by 85% and commit to working for the remaining 15% for the remaining five
years up to the age of 65.
b)

Termination benefits

Employees receive termination benefits as a result of the Company's decision to end their employment contract before
ordinary retirement age or whenever employees agree to take voluntary redundancy in exchange for these benefits. The
Company recognizes these benefits when there is evidence that it has made a decision to end an employee’s contract under a
formal detailed plan from which it does not have the opportunity to withdraw, or by providing termination benefits to
encourage voluntary redundancy. Benefits that have remain unpaid for more than twelve months after the end of the
reporting period are discounted to the related present value.
c)

Profit-sharing and bonus schemes

The Company recognizes a liability and an expense for bonuses and profit sharing based on a formula, which takes into
account profit attributable to shareholders after certain adjustments. The Company recognizes a provision when it is
contractually obliged to do so or whenever a tacit obligation has arisen as a result of past practice.
3.12.

Provisions and contingent liabilities

Provisions for environmental restoration, restructuring and litigation costs are recognized whenever the Company has a legal
or tacit present obligation as a result of past events, or a probable outflow of economic benefits is required to settle the
obligation and an accurate estimate can be made. Provisions for restructuring include lease cancellation penalties and
employee termination benefits. Provisions are not recognized for future operating losses.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the estimated outflows necessary to settle the obligation, using a pre-tax rate
that reflects the current market's assessments of the time value of money and the specific risks of the obligation. Provision
adjustments resulting from discounting are recognized as a finance cost on an accruals basis.
Provisions maturing within twelve months which do not have a significant financial effect are not discounted.
When a portion of the outflow required to settle the provision is expected to be refunded by a third party, the refund is
recognized as a separate asset provided that its reception is virtually guaranteed.
Contingent liabilities are possible obligations that arise from past events, whose existence will be confirmed only by the
occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more future events not wholly within the Company’s control. Contingent liabilities
are not recognized for accounting purposes. Therefore, they will be disclosed in the notes to the financial statements.
3.13.

Business combinations
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Mergers, spin-offs and non-monetary contributions between Group companies are recognized pursuant to the rules for
related-party transactions.
Any other mergers or spin-offs or business combinations arising from the acquisition of all the assets and liabilities of a
company or a party that constitutes one business or more are recognized using the acquisition method.
For business combinations arising from the acquisition of the acquisition of shares or shareholdings, the Company recognizes
investments pursuant to the policy for investments in Group companies, jointly controlled entities and associates (see Note
3.5).
3.14.

Revenue recognition

Revenue is recognized at the fair value of the consideration receivable and represents amounts receivable for goods sold and
services rendered during the ordinary course of the Company's business, net of returns, mark downs, discounts and VAT.
The Company recognizes revenue when it can be measured accurately or there is likely to be a future flow of economic
benefits to the Company and specific conditions are met for each of the activities as detailed below. Revenue cannot be
measured accurately until all of the contingencies related to the sale have been resolved. The Company bases its estimates on
historical results, taking into account the type of customer, the type of transaction and the specific terms of each agreement.
a)

Product sales

The Company produces and sells crankshafts and industrial axes for the automotive sector. Sales are recognized upon
delivery of the products to customers. Products are not considered to have been delivered until they have reached the place
in question, the risks of obsolescence and loss have been transferred to the customer, the customer has accepted the products
in accordance with the contract of sale and the acceptance period has ended or the Company has objective evidence that the
pre-requisites for acceptance have been fulfilled.
Volume rebates are offered on products. Customers are entitled to return faulty products on the market. Sales are recognized
based on the price set in the contract of sale, net of volume rebates and estimated returns at the date of sale. Volume rebates
are assessed on the basis of estimated annual sales. A financing component is assumed not to exist since sales are made
within an average collection period of 90 days in line with market practice.
b)

Interest income

Interest income is recognized using the effective interest method. When an account receivable becomes impaired, the
Company reduces its carrying amount to its recoverable amount, discounting the estimated future cash flows at the original
effective rate of interest of the instrument, continuing to recognize the discount as a decrease in interest revenue. Interest
earned on loans that have become impaired is recognized using the effective interest method.
c)

Dividends

Dividend related income is registered to the income statement when the right of the receivable has been set. However,
However, if dividends are related to profits generated prior to the acquisition of the company, these are credited to the
subsidiary’s investment.
3.15.
a)

Foreign currency transactions

Functional and presentation currency

The Company's financial statements are presented in euros. The Company's functional currency is the euro.
b)

Transactions and balances
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Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the transaction
dates. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and the conversion of monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at year-end exchange rates, are recognized in the income statement
except if they are deducted in equity, e.g. designated cash flow hedges and designated net investment hedges.
Changes in the fair value of available-for-sale monetary securities denominated in foreign currency are analysed for
differences resulting from changes in the amortized cost of the security and other changes in the carrying amount of the
security. Conversion differences are recognized in profit or loss for the period and any other changes in the carrying amount
are recognized in equity.
Conversion differences on non-monetary items, such as equity instruments held at fair value through changes in profit or loss,
are presented as part of the gains or losses in the fair value. Conversion differences on non-monetary items, such as equity
instruments classified as available-for-sale financial assets, are recognized in equity.
3.16.

Related party transactions

Intra-group transactions are, in general, initially recognized at fair value. If the price agreed upon in a transaction is different
from the fair value, the difference is recognized on the basis of the economic reality of the transaction. They are subsequently
recognized in accordance with the corresponding accounting principles.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in merger, spin-off or non-monetary contribution transactions of a business, the components
of the acquired business are stated in the consolidated financial statements of the group or subgroup at the corresponding
amount once the transaction has been performed.
The financial statements of a higher group or subgroup headed by a Spanish parent, into which the assets and liabilities are
consolidated must be considered when the parent and the group or subgroup or its subsidiary are not involved.
The difference that might arise between the net value of the assets and liabilities of the acquired company, adjusted for the
balance of the groups of grants, donations and bequests received and valuation adjustments and any amounts of share capital
and share premium issued by the absorbing company, is recognized in reserves.
3.17.

Environment

Environmental protection and enhancement expenditure is recognized in profit or loss for the period in which it is incurred,
irrespective of the date of the monetary or financial flow arising therefrom. Investments in the environment are generally
recognized as an increase in the cost of property, plant and equipment.

4.

Financial risk management

4.1. Financial risk factors
The Company's activities are exposed to various financial risks: market risk (including foreign currency risk, interest rate risk
and price risk), credit risk and liquidity risk. The Company's global risk management plan is aimed at planning for uncertainty
on the financial markets and it tries to minimize potentially adverse effects on its financial return.
Risk management is controlled by the Treasury Department and centralized at the CIE Automotive Group, identifying,
assessing and covering financial risks pursuant to the policies approved by the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors
provides written global risk management policies, as well as written policies for specific risks such as foreign currency,
interest rate, liquidity, use of derivatives and non-derivatives and investment of excess liquidity.
a)

Market risk

i)

Foreign currency risk
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The Company's presence on the international market means that it is required to draft a foreign currency risk
management policy. The main objective is to reduce the negative impact of fluctuating exchange rates on its activity
in general and its income statement in particular, therefore making it possible to be protected against adverse changes
and to utilize favourable changes.
The Company's group, CIE Automotive Group, uses the management area concept to define this policy. This concept
includes the flows receivable/payable in currencies other than the euro that will materialize over one specific period.
The management area includes foreign currency assets and liabilities and firm or highly probable commitments due to
purchases or sales in currencies other than the euro. Both current and non-current foreign currency assets and
liabilities are managed, while firm commitments for purchases or sales that form part of the management area will be
managed if they are expected to be recognized in the balance sheet within a maximum period of 18 months.
An internal review document is drafted at least once a month. Each section contains details of the management area.
Once the management area of the CIE Automotive Group has been defined it assumes use of several financial
instruments for risk management, which will enable a certain degree of flexibility. These instruments are basically the
following:
-

Purchase/sale of foreign currency to term: An exchange rate known at a certain date is set. The rate can also be
adjusted temporarily to be used for cash flows.

-

Other instruments: However other derivatives of coverage may also be used, which will require for their
contracting a specific approval by the management organ concerned, who shall have previously been
informed with regard to whether or not they meet the precise requirements to be considered as a hedging
instrument and therefore be susceptible for the rule of hedge accounting to be applied.

Since the amount of the accounts receivable/payable by the Company in functional currencies other than the euro is
not significant, the effect of a 10% rise or fall in the euro with respect to these currencies would not be significant
provided that all other variables remained the same.
At the end of 2018 and 2017, the Company did not arrange any foreign currency hedges.

ii)

Interest rate risk relating to cash flow and fair value

The bank borrowings tied to floating interest rates taken out by CIE Galfor, S.A. expose it to a risk of fluctuating
interest rates, which would have a direct effect on the income statement. The overall objective of the strategy is to
reduce the negative impact of hikes in interest rates, and to utilize insofar as possible the positive impact of possible
declines in interest rates.
The Company's group, CIE Automotive Group, will achieve this objective by basing its management strategy on
financial instruments that will provide this flexibility. The strategy explicitly provides the opportunity to arrange a
hedge based on identifiable and measurable portions of the flows, qualifying as an effective hedge by showing that
the hedge is reducing the risk relating to the designated portion of the hedged item and that it is compatible with the
established strategy or objectives.
At the end of 2018 and 2017, the Company did not have any interest rate swaps.

iii)

Price risk

The company is exposed to the risk of the price of the raw material (steel). This risk is shown in some temporary
surcharges of scrap and alloy, which record the price of the raw material. The Company manages this risk by
negotiating the amount to be passed on to product prices with its customers and, therefore, removes any risk resulting
from fluctuating raw material prices.
b)

Credit risk
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The credit risk is managed by groups. Credit risk arises on cash and cash equivalents, deposits at banks and financial
institutions and trade receivables, including accounts receivable and transaction commitments. Banks and financial
institutions are only approved if they have passed an independent assessment and been awarded the appropriate rating. The
Company assesses the credit rating of its customers based on their financial position, past experience and other factors.
Individual credit limits are based on internal and external ratings. It regularly monitors the use of the credit limits.
The credit limits were not exceeded during the periods for which information is presented, and the management does not
expect to produce losses for breach of any of the listed counterparts.
c)

Liquidity risk

Prudent liquidity risk management requires sufficient cash and marketable securities, financing via sufficient credit facilities
and a capacity to liquidate market positions.
The Company's risk management is performed within its Group's global management framework. Therefore, the CIE
Automotive Group's strategy is to have the required financing flexibility through credit facilities available through its Treasury
department. The Group uses financial instruments (non-recourse factoring, which transfers the risk and benefits of the
accounts receivable) based on its liquidity requirements.
The factored customer balances in different financial institutions amounted to ¼20,534 thousand in 2018 (2017: ¼18,074
thousand).
Management monitors the Group's liquidity reserve and changes in net financial debt.
The Group’s Treasury department, which manages liquidity, does not envisage any liquidity problems that cannot be covered
using the Group’s current or future funds.
Note 14 to these financial statements details the Company’s available credit and discount facilities at 31 December 2018 and
2017.
The analysis in Note 7.2 of the Company's financial liabilities that will be settled for the net amount, grouped together by
maturity at the reporting date, covers repayments up to the maturity date stipulated in the agreement. The amounts disclosed
in the note correspond to the undiscounted cash flows stipulated in the agreement. The current balances payable are stated at
their carrying amounts since the effect of the discount is not significant.
4.2. Fair value estimate
The fair value of the financial instruments traded on active markets is based on the market prices at the reporting date. The
current bid price is the market price of the financial assets.
The fair value of financial instruments that are not quoted in an active market is determined using valuation techniques. The
company uses a variety of methods and makes assumptions that are based on market conditions existing in each one of the
balance sheet dates.
Carrying amounts of trade receivables and trade payables are assumed to be their estimated fair value. For reporting
purposes, the fair value of financial liabilities is estimated by discounting the future contractual cash flows at the current
market rate of interest which the Company uses for similar financial instruments.
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5.

Intangible assets

The detail of "Intangible Assets" and the movements therein are as follows:
Thousands of euros
Balance at 31/12/2017

Additions

Balance at
31/12/2018

Disposals

Cost
Development
Computer software
Industrial property

1,285
252
173
1,710

-

-

1,285
252
173
1,710

(1,285)
(173)
(173)
(1,631)
79

(10)
(10)

-

(1,285)
(183)
(173)
(1,641)
69

Amortization
Development
Computer software
Industrial property
Carrying amount

Thousands of euros
Balance at 31/12/2016

Additions

Balance at
31/12/2017

Disposals

Cost
Development
Computer software
Industrial property

1,285
252
173
1,710

-

-

1,285
252
173
1,710

(1,285)
(163)
(173)
(1,621)
89

(10)
(10)

-

(1,285)
(173)
(173)
(1,631)
79

Amortization
Development
Computer software
Industrial property
Carrying amount

a)

Development costs

Capitalized development expenditure in prior years, and fully amortized by 2018 and 2017, amounted to ¼1,285 thousand.
At 31 December 2018 and 2017, no research and development costs were recognized in the income statement.
b)

Fully amortized intangible assets

At 31 December 2018, the carrying amount of fully amortized intangible assets in use is ¼1,613 thousand (2017: EUR ¼1,613
thousand).
c)

Assets used as security and restrictions on ownership

At 31 December 2018 and 2017 there were no restrictions on ownership of significant intangible assets.
d)

Insurance
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The Company has taken out various insurance policies to cover the risks to which its intangible assets are subject. The
coverage of these policies is considered sufficient.
e)

Other

No items of property, plant and equipment have been acquired from Group companies. Every item of property, plant and
equipment is used for operational purposes, none of which are located overseas.
6.

Property, plant and equipment

The detail of "Property, Plant and Equipment" and the changes therein in 2018 and 2017 are as follows:
Thousand euro
Balance at
31/12/2017
Cost
Land
Buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools and furniture
Advances and property, plant and equipment
in the course of construction
Other items of property, plant and equipment

Additions

484
5,147
69,657
11,480

Disposals

Balance at
31/12/2018

Transfers

2,109
600
-

-

-

484
5.147
71.766
12.080

54
2,720
89,542

2,709

-

-

54
2.720
92.251

(1,602)
(50,022)
(10,013)
(1,359)
(62,996)

(106)
(4,014)
(799)
(1)
(4,920)

-

-

(1.708)
(54.036)
(10.812)
(1.360)
(67.916)

Depreciation
Buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools and furniture
Other items of property, plant and equipment

Carrying amount

26,546

24,335

Thousand
euro
Balance at
31/12/2016
Cost
Land
Buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools and furniture
Advances and property, plant and equipment
in the course of construction
Other items of property, plant and equipment

Additions

484
5,147
67,410
10,882

Disposals

Balance at
31/12/2017

Transfers

2,555
600
-

(310)
-

2
(2)
-

54
2,720
86,697

3,155

(310)

-

(1,496)
(45,922)
(9,301)
(1,153)
(57,872)

(106)
(4,255)
(712)
(206)
(5,279)

155
-

-

-

-

-

484
5,147
69.657
11.480
54
2.720
89,542

Depreciation
Buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools and furniture
Other items of property, plant and equipment

Carrying amount

28,825

155

(1.602)
(50.022)
(10.013)
(1.359)
(62,996)
26,546
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a)

Impairment losses

In 2018 and 2017, no significant impairment losses were recognized or reversed for any individual item of property, plant
and equipment to the extent that amounts are considered recoverable through ongoing use.
b)

Fully depreciated items of property, plant and equipment

At 31 December 2018 fully depreciated items of property, plant and equipment in use amount to ¼41,366 thousand (2017:
¼39,331 thousand).
c)

Property, plant and equipment pledged as security

At 31 December 2018 and 2017 there were no restrictions on ownership of items of property, plant and equipment and no
items of property, plant and equipment had been pledged as security for liabilities.
d)

Grants received

Certain plant and machinery items were partially financed by grants received from the Galician regional government (see
note 13).
e)

Insurance

The Company has taken out various insurance policies to cover the risks to which its property, plant and equipment are
subject. The coverage of these policies is considered sufficient.
f)

Purchase obligations

At 31 December 2018 the Company did not have any property, plant and equipment purchase commitments for 2019.
g)

Other

No items of property, plant and equipment have been acquired from Group companies. Every item of property, plant and
equipment is used for operational purposes, none of which are located overseas.
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7.

Financial instruments analysis

7.1 Analysis by category
The carrying amounts of each of the financial instrument categories established under accounting and valuation standards for
"Financial Instruments", except for interests in group companies (detailed in Note 8), are as follows:
Thousand euro
Non-current financial assets
Equity instruments
2018

Debt securities

2017

Loans to Group companies (Note 8)
Loans and receivables (Note 9)

2018

Loans, derivatives and other

2017

2018

2017

-

-

-

-

481

13,870
619

-

-

-

-

481

14,489

Thousand euro
Current financial assets
Equity instruments
2018
Loans and accounts receivable (Note 9)
Loans to Group companies (Note 8)
Cash and other equivalent liquid assets (Note 11)

Debt securities

2017

2018

Loans, derivatives and other

2017

2018

2017

-

-

-

-

(881)
3,384
641

(22)
347
708

-

-

-

-

3,144

1,033

Debts with Public Administrations are not classified under this heading since they are not considered to be financial
instruments (Note 9).
Thousand euro
Non-current financial liabilities
Debt instruments and other marketable
securities

Bank borrowings
2018
Accounts payable (Note 14)
Long-term debt with group companies

2017

2018

2017

Derivatives and other
2018

2017

-

-

-

-

2,697
62,079

2,968
-

-

-

-

-

64,776

2,968

Thousand euro

Current financial liabilities
Debt instruments and other
marketable securities

Bank borrowings
2018
Bank borrowings and credit facilities (Note
14)
Trade and other payables (Note 14)
Other financial liabilities
(Note 14)

2017

17,143
-

2018

Derivatives and
other

2017

2018

2017

68,162

76,306

302
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,854

2,745

17,143

302

-

-

70,016

79,051
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Debts with Public Administrations are not classified under this heading since they are not considered to be financial
instruments (Note 14).
7.2 Analysis by maturity date
The amounts of financial instruments with a maturity determined or determinable classified by year of maturity are the
following:
2018
Thousand euro
Financial assets
2019
Loans to group
companies
Trade receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Other financial assets

2020

2021

2022

Subsequent
years

2023

Total

3,384
(881)

-

-

-

-

-

3,384
(881)

641
3,144

138
138

138
138

138
138

-

67
67

641
481
3,625

Thousand euro
Financial liabilities

Bank borrowings
Payable to Group
companies
Trade and other payables
Other financial liabilities

2019
17,143

2020

2021

2022

Subsequent
years

2023

-

-

-

-

-

Total
17,143

-

62,079

-

-

-

-

62,079

68,162
1,854
87,159

523
62,602

592
592

655
655

396
396

531
531

68,162
4,551
151,935

2017
Thousand euro
Financial assets
2018
Loans to group
companies
Trade receivables
Cash and cash
equivalents
Other financial assets

2019

2020

2021

Subsequent
years

2022

Total

347
(22)

13,870
-

-

-

-

-

14,217
(22)

708
1,033

138
14,008

138
138

138
138

138
138

67
67

708
619
15,522
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Thousand euro
Financial liabilities

Bank borrowings
Payable to Group
companies
Trade and other payables
Other financial liabilities

2018
302

2019

2020

2021

Subsequent
years

2022

Total

-

-

-

-

-

302

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

76,306
2,745
79,353

538
538

532
532

583
583

704
704

610
610

76,306
5,712
82,322

7.3 Financial assets
Receivables of ¼1,891 thousand matured on 31 December 2018 (2017: ¼1,123 thousand), although no impairment losses
were recognized. These accounts correspond mainly to customers in the automobile industry who did not have a late
payment history. The breakdown for aging of the amounts outstanding is as follows:
Thousands of euros
2018
2017
1,659
1,082
174
60
54
1
4
(20)
1,123
1,891

Less than 1 month
Between 1 and 3 months
Between 3 and 6 months
Over 6 months
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8.

Non-current financial assets

a) Loans to Group companies
At 31 December 2018, ¼62,079 thousand (¼13,870 thousand at 31 December 2017) corresponds to amounts granted by the
Company to CIE Automotive, S.A., the Group’s parent, under a joint account. This joint account was set up on 31 January
2014. The interest borne on the amounts payable and the amounts receivable is tied to Euribor under market conditions. The
duration of the contract is five years with automatic renewal for successive periods and equal to 5 years. The cancellation
must be notified between the parties a year in advance, and therefore the Company has classified it as a long-term payable.
Accrued interest payable at 31 December 2018 amounts to ¼127 thousand (¼347 thousand at 31 December 2017) and is
recognized under “Short-term Investments in Group companies and Associates” in the balance sheet at the reporting date.
Interest paid to or received from related parties accrues under standard market conditions applicable to unrelated parties.
b) Holdings in Group companies and Associates

Name and Address
CIE LEGAZPI
(Guipúzcoa)
UAB LT FORGE
(Lithuania)
METALCASTELLO
S.P.A.
(Italia)
GALFOR EÓLICA
(A Coruña)
MAHINDRA FORGING
EUROPE
(Alemania)

Legal status
S.A.U

Line of business
Forging

UAB

Forging

LTD

S.L.
A.G.

Ownership interest
Direct
Indirect
%
%
100
-

Voting rights
Direct
Indirect
%
%
100
-

100

-

100

-

Holding company

99,96

-

99,96

-

Producing and
selling electricity
Forging

50

-

50

-

100

-

100

-

On 25 February 2015 the Board of Directors of the Company approved the acquisition of 20,064,053 shares of the company
Mahindra Gears Global Limited, representing 46.66% of the share capital of the company for a total amount of 601,325
million rupees, ¼8,697 million, fully paid up in this year.
In March 2015 the Company purchased (as a result of the execution of the stock option contract over such shares under the
resolution adopted, respectively, by the holder of the right and obligation, Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Dos,
S.L. (CIE Automotive Group) and the Board of Directors of the Company’s single shareholder, Mahindra CIE Automotive Ltd,)
the shares of this company.
On 10 June 2013 the Company entered into an agreement to acquire the Spanish company CIE Legazpi S.A., a whollyowned investee of CIE Automotive Group at that time, via the stakes held in Spanish subsidiary CIE Berriz, S.L. and
Lithuanian subsidiary UAB CIE LT Forge, in which CIE Automotive Group held a 75% stake totalling EUR 34,142 thousand
and EUR 19,741 thousand, respectively, paid through bank transfer on the same date of the contract. These transactions were
performed at market based on valuations of independent experts.
The operation described above must be framed within the strategic alliance between the CIE Group and the Mahindra
Group. On 15 June 2013, CIE Automotive, S.A. entered into a strategic agreement through its Brazilian subsidiary Autometal,
S.A. and certain of its subsidiaries, aimed at integrating the automotive component production business of Mahindra &
Mahindra, together with the forging production business of CIE Automotive, S.A. resulting in the MAHINDRA CIE group,
which is the Indian company Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd., which had been admitted for trading on the Bombay stock
exchange.
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Mahindra Gears Global Ltd., which belonged to the MAHINDRA CIE Group as of 2016 year end, was a holding company
located in the Republic of Mauritius, which held a majority interest in Metalcastello S.p.A., a company engaged in the
manufacture of automotive parts, located in Italy.
During 2017, a reverse merger between the Italian company Metalcastello S.P.A. (absorbing company) and the Mauritian
company Mahindra Gears Global Ltd. (absorbed company) took place. After a group took taken the control of Metalcastello
S.p.A., with a 99.96% of the shares.
In November 2018, CIE Galfor acquired to the company Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. its subsidiary Mahindra Forgings
Europe, A.g. which is the head of a subgroup of the forging line, for an amount of 82,638 thousand euros. These transactions
were carried out at an estimated market value based on valuations of independent experts. Subsequent to the acquisition, the
Company made a contribution of partners to the subsidiary Mahindra Forgings Europe, A.g. worth 25 million euros.
None of the Group’s companies in which the Company has an interest is listed on a stock exchange.
The share capital, reserves, profit (loss) for the period and other information of interest disclosed in the companies’ separate
financial statements are as follows (thousands of euros):
Equity
Other
Company

Share
capital

Reserves

equity

Operating

Profit (Loss)

Carrying amount in

Dividends

items

profit (loss)

for the period

the Parent

received

2018:
CIE LEGAZPI S.A.U.

2,500

8,198

-

5,484

4,295

34,142

-

UAB LT FORGE (*)
GALFOR EÓLICA,
S.L. (**)
METALCASTELLO,
S.PA.
MAHINDRA
FORGINGS
EUROPE, A.G.

7,541

6,525

-

5,549

4,838

19,741

-

272

(1)

(11)

(2)

(2)

68

-

10,000

11,908

-

8,269

5,999

36,697

-

5,000

(9,602)

-

(13)

(18)

108,138

-

198,786

-

(*) Measured at a fixed rate of exchange
(**) Unaudited company
Equity
Other
Company

Share
capital

Reserves

equity

Operating

Profit (Loss)

Carrying amount in

Dividends

items

profit (loss)

for the period

the Parent

received

2017:
CIE LEGAZPI S.A.U.

2,500

8,198

-

6,105

3,247

34,142

-

UAB LT FORGE (*)
GALFOR EÓLICA,
S.L. (**)
METALCASTELLO,
S.PA.

7,541

4,480

-

2,281

2,577

19,741

-

272

(1)

-

(1)

(2)

68

-

10,000

(26,555)

(147)

5,840

4,283

36,697

-

90,648

-

(*) Measured at a fixed rate of exchange
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(**) Unaudited company
In 2018 and 2017 there have been no write-downs of the investment amounts since their recoverable amounts, estimated
using the business plans approved by management at the subsidiaries and the CIE Group, are higher than cost value.
c) Other financial assets
The changes in the accounts included under "Non-current Financial Assets" in 2018 and 2017 are as follows:

Balance at
01/01/2017
Non-current guarantees and
deposits
Other financial assets

Thousands of euros
Balance at
31/12/2017

Decreases

67
692
759

(140)
(140)

Balance at
31/12/2018

Decreases

67
552
619

(138)
(138)

67
414
481

In 2013 the agreement with a foreign-currency agent was cancelled. Payment for the services rendered includes the sales
commission of ¼914 thousand for the 2014-2022 period recognized for ¼552 thousand in “Non-current Financial Assets Other Financial Assets” and in “Current Assets - Prepayments” for ¼139 thousand. They are being distributed over the next 6
years in accordance with the volume of business corresponding to each period.

9.

Loans and receivables
Thousand euro
2018

Current loans and receivables:
- Trade receivables
- Receivables from related parties
- Sundry receivables
- Receivables from Public Authorities
- Allowance for doubtful debts

(1,400)
606
2
3,452
(89)
2,571

2017
27
34
5
4,718
(88)
4,696

The credit balance in the customers' item basically corresponds to provisions for price differences. “Receivable from Public
Authorities” includes amounts receivable for grant receivables of ¼1,225 thousand (2017: EUR ¼1,374 thousand), VAT
refundable of ¼1,971 thousand (2017: ¼3,151 thousand) and withholdings on interest earned of ¼256 thousand (2017: ¼193
thousand).
The fair values of the current loans and receivables are not significantly different from the nominal amount recognized,
including the valuation adjustments made.
The effective interest rates on non-current accounts receivable are not significantly different from the market rates of interest.
The fair value of the Company’s receivables in currencies other than the euro are as follows:
Thousand euro
2017

2018
US Dollar

-

-
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The movements in the allowance for receivables written off as uncollectible are as follows:
Thousand euro
2018

2017

Opening balance
Receivables written off as uncollectible
Other
Closing balance

(88)
(88)

(88)
(88)

No impairment loss was charged to other “Loans and Receivables” accounts.
Maximum exposure to credit risk is calculated by taking the fair value for each category recognized under “Loans and
Receivables” at the reporting date. The Company has not provided personal loans.

- Accounts receivable from related parties
The details of this heading as at 31 December 2018 and 2017 is as follows:
Thousand euro
2017

2018
UAB CIE LT Forge
Nanjing Automotive Forging Co, Ltd.
Schoneweiss & Co. GmbH

4
75
527
606

2
32
34

10. Inventories
Thousand euro
2018
Raw materials and other procurements
Work in progress
Finished goods
Disposable equipment
Write-downs

5,847
3,893
6,035
1,224
(683)
16,316

2017
4,702
4,184
6,010
1,242
(589)
15,549

During 2018 and 2017 the Company has not made provisions for inventories.

a)

Restricted inventory

There are no restrictions on any inventory.

b) Insurance
The Company arranges various insurance policies to cover the risk to which its inventory is subject. The coverage of these
policies is considered sufficient.
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11. Cash and cash equivalents
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Cash

641
641

708
708

Cash and cash equivalents in the cash flows statements consist of:
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Cash and cash equivalents

641
641

708
708

The Company earns interest on its bank accounts at market rates.
12. Shareholder's equity
a) Subscribed capital
At 31 December 2018 and 2017 subscribed capital is composed of 5,550 registered fully-subscribed and paid shares with a
par value of ¼450.76 each. The companies involved in the share capital are as follows:
Number of
Shares
5,550
5,550

Company
Mahindra CIE Automotive Ltd

Ownership
percentage
100.00%
100.00%

The Company has a sole shareholder and, accordingly, it has been registered with the Ourense Companies Register as a sole
shareholder company since 1 July 2011.
b) Reserves
Thousand euro
2017
2018
501
501
63,905
43,701
63,596
44,202

Legal reserve
Voluntary reserves

Legal reserve
The legal reserve is recognized in accordance with Article 274 of the Spanish Companies Law, which stipulates that 10% of
profit for the period will be apportioned to the reserve until this amount reaches at least 20% of share capital.
It cannot be distributed and if used to offset losses, in the case there are no other reserves available for this purpose, it must
be replaced with future profits.
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c)

Proposed distribution of profit

The proposed distribution for 2018 of profit and reserves to be submitted for approval by the sole shareholder and the
distribution of profit for 2017 approved by the sole shareholder are as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
Basis of distribution
Profit (Loss) for the period

23,879
23,879

19,394
19,394

Thousand euro
2017
2018
Distribution
To voluntary reserves

23,879
23,879

19,394
19,394

13. Grants, donations and bequests received
The detail of the non-refundable capital grants recognized under "Grants, Donations and Bequests Received" in the balance
sheet is as follows:

Entity awarding the grant
IGAPE
IGAPE
Xunta de Galicia
Effect of interest-free or
subsidized loans (Note 14)
Xunta de Galicia

2018

Thousand euro
2017

1,205
874
639

1,205
874
639

202

202

1,855
4,775

1,855
4,775

Purpose

Date granted

Prensa 5000
Prensa 5000
Creation of centre of excellence
for production of crankshafts
Miscellaneous

15-07-2004
04-03-2005
02-07-2004

Prensa 6,000

Miscellaneous
01-03-2015

The above grants were awarded for plant and machinery. The Company met all of the terms and conditions associated with
these grants.

The movements in these grants were as follows:
Thousand euro
2017
2018
1,732
1,860
99
(301)
(300)
22
90
(17)
1,453
1,732

Opening balance
Increases
Taken to profit or loss
Tax effect
Other movement
Closing balance
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14. Accounts payable
Thousand euro
2017
2018
Non-current payables:
- Bank borrowings
Debts with companies of the group and associates
- Other financial liabilities
Current payables:
- Current payables to group companies
- Bank borrowings
- Payable to suppliers, Group companies and associates
- Payable to suppliers
- Payables, various
- Accrued wages and salaries
- Other payables to public administrations
- Other financial liabilities

62,079
2,697
64,776

2,968
2,968

17,143
38
65,874
76
2,174
3,070
1,854
90,229

302
84
73,738
89
2,395
2,638
2,745
81,991

The carrying amount of “Current Payables” is close to their fair value since the effect of discounting is not significant. The fair
value is calculated by discounting the relevant cash flows at market interest rates.
The Company has no debts in other currency but euro as of 31 December 2018 and 2017.
a)

Bank borrowings

The details of "Bank Borrowings" is as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
Short-term

Long-term
Loans
Credit facilities
Discount facilities/ International and national trade
Interest on loans

-

Loans
Credit facilities
Discount facilities/ International and national trade
Interest on loans

16,350
793
17,143
Thousand euro
2017
Short-term

Long-term
-

Total

302
302

16,350
793
17,143

Total
302
302

Debts with credit institutions accrue a market interest and they have their maturity in the 2019 fiscal year.
The management considers that the Company will be able to comply with every contractual obligation related with loans and
credit facilities.
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Trade payables, Group companies and associates
The details of this heading as at 31 December 2018 and 2017 is as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
38
38

Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Dos, S.L.

84
84

Other financial liabilities
The detail of this financial statement as of 31 December 2018 and 2017 is as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
549
585
1,305
2,160
1,854
2,745

Current debts
Current capital creditors

Current debts mainly relate to payables to CDTI with less than one year maturity.
b)

Non-current payables

The detail of the rest of the non-current payables is as follows:

2010 Competitiveness Plan
2011 Competitiveness Plan
2012 Competitiveness Plan
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Décima II)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (ECILAM)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (DEFUTIL)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Proviuti)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Inducción)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Elecpal)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Teinext)
Loan from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (Forjal)

Thousands of euros
2018
2017
421
399
317
419
284
400
133
136
8
48
198
219
116
140
188
196
218
213
240
235
574
563
2,697
2,968

In 2010 the Company received ¼920 thousand under the 2010 Competitiveness Plan for Strategic Industry (the automobile
industry) from the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade in Spain. It aims to promote process optimization and redirect
production by making products with more added value, corresponding in this case to the Competitiveness Plan in the
automotive sector. This support took the form of an interest-free loan repayable over 15 years, with a 5-year grace period. At
31 December 2018, ¼511 thousand of the loan had been repaid (2017: ¼ 491 thousand) of which ¼ 421 thousand are
registered in the long term (2017: ¼399 thousand).
In 2011 the Company received a grant for ¼663 thousand under the 2011 Competitiveness Plan for Strategic Industry (the
automobile industry) from the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade in Spain. It aims to promote process optimization and
redirect production by making products with more added value, corresponding in this case to the Competitiveness Plan in
the automotive sector. This support took the form of an interest-free loan repayable over 15 years, with a 5-year grace period.
At 31 December 2018, ¼383 thousand of the loan had been repaid (2017: ¼485 thousand) of which ¼317 thousand are
registered in the long term (2017: ¼419 thousand).
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In 2012 the Company received a grant for ¼1,246 thousand under the 2012 Competitiveness Plan for Strategic Industry (the
automobile industry) from the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade in Spain. It aims to promote process optimization and
redirect production by making products with more added value, corresponding in this case to the Competitiveness Plan in
the automotive sector. These grants took the form of a reduced-rate loan received which is repayable over 10 years, with a
two-year grace period. At 31 December 2018, ¼441 thousand of the loan had been repaid (2017: EUR 563 thousand) of
which ¼284 thousand are registered in the long term (2017: EUR ¼400 thousand).
During 2011 the Company received ¼386 thousand from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (60%
of total project expenditure) for its part in the "INTEGRAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE PRODUCTION OF FORMED AXIS FOR
THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY PROCESS (RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT)” Project (Décima II). This support took the
form of an interest-free loan repayable over 11 years, with a 3-year grace period. At 31 December 2018, EUR 170 thousand
of the loan had been repaid (2017: ¼191 thousand) of which ¼133 thousand are registered in the long term (2017: ¼136
thousand).
In 2011 the Company received ¼415 thousand from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (75% of
total project expenditure) for its part in the "RESEARCH OF EFFICIENT PROCESSES FOR TWISTED CRANKSHAFT
FORGINGS USING AUTOMATED LAMINATION PRIOR TO PRESSING (NATIONAL INTERCOMPANY COOPERATION
PROJECT)" (Ecilam). This support took the form of an interest-free loan repayable over 10 years, with a 2-year grace period.
At 31 December 2018, ¼70 thousand of the loan had been repaid (2017: EUR 110 thousand) of which ¼8 thousand are
registered in the long term (2017: ¼48 thousand).
In 2011 the Company received EUR 497 thousand from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology (60% of
total project expenditure) for its part in the "RESEARCH USING MATHEMATICAL MODELLING OF THERMO-MECHANICAL
DEFORMATIONS OF CRANKSHAFT FORGING TOOLS (RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECT)" (Defutil). This
support took the form of an interest-free loan repayable over 11 years, with a 3-year grace period. At 31 December 2018,
¼250 thousand of the loan had been repaid (2017: ¼280 thousand) of which ¼198 thousand are registered in the long term
(2017: ¼219 thousand).
In 2013 the Company received a grant of ¼453 thousand from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology
(71.80% of total project expenditure) for its part in the "GLOBAL THERMAL TREATMENTS AND SURFACE TREATMENTS
TO EXTEND USEFUL LIVES OF LOW WEARING TOOLS USED IN HOT FORGING OF CRANKSHAFTS (RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT PROJECT)" (Proviuti). This support took the form of a loan arranged at a reduced market rate of interest
repayable over 11 years, with a three-year grace period. At 31 December 2018, ¼161 thousand of the loan had been repaid
(2017: ¼188 thousand) of which ¼116 thousand are registered in the long term (2017: ¼140 thousand).
During, in 2014 the Company received ¼341 thousand from the Centre for the Development of Industry and Technology
(73.60% of the project expenditure) for its part in the R&D project into steel induction heating in crankshaft forging. This
support took the form of a loan arranged at a reduced market rate of interest repayable over 10 years, with a three-year grace
period. The amortized cost of said loan as of December 31, 2018 amounts to ¼226 thousand (2017: ¼234 thousand) of which
¼188 thousand (2017: ¼196 thousand) are recorded in the long term.
During the year 2017, the Company received a grant amounting to ¼351 thousand through the CDTI (representing 53.12% of
the total project expenses), as a contribution to the development of the Research Project in electrorecalcating processes free
for the optimization of the hot forging of automotive bearings. (ELECPAL) This aid was implemented through a type 0 loan
with a repayment term of 12 years and a grace period of 4 years. The amortized cost of said loan as of December 31, 2018
amounts to ¼218 thousand, which are recorded in the long term (2017:¼213 thousand).
During the year 2017, the Company received a subsidy amounting to ¼385 thousand through the CDTI (representing 53.8%
of the total project expenses), as a contribution to the development of the Research Project in new business processes.
conformation and mass and superficial thermal treatments for the optimization of the forging by extrusion of component of
transmission of industrial vehicles (TEINEXT) These aids have been instrumented by means of a loan to type 0 with a term of
amortization of 12 years and a period of lack of 4 years. The amortized cost of said loan as of December 31, 2018 amounts
to ¼240 thousand, which are recorded in the long term (2017:¼235 thousand).
During the year 2017, the Company received a grant amounting to ¼885 thousand through the CDTI (which accounts for
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85% of the total project costs), as a contribution to the development of the Research Project on hot forging techniques
aluminum for the manufacture of large structural components for automotive (FORJAL) These aids have been implemented
through a loan type 0 with a repayment term of 12 years and a grace period of 4 years. The amortized cost of said loan as of
December 31, 2018 amounts to ¼574 thousand, which are recorded in the long term (2017: ¼563 thousand).
Interest-free loans and credit granted at discounted market rates give rise to a surplus for the difference between the loan’s
rate of interest and the market rate of interest (see Note 13).
c)

Information on deferral of payment to suppliers. Additional Provision 3 "Disclosure Obligation" relating to Law
15/2010, of 5 July

The information on the average period of payment to suppliers in commercial operations for the financial years 2018 and
2017 in accordance with the obligations established by Law 15/2010, of 5 July, is the following:
Days
2017

2018
Average payment period to suppliers.
Ratio of operations paid.
Ratio of operations pending payment.

68
56
83
Thousand euro

Total payments made.
Total payments pending

79,143
65,951

66
56
75
76,859
73,828

Although the company has exceeded the payment period to suppliers established in Law 15/2010, in 2017 a series of
measures have been put in place that are focused primarily on the identification of the deviations through monitoring and
periodic analysis of the accounts payable to suppliers, of the review and improvement of internal management procedures of
suppliers as well as the compliance and, if appropriate, update of the conditions defined in the commercial operations
subject to the applicable regulations.

15. Deferred Taxes
The detail of the deferred taxes is as follows:
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Deferred tax assets:
- Deductible temporary differences
- Tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
- Taxable temporary differences
- Taxable temporary differences (grants)
Deferred tax (net)

414
73
487

475
85
560

398
372
770
(283)

494
478
972
(412)

The deductible temporary differences arise mainly due to differences between accounting and tax criteria in the timing of the
recognition and reversal of provisions amounting to ¼50 thousand (2017: ¼50 thousand) and due to the non-deductibility of ¼364
thousand in depreciation (2017: ¼425 thousand), which is deductible linearly from 2015 to 2025 according to Article 7 of Law
16/2012 of 27 December.
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The taxable temporary differences in the amount of ¼398 thousand (¼494 thousand in 2017) are entirely derived from the
accelerated depreciation implemented in 2014 and 2013, which is being recovered starting in 2015.
The following net changes arose on deferred taxes in 2018 and 2017:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
(412)
(531)
23
19
106
100
(283)
(412)

Opening balance
Amount recognized with a (charge) / credit to profit or loss (Note 17)
Tax recognized directly in equity (Note 13)
Closing balance
The changes in the deferred tax assets and liabilities in 2018 and 2017 were as follows:

Thousand euro
Deferred tax assets
Balance at 31 December 2016
Credit (Charge) to profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2017
Credit (Charge) to profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2018

Non-deductible
provisions and other
547
(72)
475
(61)
414

Tax assets
98
(13)
85
(12)
73

Total
645
(85)
560
(73)
487

Thousand euro
Deferred tax liabilities
Balance at 31 December 2016
Charge (Credit) to profit or loss
Charge (Credit) to equity
Balance at 31 December 2017
Charge (Credit) to profit or loss
Charge (Credit) to equity
Balance at 31 December 2018

Free
Depreciation
598
(104)
494
(96)
398

Total

Grants
578
(100)
478
(106)
372

1,176
(104)
(100)
972
(96)
(106)
770

Below are the deferred taxes credited to equity in 2018 and 2017:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
106
100
100
106

Reversal of tax on grants (net)
Derecognition grants
Other

Due to the amendment introduced by Law 27/2014, of 27 November, based on which the general rate of income tax was reduced
from 30% to 28% for 1 January 2015 onwards, and to 25% from 1 January 2016 onwards, at 31 December 2014, the amount of
deferred tax assets and liabilities was adjusted based on the estimated amount recoverable or payable, respectively.
Deferred tax assets on tax credits and tax loss carryforwards are only used to the extent that it is probable that the Company will
obtain adequate future taxable profits.
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At 31 December 2018 there are no tax loss carryforwards available for offset.
As of December 31, 2018, the following deductions are pending, due to the reversal of temporary measures established in the 27th
Transitory Provision of Law 27/2014, of November 27, on Corporation Tax, which are activated:
Year
2015

Thousand euro
73
73

16. Income and expense
a)

Foreign currency

Foreign currency transactions are as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
(18)
(43)
145
102
(18)

Purchases
Sales

b) Revenue
Revenue from the Company’s ordinary activities may be distributed geographically as follows:
%
2018

Market
Spain
International

2017
23%
77%
100%

19%
81%
100%

Revenue, by product family, is as follows:
%
Product family
Crankshafts
Industrial transport

c)

2018

2017
86%
14%
100%

88%
12%
100%

Other operating income

In 2018 the Company earned other operating income of ¼6,448 thousand (2017: ¼6,372 thousand) mainly from scrap metal
sales.

d) Cost of goods held for resale, raw materials and other consumables used
Thousand euro
2018

2017

Purchases:
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- Purchases in Spain
- Acquisitions between member states
- Imports
Changes in inventories
Work performed by other companies
Impairment of inventories and other supplies

54,360
39,719
5
(1,182)
3,027
150
96,079

78,634
3,625
125
(925)
2,740
174
84,373

The Company sources approximately 44% of its purchases (2017: 54%) from a single supplier. The directors do not consider
that this poses a risk because there are other suppliers on the market.

e)

Employee benefit expense
Thousand euro
2018
2017
13,637
14,347

Wages, salaries and similar remuneration
Employee benefit costs
- Other employee benefit costs

4,836
18,473

5,211
19,558

The average headcount, by professional category, in the period is as follows:
2018
Executives
Graduates, technical and clerical staff
Production staff

2017
17
87
263
367

18
88
272
378

The Company’s headcount, by gender, at the end of the period is as follows:

Men
Executives
Graduates, technical and clerical staff
Production staff

14
63
266
343

2018
Women
3
22
25

Total
17
85
266
368

Men
16
65
272
353

2017
Women
2
23
25

Total
18
88
272
378

The average headcount of persons with disabilities classified as equal to or greater than 33%, by professional category, is as
follows:
2017

2018
Graduates, technical and clerical staff
Production staff

1
5
6

1
5
6

17. Tax matters
Given the different interpretation afforded certain transactions for tax and accounting purposes, the taxable profit (tax loss) for the
period is not the same as the accounting profit (loss).
The reconciliation between the net income and expense for the period, and the taxable profit (tax loss) for income tax purposes is as
follows:
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2018
Increases
Profit (loss) for the period
Income tax
Permanent differences
Temporary differences:
- arising in prior periods
- arising in the period

Income statement
Decreases

13

(3,247)

384
-

(243)
-

Net
23,879
6,148
(3,234)
141
26,934
26,934

Offsetting tax losses carryforwards
Individual taxable profit (tax result)
2017
Increases
Profit (loss) for the period
Income tax
Permanent differences
Temporary differences:
- arising in prior periods
- arising in the period

Income statement
Decreases

17

-

414
-

(243)
-

Net
19,395
5,910
17
171
25,493
25,493

Offsetting tax losses carryforwards
Individual taxable profit (tax result)

Temporary differences refer to differing recognition criteria used to calculate the taxable profit and the limit of tax relief available
and accelerated amortization/depreciation of certain assets. Permanent differences correspond to sanctions not deductible for tax
purposes.
Current income tax is the result of applying a tax rate of 25% to the individual taxable profit, net of the tax credits used.
Thousand euro
2018
26,934
6,734
(518)
6,216

Individual taxable profit
Gross tax payable
Tax credits used
Current tax

2017
25,493
6,373
(467)
5,906

The corporate income tax expense breaks down as follow:
Thousand euro
2018
6,216
(45)
(35)
12
6,148

Current tax
Adjustments from prior periods
Deferred tax (Note 15) - Temporary differences
Deferred tax (Note 15) - Tax credits recognised

2017
5,906
23
(32)
13
5.910

In fiscal year 2018, the amount payable to the tax authorities for corporate income tax is therefore ¼ 963 thousand, considering the
fractional payments of ¼5,253 thousand made during the year (2017: ¼4,962 thousand).
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The deductions applied in the year primarily correspond to deductions for R+D+i for the amount of ¼505 thousand (¼455
thousand in 2017).
During the 2011 financial year, CIE GALFOR, S.A.U absorbed by merger the GSB-TBK AUTOMOTIVE COMPONENTS, S.L.U. As a
result of this merger, the losses carried forward pending compensation by the absorbed company were transferred to the absorbing
company once they were reduced by an amount of ¼428 thousand, corresponding to the positive difference between the value of
the partners' contributions and their acquisition value. Consequently, the negative tax bases transmitted to CIE GALFOR, S.A.U.
amounted to ¼1,660 thousand instead of ¼2,088 thousand, the latter taxable basis pending compensation at December 31, 2010 by
the absorbed company, which were compensated by the Company in 2011.
The last balance closed by the absorbed entity was included in the report for the 2011 financial year, the first one approved after the
merger operation.
The assets of the transferor company were not incorporated in the acquiring company for a different value than the one in which
they were included in the absorbed entity.
The transferor entity has not enjoyed tax benefits related to the contributed assets for which the acquiring entity must assume any
requirement in its possession.
The Company is awaiting inspection by the tax authorities for all non-prescribed years of the main taxes applicable to it. As a
consequence, among others, of the different possible interpretations of the current tax legislation, additional liabilities could arise as
a consequence of an inspection.
On January 30, 2017, the Tax Agency notified the notification of initiation of verification and investigation actions, of a general
nature, in relation to Corporation Tax and Value Added Tax for the years 2013 and 2014. The company's advisors confirm that the
aforementioned verification is in progress at the end of the year.
On January 30, 2017, the Tax Agency notified the notification of initiation of verification and investigation actions, of a general
nature, in relation to Corporation Tax and Value Added Tax for the years 2013 and 2014. As of April 2017 the verification was
extended to withholding capital for the mentioned exercises.
On March 27, 2019 the minutes derived from the inspector procedure were signed according to the following detail:
VAT 2013 and 2014, record of compliance without regularization.
RCM 2013 and 2014, record in conformity and without regularization.
IS 2014, R & D + i in accordance with the quota in favor of the company in the amount of ¼215 thousand.
IS 2013-2014, in disagreement with the regularization of the quota for the amount of ¼128 thousand plus ¼21 thousand for default
interest (total ¼149 thousand).

18. Financial results
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Finance income:
From debt securities and other financial instruments
Group companies and associates (Note 23)
Third parties
Finance costs:
On debts to Group companies and associates (Note 23)
On payables to third parties
Net foreign exchange gains (losses):
Net finance expense
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3,708
3,708

376
6
382

(157)
(586)
(743)
2,965

(29)
(726)
(755)
(9)
(382)
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19. Cash flows from operating activities
Thousand euro
2018
30,027

Profit/ (Loss) for the period before tax
Adjustments for:
- Depreciation and amortization
- Impairment losses
- Grants taken to profit or loss
- Finance income
- (Gain/loss in asset disposal
- Finance costs
- Net foreign exchange gains (losses)
- Other income and expenses
Changes in working capital:
- Inventories
- Trade and other receivables
- Other current assets
- Trade and other payables

Other cash flows from operating activities:
- Interest paid
- Interest received
- Income tax collected (paid)
Cash flows from operating activities

2017
25,304

4,930
(301)
(3,708)
743
1,664

5.289
(300)
(382)
(19)
755
9
(601)
4,751

(767)
2,125
3
(7,711)
(6,350)

(3,471)
1,745
(10)
16,869
101
15,234

(743)
461
(6,255)
(6,537)
(18,804)

(534)
148
(5,949)
(6,335)
38,954

20. Cash flows from investment activities
Thousand euro
2018
Payments due to investments in:
- Group companies and associates
- Property, plant and equipment
- Other assets
Proceeds from disposals of:
- Group companies and associates
- Property, plant and equipment
- Other assets
Cash flows from investing activities
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2017

(94,058)
(2,709)
(96,767)

28,000
1,735
20
(29,755)

138
138
(96,629)

8,205
19
225
8,449
21,306
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21. Cash flow from financing activities
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Proceeds and payments relating to financial debt instruments:
- Issue of:
- Bank borrowings
- Other

16,841
62,079

(664)
709

-

(1,162)

(16,662)
(430)

Repayment of:
Bank borrowings
Payables to companies of the group and associates
Other

Cash flow from financing activities

77,758

(17,047)

77,758

(17,047)

22. Remuneration of the Board of Directors and Key Management Personnel
a)

Remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors

The members of the Board of Directors did not receive any remuneration in 2018 or 2017.
The members of the Board of Directors did not receive any bonuses or a share of profits (profit sharing). They did not receive
any shares and did not sell or exercise any share options or any other pension-plan related rights or insurance policies in their
favour.
b)

Remuneration and loans to Key Management personnel

The Company does not have Key Management personnel and, therefore, no remuneration was paid to Key Management
personnel and no loans were granted thereto. The key management personnel at the CIE Automotive Group are concentrated
mainly at CIE Automotive, S.A.
c)

Conflicts of interest: directors

In 2018, in accordance with the requirement to avoid conflicts of interest with the Company, the directors who sat on the
Board complied with the obligations envisaged in Article 228 of the Spanish Companies Law. The directors and related
parties were not in any situations constituting a conflict of interest as envisaged in Article 229 of the above law and,
accordingly, no potential direct or indirect conflicts of interest have been reported, to be taken into account by the
Company’s Board of Directors.
23.

Other related party transactions

The Company is a member of the CIE Automotive Group. The Group is controlled by CIE Automotive, incorporated in 2002.
The Company has sole-shareholder status since it is owned by a single shareholder - Mahindra CIE Automotive Ltd., part of
the CIE Group. The Company has not entered into any agreements with the sole shareholder.
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The related party transactions performed are detailed below:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
1,017
627
77
31
32
596
908
-

Net sales
Forjas de Celaya, S.A de CV
Nanjing Automotive Forging LTD
Schoneweiss & Co GmbH
Purchases
UAB CIE Lt Forge
Services:
- Received
Participaciones Autometal Dos S.L.
CIE Automotive, S.A.
Mahindra CIE Automotive LTD
- Provided
Schoneweiss & Co GmbH
Nanjing Automotive Forging LTD
UAB CIE Lt Forge
Interest:
- Charged
CIE Automotive, S.A.
- Credited
CIE Automotive, S.A.
Stokes Group LTD.
Dividends:
- Credited
CIE Legazpi, S.A..

-

26
26

2.071
196
1,875
142
3
118
21

1,896
214
1.682
267
147
93
27

157
157
462
285
177

29
29
376
376
-

3,247
3,247

-

During the financial year 2016 a sales commission contract was signed with the group's parent, CIE Automotive, S.A., which
results in a charge of 1% on the Company’s revenues. The duration of the contract is 5 years and is renewed automatically
for annual periods.
Related party transactions were performed under standard market conditions applicable to unrelated parties.
At the end of 2018 and 2017 the balances arising from the above transactions are included in Notes 8, 9 and 14 above.
24.

Information on the environment

Pursuant to prevailing environmental legislation, CIE GALFOR, S.A. incurred a cost of ¼153 thousand (2017: ¼173 thousand)
for the withdrawal and treatment of hazardous waste, such as cutting fluid, cleaning tanks and solid waste arising from the
Company's business activities.
The purpose of the Company’s internal environmental management and protection department is to improve the production
processes from the point of view of environmental protection, waste management control and compliance with prevailing
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environmental legislation.
The purifier used in environmental activities has a gross value of ¼362 thousand (2017: ¼362 thousand). The relevant
accumulated depreciation is ¼362 thousand at 31 December 2018 (2017: ¼362 thousand).
The Company did not make any investments in the environment and it did not consider it necessary to recognize a provision
for contingencies and charges arising on environmental work. It has not recognized any environmentally-related contingency.
Also, the Company has not received any environmentally-related grants.
In 2018 the expenses incurred to protect and enhance the environment, which amounted to ¼153 thousand (2017: ¼173
thousand) were recognized in “Other Operating Expenses” in the accompanying income statement.
25.

Events after the reporting period

On March 27, 2019 the Derivative Acts derived from the inspector procedure initiated in 2017 were signed as detailed in
Note 17.

26.

Fees paid to auditors of the financial statements
2018
Items

Thousand euro
Other companies
of the PwC network

Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Auditores, S.L.

Audit services
Other assurance services
Tax advisory services
Other Services
Total

22
22

2017
Items
Audit services
Other assurance services
Tax advisory services
Other Services
Total

27.

Other auditors
-

Thousand euro
Other companies
of the PwC network

Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Auditores, S.L.
22
22

Total
-

Other auditors
-

22
22

Total
-

22
22

Other Information

At 31 December 2018, the Company, together with other companies in the CIE Group, is guarantor of three financing agreements
in favour of Cie Automotive, S.A. consisting in a syndicated loan formalized in 2014 and novated in 2018 for an amount of ¼600
million and two financing contracts for an amount of ¼70 million and ¼85 million, respectively, the latter of which was signed in
2016. The outstanding balances of these loans to 31 December 2018 amounts to ¼400 and ¼47 million and ¼81 million (2017:
¼467 million, ¼61 million and ¼85 million, respectively).
In addition, the Company, together with other companies of the CIE Group, is also a guarantor of a financing agreement signed in
2018 for an amount of 150 million US dollars and whose outstanding balance of said credit amounts at 31 December 2018 to 35
million euros
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CURRENT SITUATION AND OUTLOOK
Sales
During the year 2018 CIE GALFOR, S.A. has sold a total of 79,214 (2017: 80,522) tons of forged parts.
The distribution of sales by markets, in percentage, is as follows:

Spanish market
Exports

-Tn42,017
37,197

-%53%
47%

-Tn2,127
68,913
2,308
5,866

-%3%
87%
3%
7%
100%

Production Area
The detail of production by UPs is as follows:

UP01 Martillos
UP02 Prensas verticales
UP03 Extrusión
UP04 Electrorrecalcadoras
TOTALS
Investment

In addition to the investments and modifications made to machinery and facilities, CIE GALFOR, S.A. and CIE
AUTOMOTIVE Group have worked on optimizing the production processes, introducing automation and substantial
improvements to production activities and processes, as well as investments to bring machinery into line with EC law,
building on its strategic objective to create a European Centre for Excellence for the Production of Crankshaft Forgings. The
objective is to increase the capacity for the production of crankshaft forgings at CIE GALFOR, S.A., making it the Group's
main plant in this respect and thus becoming a European benchmark for crankshaft forging production.
CONTINGENCIES AND UNCERTAINTY FACED BY THE COMPANY
-

The ongoing global consumer crisis, which began in 2008, and its effect on car sales – particularly sales of
industrial vehicles. Falling demand reduces production and, consequently, transport fleet replacement is less.
The tendency by vehicle manufacturers to purchase in low-cost countries due to offshoring.
Rising energy prices. A sharp upwards trend has a huge effect on the Company since it is a massive energy
consumer.
Uncertainty in the automotive market due to new legislations regarding engine emissions.

R&D+i ACTIVITIES
The objectives of the CIE Automotive Group's technology strategy are:
To become a benchmark supplier to the automobile industry.
To satisfy customer needs by offering them high-tech solutions at very competitive prices.
To increase added value, consolidating elements of the various Group departments, including assembly and/or
automation.
In 2018 CIE GALFOR, S.A. has initiated and developed various research, development and innovation projects whose
general objectives are:
-

Development of in-house technology that would make CIE GALFOR, S.A. a global benchmark for the
production and development of forged steel parts.
Achieving significant synergies by sharing knowledge of CIE R&D staff (calculation, simulation and process).
Promoting a culture of advanced technology development.
Developing new products or production processes and/or substantial improvements in existing products and
production processes to become a benchmark for quality.
Improving Environmental Protection management: reduce consumption, faults, rejected items and waste.

The Group's Technology Centre is actively involved in the projects.
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The R&D+i projects begun in 2018 and continued during that year have been:
¾

DEFUTIL PROJECT: The main purpose of this project is to improve the current crankshaft forging process by
monitoring the deformations caused by dies used in maximum press forging, the main stage of the process. The end
goal in the value chain is to reduce the complexity of the subsequent balancing process performed by end customers
in terms of performance and handling time.

¾

LINMAR PROJECT: Research based on the segments of the axis production process, which determine its
competitiveness in critical aspects such as useful life, energy efficiency, metallurgical performance of the steel and
handling ability, ergonomics and safety of the operators on the production line.

¾

DISTRIBUTION PROJECT: This project proposes the development of hot steel mass pre-distribution techniques,
using free-forging methods. The purpose is to pre-define bars before the forging process, in sections of the part where
there is higher demand and less so in sections of the part where there is less demand. The objective is to create fewer
burrs, which are leftover material used in the process as a safety ratio.

¾

PROVIUTI PROJECT: The main objective is to obtain correct volumetric and surface treatment for dies used in
crankshaft hot-forging processes to increase the useful life of the dies.

¾

INDUCTION PROJECT: The objective of this project is to develop technical knowledge on thermal, electromagnetic
and metallurgy topics to optimize the operating conditions of the induction ovens that heat the bars used for
automotive crankshaft forgings, thus reducing the amount of energy consumed and maximizing the uniformity with
which the steel is heated. The steel will then be processed using maximum press forging.

¾

TEINEXT: The main objective of this project is the generation, from the development and validation of specific
technical knowledge in the thermal, electromagnetic, metallurgical and mechanical areas; of new optimized
processes of extrusion and mass and superficial thermal treatments of high efficiency for the elaboration of a new
range of sleeves of industrial vehicles with specific morphology for its union by embedding with the rigid rear bridge
and with the precise mechanical resistance to guarantee the demanding solicitations to which they are subjected
during their life in service.

¾

ELECPAL: The investigation rushes; based on the configuration and development of different mathematical tools in
the mechanical, thermal and electromagnetic areas with subsequent validation on an industrial scale; the study by
means of numerical simulation of different aspects concerning the forging processes of shafts and from which to
optimize:
R
R

¾

Analysis of the process of electrorecalcado free of conformation of the preform necessary for the
subsequent stamping in mechanical press of different types of bearings.
Configuration of stamping processes in a closed matrix suitable for the volume and temperatures of the
preforms obtained by free electro-reinforcement.

FORJAL: The objective of this project is the acquisition of technical-scientific knowledge in the thermal,
metallurgical and electrochemical areas involved in the hot forging of aluminum alloys, knowledge from which to
develop new optimized manufacturing processes for large structural components for automotive that guarantee the
demanding requests during his life in service.
This scientific knowledge is based on a first term, modeling and numerical simulation for the establishment of the
conditions and operating parameters of the heating processes of the studs and subsequent hot forming of different
types of aluminum alloy. Likewise, and secondly, in the analysis of the evolution of the physical-chemical,
mechanical, metallurgical and electrochemical properties of said alloys during the different phases that constitute the
process of forming and subsequent treatment.

ACQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES
No operations have been carried out with own shares during this year.
EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
There have been no events after the reporting period worth of mention.
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USE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY THE COMPANY
The company does not use financial derivatives. The breakdown of the rest of the financial instruments is found in point 7 of
the report.

STATEMENT OF NON-FINANCIAL INFORMATION
In accordance with the provisions of Law 11/2018, of December 28, regarding non-financial information and diversity, the
Company does not present the "STATEMENT OF NON-FINANCIAL INFORMATION" because the subgroup it comprises is
integrated into the group whose parent company es CIE Automotive and the CIE Automotive Group has prepared the
"STATEMENT OF NON-FINANCIAL INFORMATION" for the financial year 2018, which forms part, as established in article
44 of the Commercial Code, of the consolidated management report and which the CIE Automotive Group It is presented as
a separate document and deposited in the Mercantile Registry of Vizcaya.
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CIE GALFOR, S.A.U.
PREPARATION OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND DIRECTORS’ REPORT FOR 2018

Pursuant to Article 253 of the Spanish Limited Companies Law, the Board of Directors of CIE GALFOR, S.A.U. authorized for
issue the financial statements and directors' report of CIE GALFOR, S.A.U. for 2017, which were drafted and identified as
follows:
The balance sheet is printed on officially stamped class ____ sheet of paper number
The Profit and Loss Statement is printed on officially stamped class ____ sheet of paper number
The Report is printed on officially stamped class ____ sheet of paper number
The Director's Report is printed on officially stamped class ____ sheet of paper number
Furthermore and in compliance with the provisions of paragraph __ of the aforementioned article _____, they declare signed
in their true and proper handwriting each and every one of the abovementioned documents through the signing of this
officially stamped class __ sheet of paper number
In Bilbao, on 08 March 2019
SIGNATORIES
CIE BERRIZ, S.L., represented by
Mr. Antonio María Pradera Jáuregui

(Chairman)

______________________________

Mr. Jesús María Herrera Barandiaran
(Director)

______________________________

Mr. Justino Unamuno Urcelay
(Director)

______________________________
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"This version of our report is a free translation of the original, which was prepared in Spanish. All possible
care has been taken to ensure that the translation is an accurate representation of the original. However, in
all matters of interpretation of information, views or opinions, the original language version of our report
takes precedence over this translation.”

Independent auditor´s report on the annual accounts
To the shareholder of CIE Legazpi, S.A., Sole-Shareholder:

Opinion
We have audited the annual accounts of CIE Legazpi, S.A., Sole-Shareholder, which comprise the
balance sheet as at December 31, 2018, and the income statement, statement of changes in equity, cash
flow statement and related notes for the year then ended.
In our opinion, the accompanying annual accounts present fairly, in all material respects, the equity
and financial position of the Company as at December 31, 2018, as well as its financial performance
and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with the applicable financial reporting
framework (as identified in Note 2.1 of the notes to the annual accounts), and in particular, with the
accounting principles and criteria included therein.

Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Auditor's responsibilities for the
audit of the annual accounts section of our report.
We are independent of the Company in accordance with the ethical requirements, including those
relating to independence, that are relevant to our audit of the annual accounts in Spain, in accordance
with legislation governing the audit practice. In this regard, we have not rendered services other than
those relating to the audit of the accounts, and situations or circumstances have not arisen that, in
accordance with the provisions of the aforementioned legislation, have affected our necessary
independence such that it has been compromised.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for
our opinion.

Most relevant aspects of the audit
The most relevant aspects of the audit are those that, in our professional judgment, were considered to
be the most significant risks of material misstatement in our audit of the annual accounts of the
current period. These risks were addressed in the context of our audit of the annual accounts as a
whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these risks.

PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditores, S.L., Plaza de Euskadi, 5, 48009 Bilbao, España
Tel.: +34 944 288 800 / +34 902 021 111, Fax: +34 944 288 805, www.pwc.com/es
500DGULGKRMDIROLRWRPROLEURVHFFLyQ
,QVFULWDHQHO52$&FRQHOQ~PHUR6&,)%
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Most relevant aspects of the audit

How our audit addressed the most relevant
aspects of the audit

Revenue recognition
The most significant item of the Company’s
income statement is revenue (Note 16).

Our audit procedures included validating the
effectiveness of sales process controls and
verification procedures, such as:

This item is a key indicator of the Company’s
activity.
The Company’s revenue is contingent on
framework agreements, annual and /or
multiannual, existing with its customers and
establishing sales volume and prices, and which
affect its profitability and operating costs
structure each year.
Also, it includes several transactions and mainly
relates to the sale of automotive parts (Note 1 to
the accompanying annual accounts).
The verification that sales are recorded in an
appropriate manner according to the
circumstances thereof is a relevant aspect of
our audit.

x Verifying the design and implementation, and
the operational efficiency of the relevant
controls supporting the completeness of sales,
including identification of manual and
automatic control of information systems,
throughout the process of order creation,
delivery note generation and sales invoicing.
x Evaluating that revenue recognition criteria
are appropriate considering contractual terms
and obligations with customers.
x Carrying out tests assisted by technology and
systems experts, checking if all delivery notes
generated as a result of goods dispatched have
been duly accounted for.
x Selecting and verifying entries recorded in
revenue that may give rise to unusual or
irregular items, if any.
x Carrying out tests of detail tests on a sample of
accounted sales to verify evidence of the actual
existence of the transaction.
x Obtaining balance confirmations recorded at
year end for a sample of customers.
x Verifying that sales have been recorded in the
right period according to the established
conditions for a sample of transactions.
x Evaluating the reasonableness of fluctuations
in sales and margins in 2018 compared to
trends in previous years.
As a result of our tests, we have no significant
observations to make.
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Other information: Management report
Other information comprises only the management report for the 2018 financial year, the formulation
of which is the responsibility of the Company´s directors and does not form an integral part of the
annual accounts.
Our audit opinion on the annual accounts does not cover the management report. Our responsibility
regarding the management report, in accordance with legislation governing the audit practice, is to
evaluate and report on the consistency between the management report and the annual accounts as a
result of our knowledge of the Company obtained during the audit of the aforementioned financial
statements, and does not include information different to that obtained as evidence during our audit.
Likewise, our responsibility is to evaluate and report on whether the content and presentation of the
management report is in accordance with applicable regulations. If, based on the work we have
performed, we conclude that material misstatements exist, we are required to report that fact.
On the basis of the work performed, as described in the previous paragraph, the information contained
in the management report is consistent with that contained in the annual accounts for the 2018
financial year, and its content and presentation are in accordance with the applicable regulations.

Responsibility of the directors for the annual accounts
The Company´s directors are responsible for the preparation of the accompanying annual accounts,
such that they fairly present the equity, financial position and financial performance of CIE Legazpi,
S.A., Sole-Shareholder, in accordance with the financial reporting framework applicable to the entity
in Spain, and for such internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the
preparation of annual accounts that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
In preparing the annual accounts, the Company´s directors are responsible for assessing the
Company´s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going
concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate
the Company or to cease operations, or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor's responsibilities for the audit of the annual accounts
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the annual accounts as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor´s report that
includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material
if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic
decisions of users taken on the basis of these annual accounts.
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As part of an audit in accordance with legislation governing the audit practice in Spain, we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
x

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the annual accounts, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

x

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company´s internal control.

x

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by the Company´s directors.

x

Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors´ use of the going concern basis of accounting
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to
events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company´s ability to continue as a
going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw
attention in our auditor´s report to the related disclosures in the annual accounts or, if such
disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor´s report. However, future events or conditions
may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

x

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the annual accounts, including the
disclosures, and whether the annual accounts represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the Company´s directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal
control that we identify during our audit.
From the significant risks communicated with the Company´s directors, we determine those matters
that were of most significance in the audit of the annual accounts of the current period and are,
therefore, considered to be the most significant risks.
We describe these risks in our auditor´s report unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure
about the matter.
PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditores, S.L. (S0242)

Original in Spanish signed by Nerea Ugaldea Urien (21793)
March 28, 2019
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Translation of a report originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 DECEMBER 2018
(thousand euro)
ASSETS

Note

2018

2017

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment

5

18,504
17,415

17,361

24

17,415

17,361

15

2,155

3,039

38,074

37,618

8

13,758

11,878

6–7

5,129

6,406

2,897

4,036

Long-term investments in Group companies and associates
Loans to companies
Deferred tax assets
TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS

17,218

CURRENT ASSETS
Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Trade receivables for sales and services
Receivable from suppliers - Group companies and associates

24

Other receivables from public authorities
Current prepayments and accrued expenses

6

1,313

937

919

1,433

293

247

39

39

254

208

612

404

612

404

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

19,792

18,935

TOTAL ASSETS

57,866

56,553

Other financial assets
Other current assets
Cash and cash equivalents

4

Cash
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Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

BALANCE SHEET AT 31 DECEMBER 2018
(thousand euro)
LIABILITIES

Note

2018

2017

EQUITY
Shareholders' equity

14,992

13,944

Share capital

9

2,500

2,500

Reserves

10

8,197

8,197

11

4,295

3,247

12

104

149

15,096

14,093

722

729

Profit (Loss) for the year
Grants, donations and bequests received
TOTAL EQUITY
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Long-term provisions

14

Non-current payables

6 – 13

Other financial liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities

15

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

1,055

1,319

1,055

1,319

33

58

1,810

2,106

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Current provisions

14

Current payables

6 – 13

571

382

6,917

7,096

Bank borrowings

1,939

4,489

Other financial liabilities

1,731

2,607

3,247

-

33,472

32,876

30,375

29,962

627

788

Group debts and associates
Trade and other payables

6 - 13

Payable to suppliers
Payable to suppliers - Group companies and associates

24

Wages and salaries payable

949

977

1,521

1,149

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

40,960

40,354

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

57,866

56,553

Other payables to public authorities
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Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
(thousand euro)
Note
Revenue

16

Sales
Changes in inventories of finished goods and work in progress

8

In-house work on non-current assets
Procurements
Cost of raw materials and other consumables used

16

Work performed by third parties
Other operating income
Ancillary and other operating income

16

Grants related to income taken to profit or loss for the year
Employee benefit expense

16

2018

2017

61,675

61,110

61,675

61,110

1,581

3,233

720

769

(37,637)

(35,983)

(30,907)

(28,458)

(6,730)

(7,525)

945

899

818

747

127

152

(12,841)

(12,988)

Wages, salaries and similar remuneration

(9,604)

(9,745)

Employee benefit costs

(3,237)

(3,243)

Other operating costs

(6,692)

(8,494)

External services

(6,620)

(8,422)

(72)

(72)
(2,512)

Taxes other than income tax
Depreciation and amortisation

5

(2,337)

Recognition in profit or loss of grants related to non-financial assets and other

12

69

71

5,483

6,105

(41)

(134)

OPERATING PROFIT (LOSS)
Finance costs
Net foreign exchange gains (losses)
FINANCE INCOME/ (LOSS)

1

(1)

18

(40)

(135)

5,443

5,970

17

(1,148)

(2,723)

4,295

3,247

PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE TAX
Income tax revenue
PROFIT (LOSS) FOR THE YEAR
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
A)

STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE
(thousand euro)
Note

Profit for the year

2018

2017

11

4,295

3,247

Other adjustments

12

(1)

(12)

Grants, donations and bequests received

12

(69)

(71)

Tax effect

15

25

20

(45)

(63)

4,250

3,184

Grants, donations and
bequests received
(Note 12)

Total

Amounts transferred to income statement

TOTAL RECOGNISED INCOME AND EXPENSE

B)

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
(thousand euro)

Share capital
(Note 9)

2016 ENDING BALANCE
Total recognised income and expense

Profit (Loss)
for the year
(Note 11)

Reserves
(Note 10)

2,500

4,683

3,514

212

10,909

-

-

3,247

(63)

3,184

-

3,514

(3,514)

-

-

2,500

8,197

3,247

149

14,093

-

-

4,295

(45)

4,250

-

-

(3,247)

-

(3,247)

2,500

8,197

4,295

104

15,096

Distribution of profit

-

To reserves

2017 ENDING BALANCE
Total recognised income and expense
Distribution of profit

-

To dividend

2018 ENDING BALANCE
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish. In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish language version
prevails.

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2018
(thousand euro)
Note

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES

2018

2017

19

Profit (Loss) for the year before tax

5,443

5,970

Adjustments to profit or loss for

2,472

2,406

Changes in working capital

(259)

1,084

(81)

(134)

7,575

9,326

(4,576)

(7,645)

-

-

(4,576)

(7,645)

(2,791)

(1,288)

(2,791)

(1,288)

208

393

Other cash flows from operating activities

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

20

Payments due to investments
Proceeds from disposals

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

21

Proceeds and payments relating to financial liability instruments

NET INCREASE/DECREASE OF CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

404

11

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

612

404
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
(thousand euro)

1.

General information

CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company ("the Company") was incorporated in 1993, and mainly engages in
the manufacture, sale and distribution of materials and parts pressed and forged using semi-hot technology. Its main
facilities, registered office and tax domicile are in Legazpi (Gipuzkoa).
The Company is a member of a group of companies led by CIE Automotive, S.A., with registered offices in Bilbao. Its
activity in the automobile industry is the manufacture and machining of metal and plastic parts for the automobile
industry. It also has industrial facilities in different countries, mainly in Europe and South America.
On 8 July 2008, the Company agreed to change its name from GSB Forja, S.A. to CIE LEGAZPI, S.A. Sole-Shareholder
Company.
On 10 June 2013, under the framework of the strategic transaction entered into with the Mahindra Group, the CIE
Galfor, S.A. Group company acquired the Spanish company CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company, wholly
owned by the Group to that date through the subsidiary CIE Bérriz, S.L.
On 12 June 2013, under the framework of the strategic transaction entered into with the Mahindra Group, the
wholly-owned investee CIE Bérriz, S.L. entered into a sale-purchase agreement with Participaciones Internacionales
Autometal Tres, S.L. for all of the shares of CIE Galfor, S.A., which held all of the shares of CIE Legazpi S.A. SoleShareholder Company and UAB CIE LT Forge. Under this transaction, based on the effective investments of the CIE
Automotive, S.A. Group in these companies, subsidiaries of the Autometal group listed in Brazil, of which it owned
74.76%, the CIE Automotive Group now holds 81.82% of the Galfor subgroup.
In September 2014, following the successful completion of the formalities for the takeover bid in order to discontinue
the trading of all shares in Autometal, SA on Novo Mercado of BM&FBovespa S.A. - Bolsa de Valores, Mercadorias e
Futuros, and subsequent agreements, the CIE Automotive group acquired, through its subsidiary CIE Autometal, S.A.
all shares in Autometal, S.A. In October 2014, once the corporate restructuring of the Brazilian subsidiary Autometal,
S.A was completed, the interest in the Spanish company Participaciones Internacionales Autometal, S.L.,Sociedad
Unipersonal was transferred to the group company CIE Berriz, S.L.
Additionally, in late 2014 and during a second phase of the strategic operation arranged with the Mahindra Group,
Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. (a company at that time controlled by Participaciones Internacionales Autometal, S.L,
Sociedad Unipersonal and ultimately by the CIE Automotive Group) initiated the merger by absorption of Mahindra
Composites, Ltd (listed on the Mumbay Stock Exchange), Mahindra Ugine Steel Company, Ltd. (a company listed on
the Mumbay Stock Exchange), Mahindra Hinoday Industries, Ltd., Mahindra Investments India Private Limited,
Mahindra Gears International Limited, and the holding company of the European parts manufacturing and forging
business of CIE Automotive, S.A., Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Tres, S.L, Sociedad Unipersonal and
integrated all of them into its business. This process was completed in December 2014.
Participaciones Internacionales Autometal Tres, S.L., Sociedad Unipersonal was in turn the single shareholder of CIE
Galfor, S.A.U., in turn the single shareholder of CIE Legazpi, S.A., Sociedad Unipersonal. Therefore, as a result of the
process completed in 2015 the Company forms part of the MAHINDRA CIE group, parented by the Indian company
Mahindra CIE Automotive, Ltd. (formerly Mahindra Forgings, Ltd.), listed on the Mumbay Stock Exchange, in which
CIE Automotive, S.A. through its subsidiary CIE Berriz, S.L and other subsidiaries, owns a controlling interest (around
56% of share capital) and in which Mahindra & Mahindra holds around 11% of share capital.
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2.

Basis of presentation

2.1

Fair presentation

The financial statements have been prepared on the basis of the accounting records of the Company and are
presented in accordance with prevailing commercial and corporate legislation and the provisions of the Spanish
Chart of Accounts approved by Royal Decree 1514/2007 as amended by Royal Decree 1159/2010 and by Royal
Decree 602/2016 so as to present fairly the Company’s equity, financial position and results and accurately reflect
cash flow reflected in the cash flow statement.
These annual accounts that have been prepared by the Company’s directors will be submitted to the Sole
Shareholder for approval and it is considered that they will be approved without any change. The annual accounts for
2017 were approved by the Sole Shareholder on 4 June 2018.
For presentation purposes, CIE Automotive, S.A. and subsidiaries are considered to be group companies. Companies
related directly or indirectly to it are considered to be associates.
2.2

Key sources of estimation uncertainty

The preparation of the financial statements requires the Company to use certain estimates and judgments in relation
to the future that are assessed constantly and are based on historical experience and other factors, including
expectations of future events considered reasonable under the circumstances.
The resulting accounting estimates, by definition, may rarely be the same as the actual results. Below is an
explanation of the estimates and judgments that have a significant risk of giving rise to a material adjustment to the
carrying amount of the assets and liabilities in the subsequent financial period.
Useful lives of non-current asset items
The Company's Management calculates the estimated useful lives and the corresponding amortization and
depreciation charges for its non-current asset items. This estimate is based on the effective decline in value in its
operation, use and enjoyment. Management will increase the amortization and depreciation charge when the useful
lives are lower than the above estimated lives and vice versa. When the useful lives are higher than the above
estimated lives, it will decrease the charge. It will also amortize and depreciate or write off abandoned or sold assets
that are technically obsolete or not strategic.
Income tax
Tax legislation applicable to the Company requires that there estimates are calculated and that the final amount of the
unknown tax is quantified. Tax is calculated based on the best estimates of Management pursuant to prevailing tax
legislation, taking into account any foreseeable changes therein (Note 17).
Whenever the definitive taxable profit (tax loss) is different from the amounts initially recognized, these differences
will have an effect on income tax and the deferred tax provisions in the period in which the calculation is made.
The calculation of income tax does not require significant estimates to be made except for the figure for the
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recognition of tax assets for the period. Should the premises used for this estimate have varied by 10%, the effect on
profit (loss) for the period would not be significant.
Value adjustments of current assets
The Company makes value adjustments of accounts receivable based on its estimate of the recoverable value of such
assets. A change in the economic, market or customer solvency conditions could significantly alter the amounts of the
adjustments made that will be reviewed, at least, on an annual basis for its evaluation and, where appropriate,
correction.
2.3

Aggregation

For the purpose of understanding the balance sheet, income statement, statement of changes in equity and cash flow
statement, these statements are presented together, recognizing the analyses required in the accompanying notes to
the financial statements.
2.4

Presentation currency

The financial statements were stated in thousands of euros unless otherwise indicated.
3.

Accounting policies

3.1.

Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are recognized at acquisition or production cost, less any accumulated depreciation
and accumulated impairment.
The amount of the work performed by the company on its property, plant and equipment is calculated by adding the
direct and indirect costs recognized on each asset to the acquisition cost of the consumables.
The costs of increasing, modernizing and improving items of property, plant and equipment are recognized as an
increase in the value of the asset, only when it represents an increase in its capacity, productivity or extension in its
useful life provided that the carrying amount of the replaced asset can be defined or estimated.
Major repair costs are capitalized and amortized over their estimated useful life, while recurring maintenance
expenses are charged to the profit and loss account during the period in which they are incurred.
Except for land, which is not depreciated, depreciation of property, plant and equipment is calculated using the
straight-line method based on their estimated useful life, in accordance with the decline in value effectively incurred
through operation, use and enjoyment.
Historically, non-current assets used in production (plant, machinery and tools, mainly) have been depreciated using
a systematic method over the useful lives of the assets, which are estimated on the basis of the actual levels of
production of the various assets (i.e. based on the production unit method, since this is the most accurate reflection of
the estimated pattern of consumption of future economic benefits attached to the asset) and the residual value thereof
as well as the maximum useful life for each type of asset.
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Based on the production-unit depreciation method, the annual depreciation and amortization charge is adjusted for
significant changes in production. Therefore, the production level is considered to be above or below the ordinary
level when the items produced vary with respect to the number set by the technical department. In cases of
significant changes in production, the Company amortizes or depreciates each asset based on the items produced.
However, it envisages a maximum useful life for the items due to issues relating to physical wear and tear and the
passage of time.
Accordingly, the useful lives of the property, plant and equipment, estimated at an ordinary rate of production would
be as follows:
Years of estimated useful life
Buildings
30
Plant
10
Machinery:
- Cutting
15
- Forging
20
- Other
10
Other fixtures and furniture
10
Tools
4
Other items of property, plant and equipment
5 to 10
The residual value and useful life of the assets is reviewed, and adjusted at each balance sheet date if necessary.
In 2018 and 2017, depreciation was adjusted in this connection due to significant changes in production with respect
to the ordinary levels. The impact of this adjustment is not significant.
When the carrying amount of an asset is higher than the estimated recoverable amount, its value is immediately
reduced to its recoverable amount (Note 3.3).
Gains and losses on the sale of property, plant and equipment, which are calculated by comparing the income
obtained on the sale with the carrying amount, are recognized in profit or loss. Disposals are reflected by writing off
the cost of the asset and the corresponding accumulated depreciation.
3.2.

Borrowing costs

Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition or construction of items of property, plant and equipment that
require a period of more than twelve months to be ready for use are recognized as an increase in the cost thereof
until it is ready for use.
3.3.

Impairment of non-financial assets

Assets subject to amortization or depreciation are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which
the asset's carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset's fair
value less costs of disposal and value in use.
For the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are independent
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cash inflows (cash-generating units).
Prior impairments of non-¿nancial assets (other than goodwill) are reviewed for possible reversal at each reporting
date.
3.4.

Financial assets

a)

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or variable payments not listed on an active
market. Financial assets in this category are classified as current assets except for assets maturing within more than 12
months of the balance sheet date which are classified as non-current. Loans and receivables are included in "Loans to
Companies" and "Trade and Other Receivables" in the accompanying balance sheet.
Financial assets are initially recognized at fair value plus all directly attributable transaction costs. They are
subsequently carried at amortized cost. The carrying amount of any interest income on the asset is recognized by
discounting the total estimated cash flows to maturity using the effective interest method. However, receivables for
commercial transactions maturing within one year are initially recognized at their nominal amount, provided that the
impact of not discounting the cash flows is not significant.
The Company recognizes the necessary impairment losses at least at the end of the reporting period if there is
objective evidence that not all of the amounts payable will be collected.
An impairment loss is recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds the present value of
the estimated future cash flows, discounted using the effective interest method at the date of initial recognition.
Impairment losses are recognized through profit or loss. They are reversed through the income statement.
Financial assets are written off when substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the asset are transferred.
Specifically in relation to accounts receivable, this transfer is generally deemed to take place when the risks of
insolvency and non-payment have been transferred.
b)

Equity investments in Group companies, jointly-controlled entities and associates

Equity investments in Group companies, jointly-controlled entities and associates are carried at cost, less any
accumulated impairment. However, whenever an investment is made before it is classified as a group company,
jointly-controlled entity or associate, its carrying amount before this classification is considered as a cost of the
investment. Valuation adjustments recognized previously in equity remain in equity until they are derecognised.
If there is objective evidence that the carrying amount cannot be recovered, the asset's carrying amount is written
down to its recoverable amount. Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs of disposal and the present
value of the cash flows arising on the investment.
Unless there is better evidence of the recoverable amount, impairment on the investments is estimated on the basis of
the equity of the investee adjusted for any unrealised gains at the measurement date. Impairment losses are
recognized and/or reversed through the income statement for the period in which they arise.
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3.5.

Inventories

Inventories are carried at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Whenever the net realisable value of the
inventories is lower than cost, there is non-moving or surplus inventories based on the age of the changes or
consumption times, the relevant valuation adjustments are made and recognized as an expense in profit or loss. If as
a result of circumstances, a valuation adjustment ceases to exist, the amount of the adjustment is reversed and
recognized as income in profit or loss.
The cost is defined as follows:
•

Raw materials and other supplies (composed mainly of steel) are stated at the price of the last entry, which will
not differ substantially from the amount that would have resulted from having applied the weighted average
acquisition cost.

•

Finished goods, goods under construction and disposable dies (with a useful life of less than one year) are
measured at standard production cost, which includes the cost of materials, labour and direct and indirect
production costs (based on the ordinary production capacity of the means of production) that do not present
significant differences with respect to the actual costs incurred in the production process. The costs of raw
materials are recognized at acquisition cost.
There are no significant differences between the standard estimated costs and actual costs.

Obsolete or impaired products are reduced to net value of realization. The amount of these reductions is included
under "Provisions". Net value of realization is the selling price estimated during the ordinary course of business, less
the estimated costs required to perform it and, in the case of raw materials and work in progress, the estimated costs
required to complete production.
3.6.

Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents include cash at hand, demand deposits at financial institutions and other highly liquid
current investments with an original maturity of three months or less. Bank overdrafts would be classified as "Current
Liabilities - Bank Borrowings" in the balance sheet.
3.7.

Equity

Share capital is represented by ordinary shares.
Costs of issuing new shares and options are deducted directly from reserves in equity.
The consideration paid to purchase treasury shares, including any directly attributable incremental costs, is deducted
from equity until the shares are cancelled, reissued or disposed of. When these shares are sold or are subsequently
reissued, any amounts received are included under equity, net of any directly attributable incremental costs.
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3.8.

Financial liabilities

Accounts payable
Accounts payable include payables for commercial and non-commercial transactions. They are classified as current
liabilities unless the Company has the unconditional right to defer payment for at least 12 months after the balance
sheet date.
Accounts payable are initially recognised at fair value less any costs directly incurred in the transaction, and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. The carrying amount of the instrument
is calculated by discounting the estimated future cash flows to maturity using the effective interest method.
However, trade payables maturing within one year which do not have a contractual rate of interest, are initially
recognised at their nominal amount, and subsequently carried at their nominal amount provided that the impact of
not discounting the cash flows is not significant.
If the existing liabilities are re-negotiated, no substantial changes in the financial liability are considered to exist if the
lender of the new loan is the same entity that granted the initial loan and the present value of the cash flows,
including the net costs, does not differ by more than 10% from the present value of the cash flows payable on the
original liability calculated using this method.
3.9.

Grants received

Refundable grants are recognized as liabilities until they meet the conditions to be considered non-refundable, while
non-refundable grants are recognized as income directly in equity and are recognized as income using a systematic
and rational method that correlates with the expenses arising from the grant. Non-refundable grants received from
shareholders are recognized directly in equity.
For this purpose, a grant is considered non-refundable when there is a separate agreement to provide a grant, all the
conditions established for its provision are met and there are is no reasonable doubt that it will be received.
Monetary grants are measured at the fair value of the amount granted and non-monetary grants are valued at the fair
value of the asset received when initially recognized.
Non-refundable grants relating to the acquisition of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment and
investment property are recognized as income for the period in proportion to the depreciation of the corresponding
assets or, if applicable, whenever they are disposed of, derecognized or an impairment loss is recognized thereon.
Non-refundable grants related to specific expenses are recognized in profit or loss in the same period in which the
corresponding expenses are incurred and grants given to offset the operating deficiency are recognized in the period
in which they are granted, except when they are used to offset the operating deficit in future periods, in which case
they are recognized in the relevant period.

3.10. Current and deferred income tax
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The income tax expense (revenue) is the amount incurred for this item in the period, comprising the current and
deferred tax expense (revenue).
The current and deferred tax expenses (revenue) are recognized in the income statement. However, the tax effect
relating to items recognized directly in equity is recognized in equity also.
The current income tax revenue or charge is recognized on the basis of amounts expected to be paid to or recovered
from the tax authorities, under the prevailing tax laws or approved tax laws not yet published at the balance sheet
date.
Deferred income tax is recognized on temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and
their carrying amounts as per the balance sheet liability method. However, deferred taxes are not recognized if they
arise from initial recognition of goodwill or an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that
at the time of the transaction affects neither taxable profit (tax loss) or accounting pro¿t or loss. Deferred income tax is
calculated using tax rates and laws that have been approved or about to be approved by the balance sheet date and
are expected to apply when the related deferred income tax asset is realised or the deferred income tax liability is
settled.
Deferred income tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is probable that future taxable pro¿t will be
available against which the temporary differences can be utilised.
Tax receivable and tax payable arising from rights and obligations for the Company as a result of grants given,
payables to or receivables from Social Security Bodies or current and non-current and current tax assets and liabilities
do not arise from a contractual relationship despite the fact that they represent a collection right or payment
obligation. They originate as the result of a legal requirement or public works activities and, therefore, they are not
considered financial assets or financial liabilities.
3.11. Employee benefits

a)

Pension obligations

The Company operates various pension plans. The Group’s plans are funded through payments to insurance
companies or externally-administered funds, determined by periodic actuarial calculations.
x

Defined contribution pension plans

Under a defined contribution plan, the Company makes fixed contributions to a separate entity and does not have
any legal, contractual or implicit obligation to make any further contributions if the separate entity were to have
insufficient assets with which to meet the obligations assumed.
The Company has an obligation to contribute a fixed percentage of the gross salaries of its employees to a Voluntary
Employee Benefit Entity (EPSV).
Once the contributions have been made to the EPSV, the Company does not have an obligation to make additional
payments. The contributions are recognized as employee benefits on an accruals basis. Contributions paid in advance
are recognized as an asset to the extent that there will be a cash refund or a reduction in future payments.
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The Company recognizes a liability for the contributions to be made whenever there are unaccrued contributions
payable at the end of a period.
b)

Termination benefits

Employees receive termination benefits as a result of the Company's decision to terminate their employment contract
before the ordinary retirement age or whenever employees agree to take voluntary redundancy in exchange for these
benefits. They include the agreed-upon termination benefits arising from collective redundancy procedures,
terminating an employment contract before the retirement age. The Company recognizes these benefits when there is
evidence that it has committed to terminating the employment of employees under a formal detailed plan without
any possibility of withdrawal or by providing termination benefits as a result of a bid to encourage voluntary
redundancy. Bene¿ts falling due more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period are discounted to their
present value.
c)

Profit-sharing and bonus schemes

The Company recognizes a liability and an expense for bonuses or profit sharing based on a formula that takes into
account the profit attributable to its shareholders after certain adjustments. The Company recognizes a provision
when it is contractually obliged to do so or whenever a tacit obligation has arisen as a result of past practice.
3.12. Provisions and contingent liabilities

Provisions are recognized whenever the Company has a present obligation, whether legal or tacit, as a result of past
events, an outflow of economic benefits is probable to settle the obligation and the amount can be estimated
accurately. Provisions are not recognized for future operating losses.
Provisions are valued at the present value of the estimated outflows that will be necessary to settle the obligation,
using a pre-tax rate that reflects the current market's assessments of the timing value of money and the specific risks of
the obligation. Adjustments to the provision as a result of discounting are recognized as a finance cost on an accruals
basis.
Provisions maturing within twelve months, which do not have a significant financial effect, are not discounted.
When a portion of the outflow required to settle the provision is expected to be reimbursed by a third party, the
repayment is recognized as an independent asset provided that it is virtually guaranteed that it will be received.
Contingent liabilities are defined as possible obligations that arise from past events and whose existence will be
confirmed only by the occurrence or non-occurrence of one or more future events not wholly within the Company’s
control. Since contingent liabilities are not recognized for accounting purposes, any such liabilities are disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements (Note 23).
3.13. Revenue recognition

Revenue is recognized at the fair value of the consideration receivable, and represents amounts receivable for goods
supplied and services rendered during the ordinary course of the Company's business, stated net of returns, mark
downs, discounts and VAT.
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The Company recognizes revenue when the amount thereof can be measured accurately, it is probable that there will
be a future flow of economic benefits to the Company and specific conditions are met for each of the activities as
detailed below. Revenue cannot be considered to be measured accurately until all of the contingencies related to the
sale have been resolved. The Company bases its estimates on historical results, taking into account the type of
customer, the type of transaction and the specific terms of each agreement.
a)

Sale of products

The Company produces and sells transmission components, gear boxes and hot and medium-heat- forging tools.
Sales of assets are recognized when the Company has transferred all of the risks and benefits of the products, and
control thereover, to the customer, the customer has accepted the products and the collectability of the
corresponding accounts receivable is reasonably ensured.
b)

Interest income

Interest income is recognized using the effective interest method. When an account receivable becomes impaired,
the Company reduces its carrying amount to its recoverable amount, discounting the estimated future cash flows at
the original effective rate of interest of the instrument and continuing to recognize the discount as a decrease in
interest income. Interest income from loans that have become impaired is recognized when the cash is collected or
on the basis of recovery of the cost when the terms and conditions have been guaranteed.
3.14. Operating leases

Leases in which the lessor retains a significant portion of the risks and benefits inherent to ownership are classified as
operating leases. Operating lease payments (net of any incentive received from the lessor) are charged to the income
statement for the period in which they are incurred using the straight-line method over the lease period.
When the Company acts as the lessor, the asset leased under the operating lease is included in the balance sheet
based on its nature. Income from the lease is recognized using the straight-line method over the term of the lease.
3.15. Foreign currency transactions

a)

Functional and presentation currency

The Company's financial statements are presented in thousands of euros. Its functional currency is the euro.
b)

Transactions and balances

Foreign currency transactions are translated into the functional currency using the exchange rates prevailing at the
date of the transactions. Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the settlement of such transactions and
from the translation at year-end exchange rates of monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies
are recognized in the income statement, except if they are deducted from equity such as qualifying cash flow hedges
and qualifying net investment hedges.
Changes in the fair value of monetary securities denominated in foreign currency classified as available-for-sale are
analysed between translation differences resulting from changes in the amortized cost of the security and other
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changes in the carrying amount of the security. Translation differences are recognized in profit or loss for the period
and other changes in the carrying amount are recognized in equity.
Translation differences on non-monetary items, such as equity instruments held at fair value through changes in profit
or loss, are presented as part of the gains or losses at fair value. Translation differences on non-monetary items, such
as equity instruments classified as available-for-sale financial assets, are recognized in equity.
3.16. Related party transactions

Intra-group transactions are usually recognized initially at fair value. If the price agreed upon in a transaction is
different from the fair value, the difference is recognized on the basis of the economic reality of the transaction. They
are subsequently recognized in accordance with the corresponding accounting principles.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, in merger, spin-off or non-monetary contribution transactions of a business, the items
comprising the business acquired are stated at the amount corresponding thereto once the transaction has been
performed, in the consolidated financial statements of the group or subgroup.
When the parent or subsidiary of the group or subgroup is not included, the financial statements of the higher group
or subgroup into which the assets and liabilities are consolidated, headed by a Spanish parent, must be considered.
In these cases, the difference that might arise between the net assets and liabilities of the acquired company, adjusted
for the balance of the grants, donations and legacies received, valuation adjustments, and any capital and share
premium issued by the absorbing company, is recognized under reserves.
3.17. Environment

The expenses arising from corporate initiatives to protect and enhance the environment are recognized as an expense
for the period in which they are incurred. When they represent changes or additions to items of property, plant and
equipment, the purpose of which is to minimize the environmental impact and protect and enhance the
environment, they are recognized as an addition to these items.

4.

Financial risk management

4.1

Financial risk factors

The purpose of financial risk management is to control the issues arising from changes in exchange rates, interest
rates and in the prices of raw materials. The management is specified in the contracting of financial instruments that
allow, insofar as possible, that the participation in environments that encourage favorable changes in these variables
is compatible with the limitation in whole or in part on damages due to an unfavorable environment.
a)

Market risk

i)

Foreign currency risk

The Company's presence on the international market means that it is required to draft a foreign currency risk
management policy. The main objective is to reduce the negative impact of fluctuating exchange rates on its
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activity in general and, in particular, its income statement, therefore making it possible to be protected against
adverse changes and to make use of favorable changes.
The Company's group, CIE Automotive Group, implements this policy using the concept of Management Area.
This concept encompasses all the flows receivable/payable in currencies other than the euro that will
materialize over a specific period of time. The Management Area includes foreign currency assets and
liabilities and firm or highly probable commitments due to purchases or sales in currencies other than the
euro. Both current and non-current foreign currency assets and liabilities are managed, while firm
commitments for purchases or sales that form part of the Management Area will be managed if their estimated
inclusion on the balance sheet takes place within a period of no more than 18 months.
In this respect, an internal document has been drawn up which is reviewed at least once a month. Each
section details the Management Area.
Once the Management Area of the CIE Automotive Group has been defined, it assumes the use of a number of
financial instruments for risk management, which will enable a certain degree of flexibility. These instruments
are mainly the following:
-

Purchase/Sale of forward foreign currency contracts: An identified exchange rate is set at a specific date,
which can also be adjusted temporarily to be adapted ad applied to cash flows.

-

Other instruments: Other hedging derivatives may also be used. However, before they are arranged
they will require specific approval by the corresponding administrative body, which will have been
previously notified with respect to whether or not they meet the exact requirements to be able to be
considered a hedging instrument and, accordingly, qualify for hedge accounting.

Since the amount of the accounts receivable/payable by the Company in functional currencies other than the
euro is not significant, the effect of a 10% depreciation/appreciation of the euro with respect to these
currencies would not be significant provided that all other variables remained the same.
At the end of the period, the Company did not arrange any hedge instrument in relation to foreign currency
risk.

ii)

Price risk

The Company is exposed to a price risk around raw materials (steel). This risk is due to certain temporary
surcharges on scrap metal and alloys which record the prices of raw materials. The Company manag this risk
by negotiating with its customers the incorporation of these surcharges into the sales price of its products,
eliminating any risk inherent in fluctuating raw material prices.

iii)

Interest rate risk relating to cash flows and fair value

The bank borrowings tied to a floating rate of interest taken out by CIE LEGAZPI, S.A. Sole-Shareholder
Company expos it to the risk of changes in interest rates, which would have a direct effect on the income
statement. The general purpose of the strategy is to reduce the negative impact of hikes in interest rate, and
take advantage insofar as possible of the positive impact of possible decreases in interest rates.
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To meet this objective, the management strategy of the Company's group, CIE Automotive Group, is based on
financial instruments that make this flexibility possible. It expressly envisages the possibility of arranging a
hedge by identifiable and measurable flows, making it possible to pass the effectiveness test, which will show
that the hedging instrument will reduce the risk relating to the designated portion of the hedged item and that
it is not incompatible with the strategy or objectives established.
If, in 2018, the average interest rates of the liabilities denominated in euros had been 10 basis points
higher/lower, and the rest of the variables remained the same, there would have not been significant impact in
profit after tax for the period.
At the end of 2018 and 2017, the Company did not arrange any hedges in relation to interest rate risk.
b)

Credit risk

Credit risk is managed by customer group. Credit risk that arises from cash and cash equivalents and deposits at banks
and financial institutions is not considered significant due to the credit rating of the banks with which the Company
operates.
In order to minimize the risk on trade receivables, CIE LEGAZPI, S.A. Sole-Shareholder Company has based its
strategy on arranging credit insurance policies for customers and setting credit limits thereon. With respect to
customers' credit limit, the Group's concentration of transactions does not exceed 10% of its volume of business at
individual customers.
The characteristics of the Group's customers must also be considered. In the automobile segment, balances
receivable within 60 days are not a credit risk.
Despite the difficult situation faced by the industry, the Group still considers that the credit rating for the balances
receivable is good.
c)

Liquidity risk

Prudent liquidity risk management requires sufficient cash and available financing through sufficient credit facilities.
The Company's risk management is performed within its Group's overall management framework. Therefore, the CIE
Automotive Group's strategy is to maintain, through the Group's Treasury department, the flexibility required in its
financing by having committed credit facilities available. Also, based on the liquidity needs, its Group uses financial
instruments (without recourse factoring whereby the risks and benefits of the accounts receivable are transferred), to
maintain the levels of liquidity and the working capital structure required in its business plans. The instruments used
will not exceed one third of the trade receivables.
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Company management monitors the Company's liquidity reserve, and the changes in net financial debt. At 31
December 2018 and 2017 the calculation is as follows:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
612
404
612
404

Cash and cash equivalents
Liquidity reserve
Bank borrowings (Note 13)
Other non-current financial liabilities (Note 13)
Other current financial liabilities (Note 13)
Cash and cash equivalents
Net financial debt

1,939
1,055
322
(612)
2,704

4,489
1,319
299
(404)
5,703

There are no restrictions on the use of cash/cash equivalents.
The Group's Treasury department considers that the action being taken will avoid any shortfalls in liquidity. Forecast
cash inflows for 2018 will make it possible to meet the payments for the period without the need for an increase in
net financial debt that cannot be assumed.
Management does not expect any short-term liquidity problems that cannot be covered using current or future
financial means that the Company may have, available credit facilities, and a reciprocal current account entered into
with CIE Automotive, S.A. (Note 24).
One of the strategic lines of the group is to optimize and achieve maximum saturation of the funds earmarked for the
business. Accordingly, net operating capital invested in the business is given special attention. Significant work aimed
at controlling and reducing collection times for trade and other receivables and minimizing inventories has been
performed through excellent logistical and industrial management that enables customers to be supplied JIT (Just-intime), thereby optimizing the supplier payment periods.
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
(thousand euro)
Below is a table showing the detail of the Working Capital included in the Company's balance sheet at 31 December
2018, compared with 31 December 2017, indicating the relative weight of each of the headings composing it:
Thousand euro
2017
2018
13,758
11,878
5,129
6,406
293
247
19,180
18,531
612
404
19,792
18,935
33,472
32,876
571
382
34,043
33,258
1,939
4,489
1,731
2,607
3,247
40,960
40,354
(21,168)
(21,419)
(14,863)
(14,727)

Inventories (Note 8)
Trade and other receivables (Note 7)
Short-term financial investments (Note 6)
Current operating assets
Cash and cash equivalents
CURRENT ASSETS
Trade and other payables (Note 13)
Current provisions
Current operating liabilities
Current bank borrowings (Note 13)
Other financial liabilities (Note 13)
Debts with Group companies
CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL WORKING CAPITAL
OPERATING CAPITAL

The Company has a working capital deficiency of ¼21 million at 31 December 2018 (2017: ¼21 million). The
Company actively manages its working capital through its net operating capital and net financial debt. However, the
size of the working capital considered on its own is not a key parameter to understanding the financial statements.
The Directors do not consider that there is any significant risk to the liquidity position due to its solid basis, quality
and stability of the relationships with its customers and suppliers; its exhaustive monitoring of its position with
financial institutions, with which it automatically renews its active loans in many cases; and the fact that the
Company has the financial means of the Group to carry on its activity. Additionally, the Company disposes of a 17
million credit granted to the Group (2017: ¼17 million).
Liquidity management performed by the Group's Treasury department does not envisage any liquidity problems that
cannot be covered using the current or future financial means of the Group.
Accordingly, the Board of Directors has prepared these financial statements using the going concern principle of
accounting because its shareholders have agreed to continue to provide the financial and operational support
required for the future development of the Company.
4.2

Fair value estimation

The fair value of the financial instruments traded on active markets is based on the market prices at the reporting date.
The current bid price is used as the market price of financial assets.
The fair value of the financial instruments that are not listed on an active market is calculated using measurement
techniques. The Company uses a variety of methods and makes assumptions based on the existing market conditions
at each reporting date.
The carrying amounts of trade receivables and trade payables are assumed to be their estimated fair value. The fair
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CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
(thousand euro)
value of financial liabilities for financial reporting purpose is estimated by discounting the future contractual cash
flows at the current market rate of interest that the Company may use for similar financial instruments.
5.

Property, plant and equipment

The detail of "Property, Plant and Equipment" and the changes therein are as follows:
2018
Thousands of euros
Land and buildings
COST
Beginning balance
Additions

Plant and
machinery

Other fixtures,
tools and furniture

Other items of
property, plant and
equipment

Total

8,784
42

47,704
2,861

16,337
720

601
-

73,426
3,623

Ending balance
ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION
Beginning balance
Charge for the year

8,826

50,565

17,057

601

77,049

6,141
92

35,266
1,511

14,200
734

601
-

56,208
2,337

Ending balance

6,233

36,777

14,934

601

58,545

CARRYING AMOUNT
Beginning

2,643

12,438

2,137

-

17,218

Ending

2,593

13,788

2,123

-

18,504

2017
Thousands of euros
Land and buildings
COST
Beginning balance
Additions

Plant and
machinery

Other fixtures,
tools and furniture

Other items of
property, plant and
equipment

Total

8,784
-

45,918
1,786

15,568
769

601
-

70,871
2,555

Ending balance
ACCUMULATED
DEPRECIATION
Beginning balance
Charge for the year

8,784

47,704

16,337

601

73,426

6,049
92

33,621
1,645

13,426
774

601
-

53,697
2,511

Ending balance

6,141

35,266

14,200

601

56,208

CARRYING AMOUNT
Beginning

2,735

12,297

2,142

-

17,174

Ending

2,643

12,438

2,137

-

17,218
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(thousand euro)

a)

Land and buildings
Thousand euro

Cost
Land
Buildings

b)

2018
Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying
amount

Cost

2017
Accumulated
depreciation

Carrying amount

1,107
7,719

6,233

1,107
1,486

1,107
7,677

(6,141)

1,107
1,536

8,826

6,233

2,593

8,784

(6,141)

2,643

Impairment losses

In 2018 and 2017 there were no significant reversals or recognitions of impairment losses on any one item of
property, plant and equipment.
c)

Revaluations performed pursuant to Regional Law 11/1996, of 5 December

Accumulated net revaluations amount to ¼1,345 thousand at 31 December 2018 and 2017. This revaluation has
been fully depreciated.
d)

Fully depreciated items of property, plant and equipment

At 31 December 2018 and 2017 the detail of fully depreciated items of property, plant and equipment in use is as
follows:
Thousand euro
2018
4,837
22,431
13,150
40,418

Land and buildings
Plant and machinery
Tools and other items of property, plant and equipment

e)

2017
4,837
20,249
12,387
37,473

Assets under operating leases

The income statement includes operating lease costs on rental of certain assets; amounting to ¼97 thousand (¼85
thousand in 2017)
At the end of 2018 and 2017, the Company does not have the obligation to make future payments of significant
amounts for non-cancellable operating leases.
f)

Insurance

The Company has taken out various insurance policies to cover the risks to its property, plant and equipment. The
policies taken out are considered to provide sufficient cover.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
(thousand euro)

g)

Commitments

At 31 December 2018 and 2017, the Company did not have any significant purchasing commitments for non-current
assets.
6.

Analysis of financial assets

6.1 Category-based analysis
The carrying amounts of each of the categories of financial assets are as follows:
Thousand euro
Loans and receivables
2018

2017

Financial assets
Non-current
-

Loans to Group companies (Note 24)

17,415

17,361

17,415

17,361

Current
-

Trade receivables for sales and services (Note 7)

2,897

4,036

-

Receivable from Group companies (Notes 7 and 24)

1,313

937

-

Other financial assets

293

247

4,503

5,220

Thousands of euros
Loans and payables
2018

2017

Financial liabilities
Non-current
-

Other financial liabilities (Note 13)

1,055

1,319

1,055

1,319

Debts with Group companies (Note 24)

3,247

-

-

Bank borrowings (Note 13)

1,939

4,489

-

Other financial liabilities (Note 13)

1,731

2,607

-

Trade and other payables (Note 13)

31,951

31,727

Current
-
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(thousand euro)
38,868

38,823

6.2 Analysis by maturity
The financial liabilities, by maturity, are classified as follows:
Thousand euro
Financial assets
2019
Loans to companies
Trade and other receivables
Other financial assets

2020
-

2021
-

2022
-

Subsequent
years

2023
-

-

Total

17,415

17,415

4,210

-

-

-

-

-

4,210

293

-

-

-

-

-

293

4,503

-

-

-

-

17,415

21,918

Thousand euro
Financial liabilities
2019
Bank borrowings (Note 13)
Trade and other payables (Note 13)

2020

2021

2022

Subsequent
years

2023

Total

1,939

-

-

-

-

-

1,939

31,951

-

-

-

-

-

31,951
3,247

Group debts and associates (Note 13)

3,247

-

-

-

-

-

Other financial liabilities (Note 14)

1,731

221

205

191

177

261

2,786

38,868

221

205

191

177

261

39,923

6.3

Credit quality of financial assets

The credit rating of outstanding financial assets that have not incurred any impairment losses does not present a risk.
They are all considered to be highly solvent.
None of the outstanding financial assets have been renegotiated in the year.
The balances receivable from Group companies do not present any problems in terms of recoverability.
The credit risk for trade and other receivables is managed by classifying the risk for each receivable and insuring
collection through specialized credit insurance companies (Note 4.1.b).
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(thousand euro)

7

Loans and receivables
Thousand euro
2018

2017

Non- Current loans and receivables
17,415

17,361

17,415

17,361

- Trade receivables for sales and services

2,997

4,136

- Trade receivables, Group companies and associates (Notes 6 and 24)

1,313

937

- Loans to Group Companies (Note 24)
Current loans and receivables:

- Other financial assets

293

247

- Other receivables from Public Authorities

919

1,433

(100)

(100)

- Impairment losses

5,422

6,653

22,837

24,014

The fair values of the loans and receivables do not differ significantly from their carrying amounts.
At 31 December 2018, trade and other receivables discounted and factored at financial institutions amount to ¼1,939
thousand (2017: ¼4,489 thousand). The transactions were recognized as bank borrowings (Note 13). At the end of
2018, the Company had transferred accounts receivable of ¼6,991 thousand (2017: ¼6,763 thousand) through
without recourse factoring to financial institutions.
There is no credit risk concentration with respect to trade receivables, since the Company has a large number of
customers across the globe.
The credit risk for trade and other receivables is managed by classifying the risk of each of its customers.
Past-due accounts receivable do not include those that have exceeded the nominal date of maturity, which is within
the ordinary periods of the collection systems established with various customers and debtors. At 31 December 2018
and 2017 none of the corresponding write downs included any balance that would have exceeded the collection
agreements established. Trade receivables not subject to impairment losses correspond to trade and other receivables
for which there is no recent late-payment history. All of the trade and other receivables mature within twelve months.
At 31 December 2018 and 2017, a provision has been made for any account receivable, whether past due or not, for
which recovery might be considered doubtful at those dates.
In general, accounts receivable that are past due by less than 4 months have not become impaired.
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(thousand euro)

Below is an analysis, by age, of the past-due balances receivable:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
81
(34)
38
93
70
53
189
112
(100)
(100)
12
89

Less than 4 months
Between 4 and 12 months
Later than 12 months
(Provision)

The balances receivable from Group companies do not present any problems in terms of recoverability.
The changes in impairment losses recognised on trade receivables are as follows:

Balance at 1 January 2017
Addition to impairment losses for uncollectible receivables
Impaired receivables written off
Balance at 31 December 2017
Addition to impairment losses for uncollectible receivables
Impaired receivables written off
Balance at 31 December 2018

Thousands of
euros
300
5
(205)
100
100

Charges to impairment losses are derecognized when there are no effective expectations of recovery.
No impairment losses were recognized on any accounts included under “Loans and Receivables”.
Maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each of the above categories under accounts
receivable. The Company does not hold any security in the event of non-payment.
At 31 December 2018 and 2017, there are no loans and receivables denominated in currencies other than the euro
by a significant amount.

8

Inventories
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(thousand euro)
Thousand euro
Raw materials and other procurements

4,816

2017
4,498

Work in progress and semi-finished goods

5,845

5,195

Finished goods

3,684

2,754

Provision for slow inventories and obsoletes

(587)

(569)

13,758

11,878

2018

a)

Provision for inventories

Changes in provisions for obsolete and slow-moving inventories in 2018 and 2017 were as follows:
Thousand euro
957
(388)
569
18
587

Balance at 1 January 2017
Written-off inventories
Balance at 31 December 2017
Written-off inventories
Balance at 31 December 2018

The provisions have been estimated on the basis of individual analysis and rotation statistics relating to the trade
conditions of the various items composing inventories.
Also, the provision at 31 December 2018 includes ¼33 thousand (2017: ¼40 thousand) to cover the risk relating to
the net realizable value of certain inventories.
The inventory provision referred to finished and semi-finished goods amounts to ¼459 thousand (2017: ¼460
thousand)
b)

Insurance

The Company arranges various insurance policies to cover the risk to which its inventories is subject. The policies
taken out are considered to provide sufficient cover.
9

Share capital

a)

Share capital

At 31 December 2018 and 2017 the Company's share capital is represented by 415,975 fully subscribed and paid
shares with a par value of ¼6.01 each.
In addition, on 10 June 2013, CIE Bérriz, S.L. sold its entire stake in the Company to the CIE Galfor S.A.U. Group
(Note 1).
Accordingly, at 31 December 2018 and 2017, entities with a shareholding of more than 10% in the Company are as
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(thousand euro)
follows:
2018
CIE Galfor, S.A.U.

2017

100%

100%

There are no restrictions on the transfer of the Company's shares.
At 31 December 2018 and 2017 the Group's ultimate parent is CIE Automotive, S.A. (Note 1).
10

Reserves and prior years' losses
Thousand euro
2018
2017
500
500

Legal reserve
Other reserves:
- Voluntary reserves

a)

7,697
8,197

7,697
8,197

Legal reserve

The legal reserve was recognized in accordance with Article 274 of the Spanish Limited Companies Act, which states
that 10% of profit for the period will be apportioned to the reserve until it reaches at least 20% of share capital.
It is a restricted reserve. Should it be used to offset losses, in the event that there are no other reserves available for
this purpose, it must be replenished using future profits.
At 31 December 2018 and 2017 the reserve has reached the statutory limit.
11

Profit (Loss) for the year

a)

Proposed distribution of profit (allocation of loss)

The proposed distribution of profit that will be submitted to the General Meeting of the Shareholders and the
approved distribution for 2018 are as follows:
Thousand euro
2017
2018
Basis of distribution (allocation)
Profit (Loss) for the year

Distribution (Allocation)
To dividends
To voluntary reserves
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4.295

3,247

4,295
4,295

3,247
3,247
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(thousand euro)
As of December 31, 2018, the dividend amounting to ¼3,247 thousand is pending payment.
b)

Limitations on the distribution of reserves

However, the unrestricted reserves in Note 10, and the profit for the year, are not subject to limits on their
distribution.

12

Grants, donations and bequests received

a)

Analysis by category

The detail by category, of the amounts of the grants, donations and legacies received is as follows:

2018
Gross amounts
Asset-related grants
Tax effect
Amount, net

b)

Thousand euro
2017
138
(34)
104

207
(58)
149

Changes in the year

The changes in the gross amounts in 2018 and 2017 have been as follows:
Thousand euro
294
(16)
(71)
207
(69)
138

Balance at 1 January 2017
Other movements
Recognition in profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2017
Other movements
Recognition in profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2018
c)

Asset-related grants

The detail of the non-refundable asset-related grants is as follows:

Entity awarding the grant
Basque government
Ministry of Industry
Basque government
Ministry of Industry

Total originally
granted (thousand
euro)
1,933
13
60
253
2,259

Purpose
Investments in fixed assets
Investments
Investments in fixed assets
Investments
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Date granted
2003-2008
2010
2011
2011
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(thousand euro)

In recent years the Company has been granted financial support under the Competitiveness Plan for industrial
strategic sectors (automobile), driven by the Ministry of Industry, Tourism and Trade of Spain, whose objectives are to
promote the optimization of processes and redirect production to products with a higher added value subsidizing
costs incurred and investments aimed at product development.
The Company met all of the conditions required for these grants.
13

Accounts payable
Thousand euro
2018

Non-current payables:
- Other financial liabilities (Note 6)
Current payables:
- Bank borrowings (Note 6)
- Group debts (Note 24)
- Other financial liabilities (Note 6)
- Suppliers of fixed assets (Note 6)
- Payable to suppliers (Note 6)
- Payable to suppliers, Group companies and associates (Notes 6 and 24)
- Other payables to public authorities
- Wages and salaries payable (Note 6)

2017

1,055
1,055

1,319
1,319

1,939
3,247
322
1,409
30,375
627
1,521
949
40,389
41,444

4,489
299
2,308
29,962
788
1,149
977
39,972
41,291

The carrying amounts of the non-current payables do not differ significantly from their fair values.
The carrying amounts of the current payables are almost the same as their fair values since the effect of discounting is
not significant.
The total carrying amount of the Company's payables is denominated in euros.
a)

Bank borrowings
Thousands of euros
2018

Current bank borrowings:
- Discounted notes and trade advances

1,939
1,939

2017
4,489
4,489

The Company does not have credit accounts or other financing instruments other than those indicated.
b)

Other financial liabilities

The amount of "Other Non-current Liabilities includes mainly loans at a subsidized interest rate granted mainly by the
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(thousand euro)
Ministry of Industry and the Center for Industrial Technological Development.
Management considers that the Company is able to meet all of its contractual obligations arising from the loans on
time.
c)

Information on deferral of payment to suppliers

The detail of the payments for commercial transactions during the period, and pending at year end regarding the
maximum payment period envisaged under Law 15/2010 is as follows:
Days
2018
Average payment period
Paid operations ratio
Pending operations ratio

2017
80
72
95

87
76
101

Thousand euro
2018
53,070
30,375

Total payments in the period
Total balance pending

2017
42,023
29,962

Although the company has exceeded the maximum payment period to suppliers stipulated in Law 15/2010, in
2017 it has implemented a series of measures that are primarily intended to identify deviations through regular
monitoring and analysis of accounts payable to suppliers, review and improve upon internal supplier management
procedures, and comply with - and update where necessary - the terms and conditions defined in trading
operations which are subject to the applicable
14

Accruals and contingencies

The breakdown of the headings "Long-term provisions" and "Short-term provisions" on the liabilities side of the
balance sheet at the 2018 year end amounts to ¼1,293 thousand (2017: ¼1,111 thousand), corresponds in its
entirety to obligations in respect of employee benefits.
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(thousand euro)
15

Deferred taxes

The detail and changes in the deferred tax assets and liabilities in 2018 and 2017 is as follows:
Thousand euro
Deferred tax assets

Temporary differences

Balance at 1 January 2017
(Debit)/Credit to profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2017
(Debit)/Credit to profit or loss
Balance at 31 December 2018

177
(171)
6
(6)
-

Tax assets
5,585
(2,552)
3,033
(878)
2,155

Total
5,762
(2,723)
3,039
(884)
2,155

As of December 31, 2018, fiscal credits from previous years have been activated for an amount of ¼96 thousand and
activations have been recorded for deductions for the year amounting to ¼180 thousand. In turn, ¼67 thousand of tax
credits have been compensated as a result of the estimated tax base for the current year and ¼1,087 thousand as a
result of deductions pending application in previous years.
Capitalized tax assets of ¼2,155 thousand (¼3,033 thousand in 2017) correspond in 2018 with deductions pending
application (Note 17).
Deferred tax assets are recognized when it is likely that society obtain future taxable profit that allows its
application.
Thousand euro
Grants, donations
and legacies
Total

Deferred income tax liabilities
Balance at 1 January 2017
Taken to equity
Balance at 31 December 2017
Taken to equity
Balance at 31 December 2018

16

78
(20)
58
(25)
33

78
(20)
58
(25)
33

Income and expense
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a)

Foreign currency transactions

The amounts of foreign currency transactions are as follows:
2018
2,872
2,872

Sales (thousands of USD)

b)

2017
2,610
2,610

Revenue

Revenue from the Company's ordinary business was earned in the following areas:
%
2018
21%
73%
6%
100%

Market
Domestic
Exports (except for the group's overseas companies)
Group foreign companies

2017
21%
75%
4%
100%

Revenue, by product line, corresponds in full to the Forging line of business.
c)

Cost of raw materials and other consumables used

The detail of raw materials consumed and other consumables used in 2018 and 2017 is included in the table below:
Thousand euro
2018
2017
Purchases:
- Domestic purchases
- Acquisitions between EU countries
Changes in inventories (Note 8)

d)

27,684
3,522
(299)
30,907

24,019
3,688
751
28,458

Ancillary and other operating income

The balance of "Ancillary and Other Operating Income" relates mainly to income from the sale of scrap metal and
from services rendered to other companies in the group.

e)

Employee benefit expense
Thousand euro
2017
2018
9,604
9,745

Wages, salaries and similar remuneration
Employee benefit costs:
- Social security paid by the company
- Other employee benefit costs

3,222
15
12,841
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3,224
19
12,988
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“Wages, Salaries and Similar remuneration” includes costs of compensation amounting to ¼57 thousand (¼128 in
2017).
The average headcount, by category, in the period is as follows:
Number of employees
2018
2017
8
7
38
38
199
195
245
240

Executives
Graduates, technical and clerical staff
Production staff

The Company headcount, by gender, at the end of the year is as follows:
Number of employees
2017

2017
Women
Graduates
Administrative and technical
production staff
Production staff

-

Men
8

Total
8

6
4
10

33
196
237

39
200
247

Women
-

Men
8

Total
8

6
3
9

33
195
236

39
198
245

The Company's Board of Directors is represented by 3 men.
The Company has no workers with a level of disability of 33% or above on its workforce. It has nevertheless
contracted KATEA LEGAIA S.L.L., an entity classed as a special employment centre, for an amount in excess of
¼982 thousand during 2018 (2017: ¼800 thousand). This figure amply exceeds the requirements of LANBIDE, the
Basque employment service, which require it to contract companies of these kinds for an amount in excess of ¼112
thousand as an alternative to hiring workers with disabilities.
17

Income tax expense and tax matters

Since certain transactions are treated differently for income tax purposes and the purpose of the preparation of these
financial statements, the taxable profit (tax loss) for the period will not be the same as the accounting profit (loss).

The reconciliation between the net income and expense for the period and the taxable profit (tax loss) attributable to
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the Company for income tax purposes in the individual tax return is as follows:
2018:
Income statement
Decreases

Increases
Profit (Loss) for the year
Income tax
Permanent differences
Temporary differences:
- arising in the period
- arising in prior years
Previous taxable income
Tax loses carried forward

26

-

-

(21)

Individual taxable profit (tax loss)

Net
4,295
1,148
26
(21)
5,448
(257)
5,191

2017:
Income statement
Decreases

Increases
Profit (Loss) for the year
Income tax
Permanent differences
Temporary differences:
- arising in the period
- arising in prior years
Previous taxable income
Tax loses carried forward

-

-

-

(612)

Individual taxable profit (tax loss)

Net
3,247
2,723
(612)
5.358
(5.358)
-

Permanent differences relate to non-deductible expenses recognized. Temporary differences arose as a result of the
different recognition criteria used to calculate the taxable profit (tax loss).
Current income tax is the result of applying a tax rate of 26% to the individual tax base.
The income tax revenue is composed of the following:
Thousand euro
2017
2018
264
6
171
878
2,552
1,148
2,723

Current tax
Deferred income tax (Note 15)
Tax assets (Note 15)

The amount collected under the current tax is pending payment and is classified as “Other payables to public
authorities”.
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The amount included in the tax credit expense includes ¼67 thousand, corresponding to the negative tax base offset
in the year 2018 and which was activated, as well as ¼1,087 thousand as a result of deductions pending application
in previous years.
As of December 31, 2018 there are no negative tax bases pending compensation.
The Company has pending deductions pending application for an amount of ¼2,155 thousand, in accordance with
the recoverability estimates:

Year earned

Thousand euro

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018 (estimate)

98
274
264
315
454
229
341
180
2,155

Tax credits are only recognized to the extent that it is probable that there will be future taxable profits against which
they can be offset.
As a result of the different possible interpretations of the current tax law, among others, an inspection could give rise
to additional liabilities. However, the directors consider that should these liabilities arise, they would not have a
significant effect on the financial statements for 2018.
The income tax payment for 2018 is subject to Gipuzkoa Historical Territory Regional Law 1/2018, of 10 May.
Applicable tax legislation states a cut-off of 30 years within which to offset tax loss carryforwards and tax credit
carryforwards, also establishing that, for those negative bases and deductions existing prior to January 1, 2014, the
term of 30 years begins to count from January 1, 2014.
The Company's directors calculated the amounts associated with this tax for 2018 and the amounts open for
inspection in accordance with the regional law in force at the end of each period.
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(thousand euro)
18

Net finance expense
Thousand euro
2018
2017

Finance costs:
On payables to third parties
On Group payables (Note 24)

Net foreign exchange gains (losses)
Financial loss

19

(290)
249
(41)

(342)
208
(134)

1
(40)

(1)
(135)

Cash flows from operating activities
Thousand euro
2017
2018

Profit (Loss) for the year before tax
Adjustments for:
- Depreciation and amortization
- Impairment losses
- Changes in provisions
- Recognition of grants
- Finance costs
- Net foreign exchange gains (losses)
Changes in working capital:
- Inventories
- Trade and other receivables
- Trade and other payables
- Other current liabilities

Other cash flows from operating activities:
- Interest paid
- Tax paid
Cash flows from operating activities
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5,443

5,970

2,337
(18)
182
(69)
41
(1)
2,472

2,512
(588)
418
(71)
134
1
2,406

(1,862)
1,277
326
(259)

(3,596)
(1,034)
5,714
1,084

(41)
(40)
(81)
7,575

(134)
(134)
9,326
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20

Cash flows from investing activities
Thousand euro
2018
2017

Payments due to investments in:
- Group companies and associates
- Property, plant and equipment
- Other financial assets
Disinvestment charges:
- Group companies and associates
Cash flows from investing activities

21

(54)
(4,522)
(4,576)

(7,162)
(483)
(7,645)

(4,576)

(7,645)

Cash flows from financing activities
Thousand euro
2017
2018

Proceeds and payments relating to financial liability instruments:
Issuance:
- Bank borrowings
Repayment or redemption of:
- Bank borrowings
- Other liabilities
- Payments on dividends and remuneration of other equity instruments
Cash flows from financing activities

22

-

-

(2,550)
(241)
(2,791)
.
(2,791)

(1,010)
(278)
(1,288)
.
(1,288)

Contingencies

Contingent liabilities
At 31 December 2018, the Company, together with other CIE Group companies, is guarantor of three financing
agreements in favor of CIE Automotive, S.A., consisting of a syndicated loan formalized in 2014, and updated in
2018; for an amount of ¼600 million, and two financing agreements for amounts of ¼70 and ¼85 million respectively,
the latter signed in 2016. The outstanding balances of such credits as of December 31, 2018 amount to ¼400, ¼47
and ¼81 million respectively. (2017:¼467, ¼61 and ¼85 million euros respectively).
Likewise, the Company, together with other companies of the CIE Group, is also a guarantor of a financing agreement
signed by CIE Berriz SL in 2018 for an amount of USD150 million and whose outstanding balance of said credit at 31
December 2018 amounts to ¼35 million.
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23

Director and key management compensation

a)

Remuneration of the Board of Directors

During 2018 and 2076 the members of the Board of Directors accrued no remuneration for their positions as such.
In 2018 and 2017, no contributions were made to pension plans or funds for the members of the Company’s Board
of Directors. No commitments have been entered into in this respect during the year. No advances or loans were
granted to the members of the Board of Directors.
The members of the Board of Directors have not received any remuneration with respect to profit sharing or bonuses.
They received no shares or stock options during the year. They exercised no options and have no options to be
exercised.
b)

Director and key management compensation

The senior executives of the Company's Group are concentrated at the Group's parent (Notes 1 and 9). None of the
members of the senior management team received any remuneration from the Company in 2018 or 2017.
c)

Article 228 of the Spanish Companies Act

In the duty to avoid situations of conflict of interest of the parent Company, during the exercise 2018 the
administrators who have occupied charges in the Board of Directors have expired with the obligations foreseen in the
article 228 of the restated text of the Law of Capital companies. Likewise, both managing directors and their relatives
have abstained from incurring in the suppositions of conflict of interest foreseen in the article 229 of the above
mentioned norm, and there have not been during the exercise communications relating conflicts of interest, nor
direct or indirect, that should be considered by the Board of Directors.
24

Related party transactions

The related party transactions performed are detailed below:
a)

Sale of goods and provision of services
Thousand euro
2018

Cie Mecauto, S.A. (Shareholder Company)
Nova Recyd, S.A. (Shareholder Company)
Componentes de Dirección Recylan, S.L.U.
Forjas Celaya, S.A de C.V.
Autoforjas, Ltda.
Maquinados Automotrices y Talleres Industriales de Celaya, S.A. de C.V.
Billforge de Mexico S de RL de CV
Billforge Pvt. Ltd
Net sales

2
1,356
3,872
12
12
5,254

2017
16
806
5
42
2,609
3,478

The goods are sold on the basis of the current price lists applicable to unrelated third parties. The services are
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(thousand euro)
negotiated with related parties on the basis of a cost margin.
b)

Purchase of goods and receipt of services
Thousands of euros

Componentes de Automoción Recytec, S.L. (Sole-Shareholder Company)
Nova Recyd, S.A. (Sole-Shareholder Company)
Net purchases
CIE Automotive, S.A.
Services received

2018
(871)
(969)
(1,840)
(790)
(790)
(2,630)

2017
(913)
(1,060)
(1,973)
(765)
(765)
(2,378)

The assets and services are acquired from companies in the CIE Automotive Group under standard market terms and
conditions.
c)
Finance costs and income (Note 18)
Thousand euro
2018
Finance costs:
CIE Automotive, S.A.

2017
249
249

208
208

The interest rate applied by the Group for interest payable and receivable was 1.5% for 2018 (2017: 1.5%).
The balances at the close of 2018 arising from the above transactions are included in Notes 7 and 13 above.
d)

Trade receivables - Group companies and associates (Note 7)
Thousand euro
2017

2018
Nova Recyd, S.A. (Shareholder Company)
Componentes de Dirección Recylan, S.L.U.
Maquinados Automotrices y Talleres Industriales de Celaya, S.A. de C.V.

e)

3
496
814
1,313

318
619
937

Loans to group companies (Nota 7)
Thousand euro
2017
2018
17,415
17,361
17,415
17,361

CIE Automotive, S.A.

The balance above refers to the amount financed by CIE Automotive; long-term debts. Its interest rate is
determined by Euribor. At the close of 2018 this account had creditor balance in favour of CIE Legazpi, S.A. (see
point c)).
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f)

Loans to Group companies and associates (Note 13)

Componentes de Automoción Recytec, S.L. (Sociedad Unipersonal)
CIE Galfor
Nova Recyd, S.A.U.

Thousand euro
2018
2017
285
359
3,247
342
429
3,874
788

Additionally, working capital financing with CIE Automotive, S.A. that matures in the long term. This loan accrues
interest at a market rate indexed to the Euribor.
25

Environmental disclosures

Environmental activity is considered to be any transaction, the main purpose of which is to minimize the
environmental impact and protect and enhance the environment.
The costs incurred in the acquisition of machinery, installations and other assets employed to protect and enhance
the environment are recognized as an increase in the value of investments in non-current assets.
Environmentally-related costs other than those incurred in the acquisition of non-current assets are expensed
currently.
The Company's property, plant and equipment include environmental protection and enhancement installations,
carrying on work with its own employees and with the support of specialist outside companies, under its current
strategic environmental plan to minimize the environmental risk associated with its activity, and to improve its
environmental management.
In 2018 the costs incurred to protect and enhance the environment amounted to ¼109 thousand (¼78 thousand in
2017), and are recognized in "Other Operating Costs" in the accompanying income statement.
No investments were made to protect or enhance the environment in 2018 and 2017.
The Company is not aware of any contingencies relating to the protection or enhancement of the environment, or
any risks transferred to other entities, having considered it unnecessary to recognize any amount with respect to
environmental contingencies and charges.
26

Fees paid to auditors of the financial statements

In 2018 the fees paid to PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditores, S.L. for financial audit services amounted to ¼22
thousand (audit services amounted to ¼23 thousand in 2017). No fees were paid to other companies in the PwC
network in the year as a result of other services rendered to the Company.
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CURRENT SITUATION AND OUTLOOK

Commercial Area
During the year 2018, CIE LEGAZPI, S.A. has slightly increased its turnover compared to the data presented in the
year 2017. In this way, turnover has gone from a turnover of ¼61.11 million in 2017 to ¼61.68 million in the year
2018, with an increase also of 1% in the turnover.
As far as exports are concerned, the turnover reached in foreign markets has reached a share of 79.0% of total
sales, in line with the figure for 2017.

Production Area
In the productive area, during 2018, CIE Legazpi has continued to deploy the actions included in its Industrial
Plan. In that sense CIE Legazpi is carrying out a plan to improve its processes, as well as the automation of its
strategic products, trying to improve its Competitiveness, Profitability and Quality.
The following were particularly noteworthy in 2018:
-

Complete the automation and start the flow with the forge of the second press calibrate cold, on line 2203.

-

Application of a solution for the rapid change of tools in the vertical press 2203.

-

Reconditioning and commissioning of a second furnace for the thermal treatment of the pieces.

-

Purchase of a second hand press of 3,150 tons.

-

New CNC machine for the realization of gas outlet holes.

-

Purchase of a 3D measuring machine for the finishes and die-cutting shop.

-

Installation of Captor in sections 1202, 1205, 2203, for online monitoring of production.

An investment has also been executed whose main objective has been to improve environmental and energy
saving aspects:
-

Replacement of induction furnace of the 4204 sealant, with a much more efficient new technology.
Introduction of vegetable-based lubricant in presses 1205, 2203, 1201, which replace the previous
mineral-based lubricant to improve emissions.

Investments
The fiscal year 2018 has registered an investment level of ¼2.903 million, a figure to which must be added the
investment in non-expendable equipment, which has reached the figure of ¼0.720 million, completing a total
figure of ¼3.623 million. The most significant investment projects, which can be highlighted, have been those for
the purchase of a 3,150-ton press, the purchase and installation of an electrical substation and a new induction
furnace for a vertical press. The rest of the amounts have been allocated to teams dedicated to the tooling shop,
investments oriented to the replacement of equipment and prevention and safety matters
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HR Area
The workforce during the financial year 2018 has been adjusting to the needs raised by the evolution of sales and
improvements in productivity. During the year 2018, the company has applied the relief contract for all those
persons who, in 2018, have reached 61 years of age, continuing with the process initiated in 2015, 2016 and
2017. In this way, the average workforce maintained throughout the year was 245 people, with a distribution of
206 active people and 40 people in relief contract. The personnel at 2018 fiscal year end was 247 people, with a
distribution of 208 active persons and 39 relief contracts.

Quality, Environment and Prevention Area
In 2018 the most significant events in the quality, environment and prevention area were as follows:
-

We have obtained the IAFT-16949 certification, surpassing the audit carried out on May 18.
The certifications of the ISO 14001: 2015 and OHSAS 18001: 2007 standards have been revised on May
18.

Financial Area
The economic result before taxes for the year 2018 has improved with respect to the result of the previous year
2017, going from ¼3,247 thousand to ¼4,295 thousand.
Regarding the result after taxes, the result has remained at a very good level, but with respect to the year 2017 has
fallen from ¼5,970 thousand to ¼5,443 thousand.
With respect to the management of the company's working capital, as indicated in Note 13 of the attached report,
the average payment period of the company is 80 days. Although the company has exceeded the term of payment
to suppliers established in Law 15/2010, in 2017 it launched a series of measures that are essentially focused on
the identification of deviations through the monitoring and periodic analysis of the accounts payable to suppliers,
the review and improvement of internal supplier management procedures, as well as the compliance and, where
applicable, updating of the conditions defined in commercial operations subject to the applicable regulations.
It is worth noting the improvement, which during the year 2018 continued to have the financial result, mainly due
to the improvement of the conditions applied by the different financial entities to all the financial products that we
are using in the financing of the company and the reduction of debt with cost that the company has had.

R&D activities
R & D activities have been in line with the "technological strategy" established in the CIE Automotive Group
aimed at:
-

To be a supplier of components and sub-assemblies for the global automotive market.

-

To satisfy the needs of our Clients, offering them integral, innovative, and competitive solutions.

-

Develop the different internal synergies of the Group, integrating components of the different divisions,
and increasing the added value.

CIE LEGAZPI, in 2018, has launched and developed several Research, Development and Innovation Projects,
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whose general objectives are:
-

Development of a proprietary technology that allows CIE LEGAZPI to position itself as a specialist company
in the development and industrial management of forged and mechanized parts.

-

Combining the knowledge of the R & D staff of CIE, maximizing synergies.

-

Development of new products or production processes

-

Continuously improve processes, manage them efficiently and be a reference in quality.

-

Adopt a pro-active stance for the reduction of the Environmental Impact, both of the manufactured
products and of the productive processes, reducing weights and consumption.

In order to carry out the projects, the Group's Technology Centers were actively involved and, in cases where
there were interests, with the collaboration of other Group Companies and / or suppliers.
The R & D Projects initiated and / or continued in the 2018 fiscal year have been:
-

EFFORT Project: Development of advanced digital architecture and energy efficient for the manufacture of
components and products, supported in new sensor, applied in extreme industrial environments.

-

CODICE + Project: Development of flexible and in-line Dimensional Control systems for forging
components.

EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD
During the first months of the year 2019 a certain tendency of slight fall of the turnover is being observed. This
trend projects a turnover of around ¼57-¼58 million.

ACQUISITION OF TREASURY SHARES
The Company did not acquire any treasury shares in 2018.
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AUTHORISATION FOR ISSUE OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS FOR 2018
Pursuant to Paragraph 1 of Article 253 of the Spanish Limited Companies Act, the directors that to date
compose the Board of CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company authorised for issue the financial
statements and directors' report for CIE LEGAZPI, S.A., Sole-Shareholder Company for 2018, which have
been attached as an appendix to this document.
The content of the comments is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheets of paper, numbered from
____________ to ____________.
The balance sheet is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheets of paper, numbered from ____________ to
____________.
The income statement is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheet of paper number ____________.
The statement of changes in equity is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheet of paper, number ____________
to ____________.
The cash flow statement is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheet of paper, number ____________.
The notes to the financial statements are printed on State-stamped class-8 sheets of paper numbered from
____________ to ____________.
The directors' report is printed on State-stamped class-8 sheets of paper numbered from ____________ to
____________.
Pursuant to paragraph 2 of Article 253 they declare each and every one of the above documents to have
been signed by them in their own handwriting, subscribing this State-stamped class-8 sheet of paper number
OL9961976.
In Bilbao, on March 8, 2019

SIGNED BY
Chairman
Antonio María Pradera Jáuregui for
CIE BÉRRIZ, S.L.

Vocal
Jesús María Herrera Barandiaran

Vocal
Justino Unamuno Urcelay
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List of Abbreviations
Abs.

Absatz (section)

AG

Aktiengesellschaft (stock corporation)

AktG

Aktiengesetz (Stock Corporation Act)

CIE

CIE Automotive S.A., Bilbao/Spain

Co.

Compagnie

CNC

Computerized Numercial Control

DRS

Deutscher Rechnungslegungsstandard (German Accounting Standard)

EBITDA

Earnings before interests, taxes, depreciation and amortization

EBT

Earnings before taxes

et seqq.

and the following

EUR/€

Euro

EURIBOR

Euro Interbank Offered Rate

FUS

Falkenroth Umformtechnik GmbH, Schalksmühle

GmbH

Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung (limited liability company)

GSA
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Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer in Deutschland e.V.
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Düsseldorf
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In Höhe von (in the amount of)

ISA

International Standards on Auditing
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Jeco-Jellinghaus Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung, Gevelsberg

k

kilo (thousand)

MFE

Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen

MFE-group

MFE, SCN, FUS, GSA and JECO

Mio./mil.

Million(en)/million(s)

Nr./No.

Nummer (Number)

PS

Prüfungsstandard des IDW (IDW Auditing Standard)

p.a.

per annum

PY

Prior Year

S.A.

Sociedad Anonima (legal company form in Spain)

SCN

SCHÖNEWEISS & Co. GmbH, Hagen

S.L.

Sociedad de Responsibilidad Limitada (legal company form in Spain)
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t

Tonne(n) (ton(s))

TEUR

Tausend Euro (thousand Euro)

i.V.

im Vorjahr (prior year)

i.W.

Im Wesentlichen (essentially)
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A. Audit Engagement
I.

Audit Engagement

1. Following our election as group auditors at the ordinary general meeting held on May 10, 2018,

the supervisory board of
Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen,
(hereinafter referred to as "MFE", "the Company" or "the Parent Company")
engaged us to audit the consolidated financial statements of the Company for the financial year
from January 1 through December 31, 2018 and the group management report for the financial
year then ended pursuant to Section 316 et seqq. HGB.
2. This engagement and our liability, also in relation to third parties, are governed by the "General

Engagement Terms for Wirtschaftsprüfer and Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaften" dated January 1,
2017 which are enclosed as an Appendix to this report.
3. We have prepared the following report on the nature and scope and the results of our audit in ac-

cordance with the principles set forth in IDW PS 450 new version; the audited consolidated financial statements and the audited group management report are attached to this report as Appendices. This report is addressed to the audited company.

II.

Confirmation of Independence

4. In accordance with Section 321 (4a) HGB, we confirm that we conducted our audit of the consoli-

dated financial statements with due regard to the applicable provisions on independence.
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B.

General Findings

I.

Opinion on the Executive Directors’ Assessment of the Group's Position

5. We present below, in summarized form, the assessment which the executive directors of the Parent

Company have expressed with respect to MFE Group's position (see Appendix I and III):
At first, the executive directors of the Parent Company describe the group structure and business
activities of the MFE-group. In the following section the executive directors of the Parent Company
comment the basic conditions and the course of business during FY 2018. The main market of the
MFE-group concerns medium and heavy trucks above 6 tons. In Europe, the market slightly decreased by -2%, but this reduction was overcompensated by other regions in the world. Overall,
the higher volume driven demand of the customers caused a significantly higher demand for products of the MFE group.
In our opinion, the management report contains the following core statements regarding the business development and position of MFE:
x

The most important key performance indicators are the sales revenues and the EBT.

x

Sales revenues of the financial year 2018 amounted to € 251 mil. after € 220 mil. in the previous year due to higher customer demands. The actual sales revenues were above the budget.

x

Costs of materials related to sales revenues increased by 4% from 57% in 2017 to 61% in 2018
mainly due to higher raw material prices at the beginning of the year, which were recharged to
the customers with a certain time delay.

x

Personnel expenditures went up from € 55.9 mil. to € 58.9 mil., but the personnel expenditure
ratio (costs related to the sales revenues) could be improved by almost 2% due to operational
improvements.

x

Other operating expenses increased from € 28.5 mil. to € 35.5 mil. in 2018 mainly due to increased expenses related to the start of production of new projects.

x

Earnings before taxes significantly increased to € 0.6 mil. after € -0.2 mil. in the prior year.
During the year 2018, the development of main operating ratios has been very positive in all
MFE companies, The EBT was better than expected in the budget.

x

The net consolidated result after tax amounts to € -0.2 mil. (PY € 2.7 mil.). This negative variation is mainly related to an adjustment of the activation period of tax losses carried forward as
a part of the deferred tax asset. In this respect, an amount of € 5.0 mil. was booked against the
consolidated balance sheet loss without affecting the net profit as far as prior year is concerned
from this adjustment.

x

Inventories went up by € 6.0 mil. to € 47.7 mil, but due to operational improvements not to the
degree of sales revenue growth.
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x

The new shareholder CIE Galfor S.A., Spain, made a capital injection of € 25.0 mil. (increase of
the capital reserve) in 2018. The payment received in this respect was used to reduce an intercompany loan. The consolidated equity at the end of 2018 is positive again with € 0.5 mil. after
several years of over-indebtedness.

x

The MFE group is mainly financed by the CIE group and by a bank loan. In addition to that, CIE
has issued a letter of support dated on January 19, 2018 and expiring at the end of April 2020.
The executive directors are of the opinion that a prolongation of the letter of comfort after its
expiration is not necessary due to the actual level of equity, sufficient liquidity and the expected positive business development of the MFE group.

The executive directors of the Parent Company proceeded with explanations regarding personnel
and social terms and environment protection.
In our opinion, the management report contains the following core statements regarding the future
development with material opportunities and risks:
x

A risk management system is implemented, which is oriented towards the Group´s operating
risks and which includes a regular risk identification-, risk reviewing- and risk-reporting process. MFE-group encounters economic-, industry and automotive market risk with flexibility
and adjusted cost structures in order to react rapidly to these risks.

x

MFE responds to expected energy price increase by a stringent peak load management and by
specific energy-saving-measures as well as by consolidating the demand of all MFE subsidiaries
in order to systematically realize economies of scale when purchasing energy.

x

Unchanged to prior years, the MFE group generated almost two thirds of total sales with its
five largest customers. Therefore, the company is significantly dependent on a few large commercial vehicle manufacturers. Thus, the general market and price risks, which affect the large
commercial vehicle manufacturers, have a direct impact on the supplier industry as well and
therewith on the company. This dependency may have a negative impact on the operating results of the company by the pricing pressures in the automotive supplier market when the flexibility for cost reduction is limited and when an economic and market weakness occur.

x

The financing of the MFE group is made from operating cash flow, which includes the factoring
used during the financial year, bank financing and intra-group financing. For short-term financial requirements sufficient current account lines are available to the company.

x

Opportunities are seen in the ongoing cooperation with the CIE group related to a number of
projects, which will positively impacting the results of the companies in the future. These projects mainly concern the optimization of the production process and the improvement of the
quality of the products.

x

In market studies, a positive development of the production is forecasted for the relevant markets in Europe and other regions in the world. For 2019 a further market increase compared to
2018 is expected. Based on these forecasts, the executive directors expect the revenues to remain stable during 2019 compared to 2018. Under the assumption that the sales revenues will
develop as predicted and several improvement projects will be successful, the management expects a considerable positive development of the EBT of the German Mahindra group in 2019.
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6. The assessment of the Group's position, and in particular, the assessment of the Group's ability to

continue as a going concern and its material opportunities and risks of future development, have
been reasonably and appropriately determined. According to the results of our audit and the
knowledge obtained, the Parent Company's executive directors' assessment of the Group's position
is appropriate in terms of scope and accurate in terms of content.

II.

Significant Business Transactions and Accounting Policy Decisions

7. The group is financed by an external bank loan and by group companies of CIE Automotive S.A.,

Bilbao/Spain. In addition, the group uses a factoring agreement with a foreign bank institute for
financing purposes.
8. In 2018, the new shareholder CIE Galfor S.A., Spain, made a capital injection (increase of the capi-

tal reserve) of € 25.0 mil. in 2018. Mainly this capital increase made the consolidated equity of the
MFE-group positive again with € 0.5 mil. for the first time since years of over-indebtedness resulting from a history of losses. The payment received from the shareholder was used to repay a part of
the intercompany loan to an affiliated group company. As per December 31, 2018, the intercompany debt of MFE resulting from this financing (short-term loan) amounts to € 52.7 mil. (prior
year € 72.5 mil.; loan and interests). These liabilities are due on a daily basis. The reduction of the
debt will significantly reduce interest expenses in the future.
9. By loan contract dated July 21/22, 2014 a German bank institute provided MFE a loan facility

amounting to € 10.0 mil. The loan bears interest of EURIBOR plus 2% and had an original maturity
until July 22, 2016. The loan was prolonged in 2018 until April 1, 2019.
10. The ultimate parent company CIE has issued a letter of comfort to MFE in the past to further sup-

port the MFE group financially. Based on the current level of the consolidated equity after the capital injection by the shareholder and the positive expectations related to the future development in
terms of liquidity and net results, the executive directors see currently no requirement to prolong
the letter of comfort after its expiration at the end of April 2020.
11. The consolidated net result was negatively impacted by the change of the activation period of tax

losses carried forward as part of the deferred tax asset. The related adjustment effect as far as the
prior year is concerned (€ -4.969 k) is directly booked in the equity in the consolidated balance
sheet loss without affecting the net income.
12. Last year, the German Mahindra group signed a new factoring agreement with a bank institute.

Contract partners are SCN, GSA and FUS and CIE Automotive S.A. as the guarantor. As per December 31, 2018, the aggregated amount of trade receivables sold by the group companies to the bank
institute amounts to € 9,583 k (last year € 16,109 k). The amount of trade receivables at the balance sheet date amounted to € 13,551 (last year € 6,395 k).
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III. Copy of the Auditor's Report
13. Based on the final results of our audit we issued the following unqualified auditor’s report dated

March, 29, 2019:
“BESTÄTIGUNGSVERMERK DES UNABHÄNGIGEN ABSCHLUSSPRÜFERS
An die Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen

Prüfungsurteile
Wir haben den Konzernabschluss der Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen, und ihrer Tochtergesellschaften (der Konzern) – bestehend aus der Konzernbilanz zum 31. Dezember 2018, der Konzern-Gewinn- und Verlustrechnung, dem Konzerneigenkapitalspiegel und der Konzernkapitalflussrechnung für das Geschäftsjahr vom 1. Januar bis zum 31. Dezember 2018 sowie dem Konzernanhang, einschließlich der Darstellung der Bilanzierungs- und Bewertungsmethoden – geprüft. Darüber hinaus haben wir den Konzernlagebericht der Gesellschaft für das Geschäftsjahr
vom 1. Januar bis zum 31. Dezember 2018 geprüft.
Nach unserer Beurteilung aufgrund der bei der Prüfung gewonnenen Erkenntnisse
x

entspricht der beigefügte Konzernabschluss in allen wesentlichen Belangen den deutschen
handelsrechtlichen Vorschriften und vermittelt unter Beachtung der deutschen Grundsätze
ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung ein den tatsächlichen Verhältnissen entsprechendes Bild der
Vermögens- und Finanzlage des Konzerns zum 31. Dezember 2018 sowie seiner Ertragslage
für das Geschäftsjahr vom 1. Januar bis zum 31. Dezember 2018 und

x

vermittelt der beigefügte Konzernlagebericht insgesamt ein zutreffendes Bild von der Lage des
Konzerns. In allen wesentlichen Belangen steht dieser Konzernlagebericht in Einklang mit dem
Konzernabschluss, entspricht den deutschen gesetzlichen Vorschriften und stellt die Chancen
und Risiken der zukünftigen Entwicklung zutreffend dar.

Gemäß § 322 Abs. 3 Satz 1 HGB erklären wir, dass unsere Prüfung zu keinen Einwendungen gegen
die Ordnungsmäßigkeit des Konzernabschlusses und des Konzernlageberichts geführt hat.
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Grundlage für die Prüfungsurteile
Wir haben unsere Prüfung des Konzernabschlusses und des Konzernlageberichts in Übereinstimmung mit § 317 HGB unter Beachtung der vom Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW) festgestellten
deutschen Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Abschlussprüfung durchgeführt. Unsere Verantwortung
nach diesen Vorschriften und Grundsätzen ist im Abschnitt „Verantwortung des Abschlussprüfers
für die Prüfung des Konzernabschlusses und des Konzernlageberichts“ unseres Bestätigungsvermerks weitergehend beschrieben. Wir sind von den Konzernunternehmen unabhängig in Übereinstimmung mit den deutschen handelsrechtlichen und berufsrechtlichen Vorschriften und haben
unsere sonstigen deutschen Berufspflichten in Übereinstimmung mit diesen Anforderungen erfüllt.
Wir sind der Auffassung, dass die von uns erlangten Prüfungsnachweise ausreichend und geeignet
sind, um als Grundlage für unsere Prüfungsurteile zum Konzernabschluss und zum Konzernlagebericht zu dienen.
Unsere Prüfungsurteile zum Konzernabschluss und zum Konzernlagebericht erstrecken sich nicht
auf die sonstigen Informationen, und dementsprechend geben wir weder ein Prüfungsurteil noch
irgendeine andere Form von Prüfungsschlussfolgerung hierzu ab.
Im Zusammenhang mit unserer Prüfung haben wir die Verantwortung, die sonstigen Informationen zu lesen und dabei zu würdigen, ob die sonstigen Informationen
x

wesentliche Unstimmigkeiten zum Konzernabschluss, zum Konzernlagebericht oder unseren
bei der Prüfung erlangten Kenntnissen aufweisen oder

x

anderweitig wesentlich falsch dargestellt erscheinen.

Verantwortung der gesetzlichen Vertreter und des Aufsichtsrats für den Konzernabschluss und den
Konzernlagebericht
Die gesetzlichen Vertreter sind verantwortlich für die Aufstellung des Konzernabschlusses, der den
deutschen handelsrechtlichen Vorschriften in allen wesentlichen Belangen entspricht, und dafür,
dass der Konzernabschluss unter Beachtung der deutschen Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung ein den tatsächlichen Verhältnissen entsprechendes Bild der Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns vermittelt. Ferner sind die gesetzlichen Vertreter verantwortlich für die internen Kontrollen, die sie in Übereinstimmung mit den deutschen Grundsätzen ordnungsmäßiger
Buchführung als notwendig bestimmt haben, um die Aufstellung eines Konzernabschlusses zu ermöglichen, der frei von wesentlichen – beabsichtigten oder unbeabsichtigten – falschen Darstellungen ist.
Bei der Aufstellung des Konzernabschlusses sind die gesetzlichen Vertreter dafür verantwortlich,
die Fähigkeit des Konzerns zur Fortführung der Unternehmenstätigkeit zu beurteilen. Des Weite-
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ren haben sie die Verantwortung, Sachverhalte in Zusammenhang mit der Fortführung der Unternehmenstätigkeit, sofern einschlägig, anzugeben. Darüber hinaus sind sie dafür verantwortlich,
auf der Grundlage des Rechnungslegungsgrundsatzes der Fortführung der Unternehmenstätigkeit
zu bilanzieren, sofern dem nicht tatsächliche oder rechtliche Gegebenheiten entgegenstehen.
Außerdem sind die gesetzlichen Vertreter verantwortlich für die Aufstellung des Konzernlageberichts, der insgesamt ein zutreffendes Bild von der Lage des Konzerns vermittelt sowie in allen wesentlichen Belangen mit dem Konzernabschluss in Einklang steht, den deutschen gesetzlichen Vorschriften entspricht und die Chancen und Risiken der zukünftigen Entwicklung zutreffend darstellt. Ferner sind die gesetzlichen Vertreter verantwortlich für die Vorkehrungen und Maßnahmen
(Systeme), die sie als notwendig erachtet haben, um die Aufstellung eines Konzernlageberichts in
Übereinstimmung mit den anzuwendenden deutschen gesetzlichen Vorschriften zu ermöglichen,
und um ausreichende geeignete Nachweise für die Aussagen im Konzernlagebericht erbringen zu
können.
Der Aufsichtsrat ist verantwortlich für die Überwachung des Rechnungslegungsprozesses des Konzerns zur Aufstellung des Konzernabschlusses und des Konzernlageberichts.

Verantwortung des Abschlussprüfers für die Prüfung des Konzernabschlusses und des Konzernlageberichts
Unsere Zielsetzung ist, hinreichende Sicherheit darüber zu erlangen, ob der Konzernabschluss als
Ganzes frei von wesentlichen – beabsichtigten oder unbeabsichtigten – falschen Darstellungen ist,
und ob der Konzernlagebericht insgesamt ein zutreffendes Bild von der Lage des Konzerns vermittelt sowie in allen wesentlichen Belangen mit dem Konzernabschluss sowie mit den bei der Prüfung gewonnenen Erkenntnissen in Einklang steht, den deutschen gesetzlichen Vorschriften entspricht und die Chancen und Risiken der zukünftigen Entwicklung zutreffend darstellt, sowie einen Bestätigungsvermerk zu erteilen, der unsere Prüfungsurteile zum Konzernabschluss und zum
Konzernlagebericht beinhaltet.
Hinreichende Sicherheit ist ein hohes Maß an Sicherheit, aber keine Garantie dafür, dass eine in
Übereinstimmung mit § 317 HGB unter Beachtung der vom Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW)
festgestellten deutschen Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Abschlussprüfung durchgeführte Prüfung
eine wesentliche falsche Darstellung stets aufdeckt. Falsche Darstellungen können aus Verstößen
oder Unrichtigkeiten resultieren und werden als wesentlich angesehen, wenn vernünftigerweise
erwartet werden könnte, dass sie einzeln oder insgesamt die auf der Grundlage dieses Konzernabschlusses und Konzernlageberichts getroffenen wirtschaftlichen Entscheidungen von Adressaten
beeinflussen.
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Während der Prüfung üben wir pflichtgemäßes Ermessen aus und bewahren eine kritische Grundhaltung. Darüber hinaus
x

identifizieren und beurteilen wir die Risiken wesentlicher – beabsichtigter oder unbeabsichtigter – falscher Darstellungen im Konzernabschluss und im Konzernlagebericht, planen und führen Prüfungshandlungen als Reaktion auf diese Risiken durch sowie erlangen Prüfungsnachweise, die ausreichend und geeignet sind, um als Grundlage für unsere Prüfungsurteile zu dienen. Das Risiko, dass wesentliche falsche Darstellungen nicht aufgedeckt werden, ist bei Verstößen höher als bei Unrichtigkeiten, da Verstöße betrügerisches Zusammenwirken, Fälschungen, beabsichtigte Unvollständigkeiten, irreführende Darstellungen bzw. das Außerkraftsetzen
interner Kontrollen beinhalten können.

x

gewinnen wir ein Verständnis von dem für die Prüfung des Konzernabschlusses relevanten internen Kontrollsystem und den für die Prüfung des Konzernlageberichts relevanten Vorkehrungen und Maßnahmen, um Prüfungshandlungen zu planen, die unter den gegebenen Umständen angemessen sind, jedoch nicht mit dem Ziel, ein Prüfungsurteil zur Wirksamkeit dieser
Systeme abzugeben.

x

beurteilen wir die Angemessenheit der von den gesetzlichen Vertretern angewandten Rechnungslegungsmethoden sowie die Vertretbarkeit der von den gesetzlichen Vertretern dargestellten geschätzten Werte und damit zusammenhängenden Angaben.

x

ziehen wir Schlussfolgerungen über die Angemessenheit des von den gesetzlichen Vertretern
angewandten Rechnungslegungsgrundsatzes der Fortführung der Unternehmenstätigkeit sowie, auf der Grundlage der erlangten Prüfungsnachweise, ob eine wesentliche Unsicherheit im
Zusammenhang mit Ereignissen oder Gegebenheiten besteht, die bedeutsame Zweifel an der
Fähigkeit des Konzerns zur Fortführung der Unternehmenstätigkeit aufwerfen können. Falls
wir zu dem Schluss kommen, dass eine wesentliche Unsicherheit besteht, sind wir verpflichtet,
im Bestätigungsvermerk auf die dazugehörigen Angaben im Konzernabschluss und im Konzernlagebericht aufmerksam zu machen oder, falls diese Angaben unangemessen sind, unser
jeweiliges Prüfungsurteil zu modifizieren. Wir ziehen unsere Schlussfolgerungen auf der
Grundlage der bis zum Datum unseres Bestätigungsvermerks erlangten Prüfungsnachweise.
Zukünftige Ereignisse oder Gegebenheiten können jedoch dazu führen, dass der Konzern seine
Unternehmenstätigkeit nicht mehr fortführen kann.

x

beurteilen wir die Gesamtdarstellung, den Aufbau und den Inhalt des Konzernabschlusses einschließlich der Angaben sowie ob der Konzernabschluss die zugrunde liegenden Geschäftsvorfälle und Ereignisse so darstellt, dass der Konzernabschluss unter Beachtung der deutschen
Grundsätze ordnungsmäßiger Buchführung ein den tatsächlichen Verhältnissen entsprechendes Bild der Vermögens-, Finanz- und Ertragslage des Konzerns vermittelt.

x

holen wir ausreichende geeignete Prüfungsnachweise für die Rechnungslegungsinformationen
der Unternehmen oder Geschäftstätigkeiten innerhalb des Konzerns ein, um Prüfungsurteile
zum Konzernabschluss und zum Konzernlagebericht abzugeben. Wir sind verantwortlich für
die Anleitung, Überwachung und Durchführung der Konzernabschlussprüfung. Wir tragen die
alleinige Verantwortung für unsere Prüfungsurteile.

x

beurteilen wir den Einklang des Konzernlageberichts mit dem Konzernabschluss, seine Gesetzesentsprechung und das von ihm vermittelte Bild von der Lage des Konzerns.
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x

führen wir Prüfungshandlungen zu den von den gesetzlichen Vertretern dargestellten zukunftsorientierten Angaben im Konzernlagebericht durch. Auf Basis ausreichender geeigneter
Prüfungsnachweise vollziehen wir dabei insbesondere die den zukunftsorientierten Angaben
von den gesetzlichen Vertretern zugrunde gelegten bedeutsamen Annahmen nach und beurteilen die sachgerechte Ableitung der zukunftsorientierten Angaben aus diesen Annahmen. Ein
eigenständiges Prüfungsurteil zu den zukunftsorientierten Angaben sowie zu den zugrunde
liegenden Annahmen geben wir nicht ab. Es besteht ein erhebliches unvermeidbares Risiko,
dass künftige Ereignisse wesentlich von den zukunftsorientierten Angaben abweichen.

Wir erörtern mit den für die Überwachung Verantwortlichen unter anderem den geplanten Umfang und die Zeitplanung der Prüfung sowie bedeutsame Prüfungsfeststellungen, einschließlich
etwaiger Mängel im internen Kontrollsystem, die wir während unserer Prüfung feststellen.“
14. The English translation is as follows:

“INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen

Audit Opinions
We have audited the consolidated financial statements of Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen,
and its subsidiaries (the Group), which comprise the consolidated balance sheet as at December
31, 2018, and the consolidated income statement, consolidated statement of changes in equity and
consolidated cash flow statement for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2018, and
notes to the consolidated financial statements, including the recognition and measurement policies presented therein. In addition, we have audited the group management report of Mahindra
Forgings Europe AG for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2018.
In our opinion, on the basis of the knowledge obtained in the audit,
x

the accompanying consolidated financial statements comply, in all material respects, with the
requirements of German commercial law and give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities
and financial position of the Group as at December 31, 2018 and of its financial performance
for the financial year from January 1 to December 31, 2018 in compliance with German Legally Required Accounting Principles, and

x

the accompanying group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the
Group’s position. In all material respects, this group management report is consistent with the
consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements and appropriately
presents the opportunities and risks of future development.

Pursuant to Article 322 paragraph 3 sentence 1 HGB (Handelsgesetzbuch: German Commercial
Code), we declare that our audit has not led to any reservations relating to the legal compliance of
the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report.
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Basis for the Audit Opinions
We conducted our audit of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management
report in accordance with § 317 HGB and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (Institute of
Public Auditors in Germany) (IDW). Our responsibilities under those requirements and principles
are further described in the “Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial
Statements and of the Group Management Report” section of our auditor’s report. We are independent of the group entities in accordance with the requirements of German commercial and professional law, and we have fulfilled our other German professional responsibilities in accordance
with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on
the group management report.
Our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report
do not cover the other information, and consequently we do not express an audit opinion or any
other form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in so doing, to
consider whether the other information
x

is materially inconsistent with the consolidated financial statements, with the group management report or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or

x

otherwise appears to be materially misstated.

Responsibilities of the Executive Directors and the Supervisory Board for the Consolidated Financial Statements and the Group Management Report
The executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements
that comply, in all material respects, with the requirements of German commercial law, and that
the consolidated financial statements give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of the Group in compliance with German Legally Required Accounting Principles. In addition the executive directors are responsible for such internal control as
they, in accordance with German Legally Required Accounting Principles, have determined necessary to enable the preparation of consolidated financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
In preparing the consolidated financial statements, the executive directors are responsible for assessing the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. They also have the responsibility for dis-
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closing, as applicable, matters related to going concern. In addition, they are responsible for financial reporting based on the going concern basis of accounting, provided no actual or legal circumstances conflict therewith.
Furthermore, the executive directors are responsible for the preparation of the group management
report that, as a whole, provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position and is, in all material
respects, consistent with the consolidated financial statements, complies with German legal requirements, and appropriately presents the opportunities and risks of future development. In addition, the executive directors are responsible for such arrangements and measures (systems) as they
have considered necessary to enable the preparation of a group management report that is in accordance with the applicable German legal requirements, and to be able to provide sufficient appropriate evidence for the assertions in the group management report.
The supervisory board is responsible for overseeing the Group’s financial reporting process for the
preparation of the consolidated financial statements and of the group management report.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Consolidated Financial Statements and of the Group
Management Report
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and whether
the group management report as a whole provides an appropriate view of the Group’s position
and, in all material respects, is consistent with the consolidated financial statements and the
knowledge obtained in the audit, complies with the German legal requirements and appropriately
presents the opportunities and risks of future development, as well as to issue an auditor’s report
that includes our audit opinions on the consolidated financial statements and on the group management report.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with § 317 HGB and in compliance with German Generally Accepted Standards for Financial Statement Audits promulgated by the Institut der Wirtschaftsprüfer (IDW) will always detect a material misstatement. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these consolidated financial statements and this
group management report.
We exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. We
also:
x

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements
and of the group management report, whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit
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procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinions. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement
resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion,
forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.
x

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit of the consolidated financial
statements and of arrangements and measures (systems) relevant to the audit of the group
management report in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an audit opinion on the effectiveness of these systems.

x

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used by the executive directors and the
reasonableness of estimates made by the executive directors and related disclosures.

x

Conclude on the appropriateness of the executive directors’ use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Group’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to
draw attention in the auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the consolidated financial
statements and in the group management report or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our respective audit opinions. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up
to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Group
to cease to be able to continue as a going concern.

x

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the consolidated financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the consolidated financial statements present
the underlying transactions and events in a manner that the consolidated financial statements
give a true and fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial position and financial performance of
the Group in compliance with German Legally Required Accounting Principles.

x

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities
or business activities within the Group to express audit opinions on the consolidated financial
statements and on the group management report. We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the group audit. We remain solely responsible for our audit opinions.

x

Evaluate the consistency of the group management report with the consolidated financial
statements, its conformity with German law, and the view of the Group’s position it provides.

x

Perform audit procedures on the prospective information presented by the executive directors
in the group management report. On the basis of sufficient appropriate audit evidence we evaluate, in particular, the significant assumptions used by the executive directors as a basis for the
prospective information, and evaluate the proper derivation of the prospective information
from these assumptions. We do not express a separate audit opinion on the prospective information and on the assumptions used as a basis. There is a substantial unavoidable risk that future events will differ materially from the prospective information.
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We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the
planned scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.”
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C. Subject, Nature and Scope of the Audit
15. The subject of our audit was the consolidated financial statements for the financial year from Janu-

ary 1 through December 31, 2018, consisting of the balance sheet, income statement, notes to the
consolidated financial statements, cash flow statement and statement of changes in equity, prepared in accordance with the provisions of Section 290 et seqq. HGB, and the group management
report for the financial year then ended, prepared in accordance with Section 315 HGB. The responsibility for the compliance of the consolidated financial statements and group management
report with the applicable requirements lies with the Parent Company's executive directors. Our
responsibility was to examine these documents to determine whether they comply with the statutory group accounting provisions. In particular, the audit included assessing the definition of the
scope of consolidation, the propriety of the annual financial statements included in the consolidated financial statements, the propriety of the consolidation measures and the accounting and
consolidation principles used.
We examined the group management report to determine whether it is consistent with the consolidated financial statements and the knowledge obtained in the course of our audit and whether, on
the whole, it provides a suitable view of the Group's position. At the same time, we also examined
whether it suitably presents the future development with its material opportunities and risks. The
examination of the group management report also included assessing whether the statutory provisions for the preparation of the group management report had been observed.
16. We conducted our audit mainly on the Parent Company's premises in Hagen and Aalen as well as

in our office in Essen in the months of November 2018 (preparatory audit procedures) as well as in
the months from January till March 2019.
17. The starting point of our audit was the consolidated financial statements for the financial year

from January 1 through December 31, 2017, which we had audited and provided with an unqualified auditor's report.
18. We conducted our audit in accordance with provisions of Section 316 et seqq. HGB and the gener-

ally accepted standards for the audit of financial statements as set forth in the IDW Auditing Standards. In accordance herewith we planned our audit in such a way as to detect any inaccuracies and
violations of statutory provisions which have a material influence on the presentation of a true and
fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of operations. Our engagement did not include detecting or clarifying criminal offenses (such as fraud or any other form of breach of trust)
or breach of administrative rules unrelated to the accounting context, or assessing the effectiveness
or operational efficiency of the management. However, we planned and conducted our audit such
that misstatements and violations which are material to the group accounting would be detected
with reasonable assurance. The executive directors of the Parent Company and of the subsidiaries
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are responsible for the implementation and enforcement of suitable measures to avoid or detect
misstatements and violations; monitoring is the responsibility of the supervisory board of the Parent Company and of the subsidiaries which, in doing so, also takes into account the risk of control
measures being circumvented.
19. In accordance with our risk-driven audit approach we initially acquired up-to-date knowledge of

the economic and legal environment of the Group. To this end, we gathered information about the
operations of the Group and the monitoring and control of the Group's activities. This included, in
particular, records of the group controlling department, which are largely based on the monthly
financial information of the individual subsidiaries. We also examined the internal control system
to the extent it was relevant for the consolidated financial statements. This primarily included
those organizational measures intended to ensure that the information required for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements and group management report is transmitted completely, correctly and in due time, as well as the subsequent organizational measures. This included, in particular, the definition of the scope of consolidation, capital consolidation, debt consolidation, consolidation of income and expenses, elimination of intercompany profit and loss, foreign currency translation and accounting for deferred taxes.
Apart from the process of consolidated financial statement preparation, we satisfied ourselves of
the appropriateness of those group accounting guidelines, which aim at uniform accounting
throughout the Group and valuation on the basis of the provisions applicable to the Parent Company (Section 300 and Section 308 HGB). Compliance with the group accounting guidelines was a
subject matter of the audit of the individual financial statements of subsidiaries included in the
consolidated financial statements.
In connection with the audit procedures described above we identified the risks which may lead to
material errors in the group accounting records. We considered this knowledge in determining our
further audit procedures. In areas where the Group's management has implemented adequate internal controls to limit such risks, we conducted tests of operation to satisfy ourselves of the continuous effectiveness of those internal controls. Tests of operation were conducted primarily in the
following processes:
x

Consolidation process

x

IT processes

x

Sales and distribution

x

Procurement

x

Human resources

x

Finance and Accounting
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The degree of effectiveness of those internal controls subsequently determined the nature and
scope of our examination of individual items of the consolidated financial statements and the
group management report (substantive audit procedures). Especially in the case of business transactions and consolidation measures which, by their nature, are recorded in large numbers according to identical procedures and are processed or, respectively, taken within the framework of an
effective internal control system (according to our preliminary findings), the audit focused on the
consistent application of the relevant internal controls of the Company.
To the extent we could rely on the accuracy of the figures to be audited because of the effectiveness
of the Company's internal controls, we subsequently conducted analytical audit procedures, tests
of details or a combination of both. In the case of effective controls, tests of details were reduced to
what was deemed necessary at the auditor's discretion.
The majority of the financial statement items were audited using a combination of tests of operation and substantive audit procedures.
In cases where we did not plan to conduct tests of operation or could not assume that there are effective controls, we mainly conducted substantive audit procedures.
20. Auditing the pension provisions, provisions for anniversary bonuses and semi-retirement provi-

sions, we relied on actuarial reports from independent actuaries, the findings of which we were
able to use.
21. Below we provide an overview of the focal points of our audit of the consolidated financial state-

ments:
x

Correctness and completeness of consolidation

x

Consistency of the management report with the consolidated financial statements

x

Financing of the MFE-group

x

Audit of the adequate period cut-off of revenues

x

Valuation of fixed assets and of inventories

x

Recognition and valuation of accounts receivables and accounts payable

x

Recognition and valuation of provisions and accruals

22. The executive directors of the Parent Company as well as the management boards or, respectively,

management of the subsidiaries and their auditors, if any, supplied us with all information and
supporting documentation which we requested.
The executive directors of the Parent Company submitted to us a standard letter of representation
relating to the consolidated financial statements and the group management report.
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D. Findings Regarding Group Accounting Records
I.

Adequacy of Group Accounting Records

1.

Legal Bases

23. As a parent company and corporation, MFE has the duty pursuant to Sections 290, 297 (1)

Clause 1 HGB to prepare consolidated financial statements and a group management report and to
have them audited in accordance with Section 316 et seqq. HGB. Pursuant to Section 325 HGB the
consolidated financial statements and group management report must be electronically submitted
with the operator of the Federal Gazette and published in the Federal Gazette.

2.

Consolidated Group and Financial Year End of the Consolidated Financial Statements

24. The group of five domestic companies included in the consolidated financial statements in which

MFE had a direct or indirect long-term equity investment as of the balance sheet date is set forth in
the notes to the consolidated financial statements (Appendix II and IV).
25. The information in the notes to the consolidated financial statements about the consolidated group

is accurate.
26. The financial year end of the consolidated financial statements (December 31, 2018) corresponds

to the financial year end of the Parent Company's annual financial statements and the financial
year end of the annual financial statements of all subsidiaries included in the consolidated financial statements.

3.

Principles of Consolidation

27. Capital consolidation was carried out in accordance with the book value method, section 301 (1)

clause 2 No. 1 HGB old version, for the companies acquired until 31 March 2010. For this purpose,
the investment book value of the Parent Company is set off with the pro rata-book entry equity of
the subsidiary at the time of the first consolidation. This offsetting in accordance with section 301
(1) HGB old version is made based on the valuation at the time of the investment acquisition. For
acquisitions after 31 March 2010, capital consolidation was carried out in accordance with the revaluation method (Section 301 (1) Clause 2 No. 2 HGB). Accordingly, the acquisition costs of the
shares in the subsidiaries included in consolidation are offset against the proportionate net assets
based on the fair values of the assets and liabilities assumed from these companies at the time of
acquisition. Any difference amount remaining after setoff was recognized as goodwill.
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28. Receivables, provisions and payables arising between the companies included in the consolidated

financial statements were eliminated within the framework of debt consolidation in accordance
with Section 303 HGB.
29. The assets and liabilities of the consolidated companies which have been included in the consoli-

dated financial statements were generally recognized and valued uniformly in accordance with the
accounting principles applicable to the financial statements of the Parent Company. The valuation
complies with the statutory provisions and was effected in accordance with principles which remained unchanged compared with the prior year.
30. The consolidation methods used comply with the statutory provisions. They were applied consist-

ently.

4.

Group Bookkeeping System

31. The Parent Company manually develops the consolidated financial statements from the individual

financial statements. Written group accounting guidelines do not exist. Uniform accounting and
valuation is ensured by adjustment entries at the group level. Please refer to report section B.V.
32. According to our findings, the group bookkeeping system is properly maintained in all material re-

spects.
33. Our audit has not revealed any matters which indicate that the Parent Company's organizational

and technical arrangements are inappropriate to ensure the security of the accounting-relevant
data and IT systems.
34. According to our findings, the accounting-related internal control system is generally suitable to

ensure complete and accurate recording, processing, documentation and safeguarding of the
bookkeeping data.

5.

Financial Statements Included in the Consolidated Financial Statements

35. The financial statements of the significant domestic subsidiaries FUS, GSA and SCN included in the

consolidated financial statements which were prepared in accordance with the MFE accounting
guidelines, were audited by us in accordance with Section 316 et seqq. HGB and provided with an
unqualified audit opinion.
We conducted analytical audit procedures at the group level for the remaining subsidiaries (MFE
and JECO) which are insignificant in each individual case and as a whole.
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The annual financial statements of the companies to be included in the consolidated financial
statements were properly adjusted to the Group's uniform accounting and valuation in the consolidated financial statements.

6.

Consolidated Financial Statements

36. The consolidated financial statements of MFE for the financial year from January 1 through De-

cember 31, 2018, consisting of the balance sheet, income statement, notes to the consolidated financial statements, cash flow statement and statement of changes in equity as well as segment reporting, were prepared in accordance with the statutory provisions. The consolidated financial
statements were properly derived from the financial statements included in the consolidated financial statements.
37. The notes to the consolidated financial statements completely and accurately provide, in all mate-

rial respects, the information required by law as well as the information which has not been included in the balance sheet or income statement due to the exercise of an option.
38. Notwithstanding the recommendations contained in DRS 18, no reconciliation between the ex-

pected tax expense and the reported tax expense was included in the notes to the consolidated financial statements. This had no consequences for the auditor's report, as the respective recommendations are not required by law.
39. The cash flow statement was prepared in accordance with the principles of DRS 21. The statement

of changes in group equity was prepared in accordance with the principles of DRS 7.
40. In the consolidated financial statements, under application of legal regulations, the following devi-

ations from the DRS were noted:
x

The option for the capital consolidation according to the book value method in section 301 (1)
clause 2 no. 1 HGB old version has been used in deviation of DRS 23.34.

41. The remuneration paid to the management of the Parent Company (within the meaning of Section

314 (1) No. 6 (a) Clauses 1 to 4 and (b) in conjunction with Section 315e (1) HGB) has not been
disclosed in accordance with Section 314 (3) Clause 2 in conjunction with Section 286 (4) HGB.
Our audit has found that the exercising of the protection clause was permissible.

7.

Group Management Report

42. The group management report complies, in all material respects, with the statutory provisions

(Section 315 HGB).
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II.

Overall Impression given by the Consolidated Financial Statements

43. The consolidated financial statements comply, in all material respects, with the statutory provi-

sions and, as a whole, give a true and fair view of the net assets, financial position and results of
operations of the Group in accordance with German principles of proper accounting.
44. To provide a better understanding of the overall impression given by the consolidated financial

statements, we present below, as required by law, the material valuation principles and the influence that changes to the valuation principles have had, as a whole, on the overall impression given
by the consolidated financial statements (Section 321 (2) Clause 4 HGB).
Material consolidation methods
45. We refer to the section D.I. of this report.

Material valuation principles
46. The goodwill results from the acquisition and first time consolidation of SCN (€ 11,517 k) and is

amortized over a useful life of ten years. Management assessed the useful life of the goodwill in accordance with the product life cycle of significant new products owned by SCN. This technology
enables the subsidiary to enter agreements with Daimler AG on the production of parts for a new
generation of motor trucks. According to management's assessment the product life cycle of these
motor trucks will be approximately ten years. This assessment resulted in an amortization of
€ 1,152 k in the reporting period.
47. Self-produced tools are capitalized and depreciated. During the reporting period the company cap-

italized self-produced tools (forging dies) amounting to € 1,961 k (prior year € 1,108 k). These tools are
capitalized at production costs. In addition to direct costs, proportional indirect costs have been included.
The straight-line method is applied for depreciation of self-produced tools using a useful life of 5 years.
48. There is a tax unity in place, which includes the 100 % subsidiaries FUS, GSA and JECO. SCN itself

forms a separate tax subject. The company capitalizes deferred taxes on tax losses carried forward
if it is reasonable that those tax losses can be utilized within 5 years. Based on the actual budget for
the years 2018 ongoing deferred taxes on losses carried forward amounting to € 7,962 k were capitalized (prior year € 13,975 k). Regarding further deferred tax assets resulting from differences between the book values according to German Commercial Law and according to tax law we refer to
the explanations in the notes (Appendix II and IV). The tax rate used for the calculation of deferred
taxes for the MFE tax unity is 29.15 % (prior year 29.15 %) and for SCN 34.03 % (prior year 34.03
%).
49. With regard to the presentation of the material accounting and valuation bases we also refer to the

information given in the Company's notes to the financial statements (see Appendix II and IV).
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E.

Conclusion

We have prepared the above report on the audit of the consolidated financial statements of Mahindra Forgings Europe AG, Aalen, for the financial year from January 1 through December 31, 2018
and of the group management report for the financial year then ended in accordance with the statutory provisions and the generally accepted standards for the preparation of long-form audit reports (IDW PS 450 new version).
The auditor's report is included in report section B "Copy of the Auditor's Report".

Essen, March 29, 2019
PricewaterhouseCoopers GmbH
Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft

Bernhard Klinke
Wirtschaftsprüfer
(German Public Auditor)

ppa. Andreas Seifert
Wirtschaftsprüfer
(German Public Auditor)
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